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THE UNIVERSITY of York may be
forced into turning away under-
graduate home students in favour
of international and graduate
applicants over the next two years
to meet expansion goals following a
Government ruling on student
numbers.

A national ban on increasing
the number of home students in
higher education for the next two
years is likely to force admission
officers to look elsewhere for stu-
dents to fill the £500 million
Heslington East expansion project
in the immediate future.

The University has admitted
that postgraduate and internation-
al students will make up “a sub-
stantial proportion” of the increases
required to populate the new site.

Under a strict ruling from
John Denham, Secretary of State
for Innovation, Universities and
Skills, a rise in the recruitment of
home students in 2009-10 is highly
unlikely. In addition, there are no
plans for this cap to be lifted in
2010-11.

Denham had already instruct-
ed the Higher Education Funding
Council for England (HEFCE),
which regulates funding for stu-
dents and universities to “bear
down on over-recruitment” before
demanding that institutions
“preferably eliminate” increased
recruitment in a letter last month. 

A subsequent HEFCE letter to
all Vice-Chancellors stated: “We
will be making no further alloca-
tions of Addional Student Numbers
(ASNs) for 2009-10, beyond those
already approved or under consid-
eration. In addition, we will make
no further allocations of ASNs for
2010-11 at this stage.”

The University have defended
the viability of their expansion
plans, claiming that as the con-
straints  apply “only to home

undergraduate student growth”,
plans to fill Heslington East will be
“unaffected by the Secretary of
State’s announcement.” 

University Press Officer David
Garner said: “In the context of the
Heslington East expansion, the
undergraduate home market is
only part of the picture. A substan-
tial proportion of the increase in
students associated with the devel-
opment will be of postgraduate and
international students.” 

According to the most recent
figures available, international and
EU citizens currently make up 11%
of undergraduate students, while
post-graduates account for just
over 24% of the total student popu-
lation.

Goodricke College, which
moves to the new site this October,
will see the number of beds swell to
600 from the current 350. In line
with the HEFCE announcement, it
is expected that the extra students
required to meet the increased
capacity will not be home under-
graduates. 

The new expansion-based
departments of Law and Theatre,
Film and Television will also begin
accepting students in October.

“We have growth in student
numbers already factored into
plans and funded for 2009/10 and
2010/11,” said Garner. “Demand for
study at universities in general, and
at this university in particular, is
still extremely strong,” he added.

To enforce the ruling, HEFCE
has warned that increased admis-
sions would result in severe penal-
ties, threatening “further measures
that we may consider could include
constraining student numbers
through changes to the operation of
our funding method”

In previous years, institutions
were allowed to overshoot figures
without facing serious punishment.

Henry James Foy
EDITOR
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Survey highlights
YUSU apathy
A SURVEY has revealed that the
majority of students at York
don’t feel represented by their
Union. YUSU, which was criti-
cised in a recent national assess-
ment, was found to be discon-
nected from campus, with many
students unable to name their
elected officers. YUSU Sabbs
have defended their position on
campus >> NEWS P4-5

Library to adopt
24-hour opening
THE JB Morrell Library has
agreed to begin investigating
plans for 24-hour opening, fol-
lowing student interest and
pressure. After a UGM motion
last term calling on the library
to adopt the always-open sched-
ule, officials have agreed to
implement the idea, planned for
the upcoming year >> NEWS P7

JCRCs attack bar
management
DERWENT, Goodricke, Alcuin
and Vanbrugh JCRC chairs have
united in condemnation of
Commercial Services, claiming
that their lack of competitive
edge is killing college bars in the
face of the new Courtyard
Venue. Alcuin JCRC chair
Oliver Hutchings has described
Commercial Services’ position as
“untenable” >> NEWS P3

Key Varsity fixtures
face cancellation
POSTPONEMENTS and BUCS
Cup progress have conspired to
see many of the biggest fixtures
of this year’s annual Varsity
competition against city rivals
York St. John cancelled. The
now heavily subdued contest will
take place without the crucial
sports of football, rugby, volley-
ball  or tennis >> SPORT P23

Heslington East will not increase home student numbers for two years

York Come
Dancing: Photos
and Analysis  p 8

Hokkaido to
Hollywood: Video
game movies M12

Students on drugs:
Behind
the
highs
and
lows
>>MUSE M5-7
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A REPORT released by the
National Students Forum (NSF)
has sparked a response from the
government on issues relating to
student finance, employability and
the experience of disabled, interna-
tional and postgraduate students.

In a governmental report
released last week the government
responded to requests from the
NSF, issuing instructions and rec-
ommendations to Universities and
private companies.

In response to the NSF report
the government considered some
of the key issues relating to student
finance. As a result, work with the
Student Loan Company will be
continued to try and introduce a
more flexible loan installment
arrangement. The response recog-
nises that “some students are con-
tent with current termly arrange-
ments, others would prefer a
monthly instalment.” Similarly it is
recommended that universities
consider introducing more flexible
payment for tuition fees.

The NSF dedicated a chapter
of the report to the issue of employ-
ability, and the government has
responded by outlining a plan to
improve the partnership between
universities, colleges and employ-
ers at a national level. It is recom-
mended that employers publish
information that will help inform
prospective students as to the long-
term impact of their subject choice.

Employers should also pro-
vide universities with a “wishlist of
broad-based skills” that they look
for when hiring.

A large section of both the
report and the response deal with
the experience of disabled stu-
dents. The government has started
to explore the feasibility of creating
an Association of Disabled
Students. This association would
be intended to “combat the isola-
tion that can be felt by these stu-
dents” as well as providing a better
peer support system. It is also pro-
posed that disability-awareness is
incorporated into the orientation
process at universities, to help
improve awareness. A similar pro-
gram is recommended for all staff.

The government proposes that
to improve the experience of inter-
national students, basic compati-
bility problems need to be

addressed as a priority. Clearer
guidance needs to be provided by
UCAS to explain the international
equivalents of qualifications.

It is also recommended that
universities introduce a cultural
transition programme to help
international students adapt to a
new country. The National Union
of Students (NUS) will also take
action to ensure that students’
unions are “international-student-
friendly.” Finally, the government
believes that it is best practice for
universities to “allocate a percent-
age of international student fee
income to support individual stu-
dents in need.”

Both reports are particularly
concerned with funding for post-

graduate students, and suggest
that Research Councils make fund-
ing available for international post-
graduates, as well as home post-
graduates. This is intended to bet-
ter support international students
who have undertaken all of their
undergraduate study in the UK. It
is also suggested that an accessible
database is created to suggest alter-
native sources of funding.

At the launch of the response a
statement from David Lammy MP,
Minister of State for Higher
Education and Intellectual
Property, and Lord Young,
Minister for Students, said, “This
response should not be seen as an
end but as the beginning of a con-
tinued dialogue.”
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The YUSU Magic Bus has been
struggling to muster the student
donations that help keep it afloat.
YUSU has budgeted for £40 worth
of donations per month, however,
over the course of last term only
£30.68 has been amassed from the
pockets of 1,368 students.
Charlie Leyland, YUSU Academic
and Welfare Officer has commented
that “the lack of donations is not
unusual, and we budget to help
towards the cost of running it.”
However, the Union website shows a
disclaimer that donations “ensure
that the service is able to continue.”
YUSU have been actively seeking to
remedy this situation.

CO2 club night hit
by bad advertising
Allegations that the below-par per-
formance of the initial CO2 club
night ‘UV Party’ was down to a lack
of sufficient organised advertising by
YUSU have been raised at a recent
meeting. YUSU Policies and
Campaign Officer Michael Batula
called for a greater emphasis on
making sure that a heavy poster
campaign would be carried out, in
order to attract people to the event.
As well as this, criticisms were raised
at the use of Facebook and other
internet tools in order to publicise
the event. Rory Shanks defended the
advertising, saying he believes the
nights should be run with the view to
an “organic process”.

‘Free’ bus a drain on
YUSU welfare funds

Underage BoB
band disqualified
Popular band ‘Adam and the
Weather Fronts’ have been disquali-
fied from Battle of the Bands. The
group, who were competiting in heat
4 last week, were disqualified after it
was discovered that their drummer
was only sixteen. The disqualifica-
tion of ‘Hurricane Adam and the
Weather Fronts’ meant that
‘Magicians Ghetto’, ‘Hot Toddy’ and
‘The!Spoon? (and the)’ finished in
first, second and third place respec-
tively. Battle of the Bands is organ-
ised by YSTV, URY and Bandsoc.
The winner of the competition will
win three days recording time at
Melrose Yard Studios.

Jim Bulley
NEWS EDITOR

Government advises on student issues

The student report was presented by David LammyMP, Minister for Higher Education (second from left)
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The uncompromising line on
recruitment quotas is being seen as
an admission by the Government
that it cannot provide for any
increases in student loan and grant
numbers following mistakes that
left a £200m shortfall in the high-
er education budget. 

Denham admitted that “the
number of students receiving full
or partial grants was exceeding

projections,” and informed HEFCE
that he was “reducing the funding
to [universities] for the coming
year by £19m compared with the
indicative figure shown in last
year's grant letter.” 

“Any over-recruitment in the
coming year could result in a trans-
fer of HEFCE grant back to this
department in that or future years,
in order to meet the consequent
unanticipated student support
costs,” Denham’s letter said.

Wes Streeting, President of
the National Union of Students,
stated that he was “concerned that
the welcome expansion of higher
education through additional stu-
dent numbers (ASNs) has been
curtailed this year and that deci-
sions about additional places in
future years have been put on
hold”. 

Home students can claim
£3,145 from the government for
tuition fees, and up to £6,475 in

loans for living costs.
Figures provided by the uni-

versity application service UCAS
show that the number applicants
accepted on to full-time under-
graduate courses in the UK
increased 7% between 2007 and
2008 to 442,443. 

Between 2006 and 2007, the
number rose 5.8%.

Cap on home student increases to force selection bias

The training regimes employed by the
British Armed Forces are brutal, condi-
tioning soldiers for the realities of mod-
ern warfare. LLiiddaa MMiirrzzaaiiii examines the
emerging psychological theories of war
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MOTIONS PROPOSED last week
at Union General Meeting (UGM)
could result in earlier term dates
and NUS-style University cards for
York students

Held on February 5th, the lat-
est UGM saw York Sport President,
Alex Lacy put forward the motion
for a change in term dates on the
grounds that terms at York start
significantly later than most other
universities.

In a speech to assembled stu-
dents Lacy pointed out that the
current late finish of terms mean
that York students often miss out
on jobs that start earlier in the year,
when students are still in York.

Without financial income dur-

ing the holidays, students have
often been forced to work longer
hours during term-time, which has
had a knock-on effect on their stud-
ies.

The Natwest Student Living

Index, the results of which were
released in October 2008, revealed
that four out of ten students in York
are in part-time employment to
help finance their degree, with 46%
reliant on employment to fund
their basic living expenses whilst at
University.

Current term dates have been
criticised as being particularly
detrimental to international stu-
dents, who suffer the effects of
more expensive flights home in the
lead up to Christmas.

Students on Erasmus
exchanges also suffer, as they are
unable to receive their student
loans until term commences at
York, regardless of whether their
own term has begun or not.

Sporting teams have also
voiced complaints about the cur-
rent term structure, with teams

sometimes having to miss the
beginning of a season. In an
extreme case, the Rugby first and
second teams were given a three
point penalty after they were forced
to forfeit a match due to a collision
of term dates.

Commenting on his motion,
Lacy argued, “our late term dates
seem to get everyone’s backs up, all
the way from sporty students to
international and Erasmus stu-
dents.” He also said that he hopes
“that a good voting turnout will
give the University the student
body’s support in changing our
term dates.”

As a result, YUSU has resolved
to lobby the University about
bringing term dates forward by one
week.

The motion for improved uni-
versity ID cards was put forward by

students Chris Northwood and
Richard Rout. They proposed a
new form of ID card, claiming that
"they need a valid expiry date."

"Not everyone wants to buy an
NUS Extra Card, but are often
forced to as our 'duck' cards are not
recognised all over the country,"
said Northwood.

The Students Union support-
ed the motion, saying that it
believed students at York needed a
nationally recognised card without
having to pay the £10 fee currently
charged by the NUS.

The Union has therefore
resolved to campaign for improved
cards, either by issuing them yearly,
creating cards with expiry dates or
having them branded with a recog-
nised logo such as NUS or ISIC.

Voting on these motions takes
place this week at www.yusu.org.
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Chairs are worried that uncompetitive prices could lead to the demise of campus bars such as Derwent’s Doodles

UGM sees new term dates and ID cards proposed

JCRC chairs claim Commercial Services’ lack
of ‘competitive drive’ destroying campus bars

Nanki Chawla
NEWS REPORTER

Lacy proposed date changes

GEORGE LOWTHER
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COLLEGE CHAIRS have
condemned University Com-
mercial Services for prevent-
ing college bars from being
able to successfully compete
with the Courtyard.

The JCRC chairs of
Alcuin, Derwent, Goodricke
and Vanbrugh have been
unanimous in their criticism
of the Commercial Services
department, which is
responsible for running all
college bars.

The chairs accuse
Commercial Services of fail-
ing in its business responsi-
bility to the bars, which are
increasingly losing business
to the new YUSU bar, the
Courtyard.

Alcuin JCRC chair
Oliver Hutchings believes
the relationship between
JCRCs and Commercial Ser-
vices is “completely unten-
able”. He believes that the
failure of campus bars is “the
product of their own lack of
business acumen and not the
fault of volunteer students.”
Hutchings maintains that
spaces like B Henrys and
Doodles, in Alcuin and
Derwent, “are glorified cafe-
terias and nothing more.”

Joe Rankin, Derwent
JCRC chair, agrees that a
lack of competitiveness
means that student bars will
suffer, arguing that “one of
the major problems, and yet
something surely simple to
resolve, is a seeming lack of
drive to be competitive and
innovative, within the man-
agement structure.”

The Courtyard has bet-

ter drinks deals than any
campus bar, causing concern
amongst JCRCs that they
will never be able to compete
unless their own drinks deals
and prices are improved.

The Courtyard offers
deals such as 3 VKs for £5,
shots of Sambuca £1 and
Quids Inn on a Friday night,
where all pints are £1.

Drinks deals vary
between campus bars, with
some bars offering double
shots at reduced prices, four
shots for £5 and some small
drinks deals on different
days. None of these deals can
realistically compare to the
Courtyard.

Dani Fill, Vanbrugh
JCRC Chair, believes that
the survival of college bars
relies on the actions of the
University at this point. She
states, “I do worry that if
nothing changes on the
Commercial Services front
all bars on campus will end
up closing.”

“It can’t just be down to
the JCRC to bring people
into the bar,” Fill continued.

Jon Greenwood, Com-
mercial Services Director has
defended the University’s
management strategy, claim-
ing that it is the responsibili-
ty of the JCRC to bring stu-
dents into college bars.
“Under the current operating
policy it is the JCRCs who
organise all the entertain-
ments in the bars,” he stated.

Greenwood went on to
offer the ultimatum that “if
the JCRCs want to discuss
handing over entertainment
in the bars, I'm happy to talk
about that.”

Greenwood contends
that “drinks in the bars are

already very competitively
priced”, while accusing the
JCRCs of failing in their obli-
gation to bring customers
into the bars. “If [the
JCRCs] aren't active enough
to bring customers through
the doors, then I can't sell
more beers,” he said.

Hutchings, however,
contends that drinks in the
bars are not competitively
priced, pointing towards the
recently announced pitcher
deal which will be available
in Derwent Bar during the
Six Nations Championship,
which was described by

Catering and Bars Manager
Phil Kember as a ‘gesture’.

Huchings believes “a

gesture is not the grounds to
run a business on,” especially
as the Courtyard has shown
that the market exists.
“Students would like to drink

on campus, not just in their
kitchens. We are by nature
sociable animals,” he added.

The issue of student
bars versus the Courtyard
was previously reported in
Nouse, with JCRC chairs
claiming that the new bar
would be detrimental to col-
leges. At the Courtyard open-
ing it was feared the lower
prices and better deals would
make it impossible for col-
lege bars to compete.

YUSU Services and
Finance Officer Matt Burton
stated: “YUSU supports the
move to lobby Commercial

Services to be more competi-
tive and offer a better service
to its customers.”

“YUSU also hope, as a
result, to reduce the work-
load on our volunteers that
invest so much time and
effort into supporting
events,” Burton added.

Rory Shanks, YUSU
Societies and Communi-
cations Officer, hopes the
promotions in the Courtyard
will “convince Commercial
Services that students res-
pond well to such strategies
and that they would do well
to do the same.”

“One of the major
problems is a lack of
drive to be competi-
tive within the man-
agement structure”

Derwent JCRC Chair
Joe Rankin

Jim Bulley
NEWS EDITOR



UNIVERSITY OF YORK students
do not know their officers and feel
poorly represented by their Union,
a recent survey suggests.

The survey, conducted by
Nouse last week, shows that 58% of
students do not feel represented by
YUSU and the majority are unable
to name their Union Officers.
Almost half the student body does
not realise that YUSU sabbatical
officers are paid, while a quarter
are unaware where YUSU’s
Goodricke offices are.

However, over 70% of respon-
dents stated that they supported
YUSU’s work.

YUSU President Tom Scott,
who won office after a high-profile
campaign dressed as a pirate, was
the most recognisable sabbatical
Officer, with 71% of respondents
correctly indentifying him.

Also well known amongst the
student body is York Sport
President Alex Lacy, who was iden-
tified by 51% of respondents. Lacy
said that he fears he is “probably
more infamous than famous”.

Other YUSU Officers proved
to be less well known, with Services
and Finance Officer Matt Burton
and Academic and Welfare officer
Charlie Leyland known by 47% and
43% of students respectively.

Societies and Communi-
cations Officer Rory Shanks was
identified by 30% of respondents,
while Student Development and
Charities Officer Jamie Tyler was
only known by 27% of respondents,
despite 55% saying that they had
met a YUSU Officer while at York.

Suggesting a failure of com-
munication by the Union, over
20% of those surveyed did not
know that the campus has a
Students’ Union bar, with many of
that percentage surveyed in the

newly-launched Courtyard Venue
itself. With campaigning for next
year’s sabbatical team imminent,
15% were unaware that YUSU
Officers were elected, while 3% of
those surveyed did not know what
YUSU stands for.

Scott was described as “Mad
Cap’n Scott” and “a non-committed
pirate” throughout the survey,
while respondents’ answers suggest
that the lesser-known Officers are
infamous for other reasons.

Many of those surveyed were
aware of Burton’s work in securing
the Union venue on campus, sim-
ply writing “isn’t he the bar guy?”

when asked who Burton was. A
number of students also believe
that Burton is YUSU President.

Lacy was often described as
“that naked guy”, Shanks “must be
YUSU because I see him hanging
around with Burton a lot” and Tyler
appears to be better known for his
football, “I tackled him this one
time in football 2nds” common.

Dan Walker, Goodricke JCRC
chair, believes how little students
know about YUSU is very worry-
ing, especially “considering the
amount of influence they can have
on student life.”

Other JCRC chairs echo this

sentiment, while suggesting that it
is understandable that only some
portions of campus life will be
interested in getting involved with
campus politics. Walker added that
if “all of YUSU wore full pirate gear
while on campus they’d be more
identifiable and approachable.”

Shanks claims that as the sur-
vey was conducted in their 14th
week of 30 in office, the results are
quite good, and that YUSU will
become better known throughout
the year, “particularly considering
that there have been some things in
our early office period that aren’t
exactly outward focused, such as

the planning of the Courtyard.”
Pro-Vice-Chancellor for

Students Jane Grenville comment-
ed: “York offers you more than
most universities in terms of stu-
dent involvement - you’d be daft
not to take advantage of that.”
Grenville also goes on to point out
that “YUSU are working hard on
your behalf and doing a great job.”

“To the 21% who haven’t heard
of the Courtyard, well, what can I
say? Wake up and smell the coffee”
Grenville added.
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YUSU ranked ‘below average’ nationally as

YUSU President Tom Scott is known to 71% of students whilst Student Development andWelfare officer Jamie Tyler is known to 27%

MATT GRUM
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National survey leaves YUSU trailing in

THE ANNUAL Times Student Experience
Survey has seen YUSU score poorly com-
pared to other student unions, raising wor-
ries at the degree of student support for the
union.

Their score of 4.4 out of 7 has come as a
disappointment, placing YUSU considerably
behind the other universities ranked in The
Times’ survey. The universities of Exeter and
Plymouth, positioned just below York,
gained 5 and 5.6 respectively, whilst univer-
sities such as Sheffield and Loughborough
scored marks between 6 and 7.

The Times Higher Education’s Student
Experience Survey aims to show which uni-
versities offer the best all-round student
experience. Students themselves choose the
attributes that they deem most important to
them, and more than 12,000 full-time
undergraduates were asked to rate their uni-
versity on these aspects.

Wes Streeting, president of the National
Union of Students, commented that, “while
some cynics may be quick to dismiss the

results as ‘just another league table’, what
makes this survey stand apart is that stu-
dents themselves determine the factors
important in delivering a high-quality expe-
rience.”

These results come at a time when
doubt is being cast over the strength of
YUSU. In a recent survey, Nouse discovered
that only 42% of those asked stated that they

felt represented by YUSU. Interestingly,
amidst all of the hype of The Courtyard’s
opening, 21% of those asked (many of whom
were in the Courtyard at the time) did not
think York had a student union bar. Such
results raise questions about the Union’s
effectiveness.

Jane Grenville, Pro Vice-Chancellor for
Students commented: “It will interest stu-

Student support for YUSU has been called into question following survey results

GEORGE LOWTHER

Adrian Choa
DEPUTY NEWS EDITOR

HOWYUSU COMPARES
Union Score / 7

Loughborough 6.4 (1)

Sheffield 6.4 (1)

UEA 5.8 (10)

Leeds 5.6 (16)

Edinburgh 5.5 (22)

Warwick 5.4 (25)

Newcastle 5.3 (29)

Oxford Brookes 5.1 (44)

St Andrews 5.1 (44)

UCL 5.1 (44)

Nottingham 5.1 (44)

Durham 5.0 (55)

Manchester 4.6 (74)

York 4.4 (80)

Cambridge 4.2 (89)

Oxford 4.0 (93)

National ranking shown in brackets

Source:Times Good University Guide
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58% of students do not feel represented
by YUSU

28% do not support YUSU

45% have never met a YUSU Officer

24% are not aware of where the Union office is

15% think YUSU is an unelected body

21%do not know York has a Students’ Union bar

29% do not know who President Tom Scott is

70% do not know who Societies and
Communications Officer Rory Shanks is

73% do not know who Student Development and
Charities Officer Jamie Tyler is

53% do not know who Service and Finance Officer
Matt Burton is

57% do not know who Academic andWelfare
Officer Charlie Leyland is

49% do not know who York Sport President Alex
Lacy is

21% only know Tom Scott as
“that Pirate kid”

3% of students think Matt
Burton is President, while
another 3% know him as
“the Langwith bar guy”

Nouse surveyed 100 random stu-
dents in Langwith and Vanbrugh on
February 3-4

www.ey.com/uk/careers

YUSU has been a Working Class Hero, rising
from little and making the most of what it’s got
Rory Shanks
YUSU Societies and Communications Officer

FOLLOWINGA poor turnout in recent
JCRC elections, concerns have been
voiced regarding the involvement of
students at York in the running of uni-
versity life.

After elections at the beginning of
this year, several colleges found them-
selves with incomplete JCRCs and
unfilled positions, leading to subse-
quent by-elections. Two colleges in par-
ticular felt the dearth of political
involvement on campus: the Goodricke
JCRC was left with 15 empty positions
and had to resort to by-elections. Such
a lack of involvement was also evident
in Halifax, where 15 places were also
left without representatives.

Somewhat prophetically, following
his election last year, YUSU President
Tom Scott commented that “the major-
ity of students just don’t care about

campus politics because it doesn’t affect
them that much. No that’s wrong,
because it doesn’t seem to affect them.
Most people just want to get on with
their degrees and their lives. They don’t
see it as a problem, they are quite happy
as they are.”

The YUSU elections of last March
showcased an unprecedented degree of
student political participation. The
total turnout rose from 2007’s 1,723
voters to 3,703. This was 33% of the
university, the highest turnout at a
British University that year. Anne-
Marie Canning, Referendum
Coordinator at the time, declared “I’m
happy that we had a fantastic turnout.
Clearly York students have made their
voice heard.”

However, a similar turnout was
not seen in the smaller JCRC elections
this year. Commenting on the situation,
Halifax Chair, Roberto Powell stressed
the importance of college JCRCs for all

students: “Student politics are integral
to university life. As a force, it needs to
raise its profile significantly,” he said.
Currently, JCRCs are responsibile for
much grass-roots welfare and represen-
tation of students.

YUSU Academic and Welfare
Officer, Charlie Leyland, was keen to
emphasize student involvement in
Union politics, calling on the creation
of the Courtyard venue and the large
turnout of students to the last YUSU
elections as signals of an involved stu-
dent body.

“This year, after many years of
hard work, is somewhat of a landmark
year for us, I believe. With the bar we're
mobilised to turn revenue into more
student services, and with one of the
highest election turn-outs in the coun-
try, we are able to sit and declare true
student representation through democ-
racy at the highest level of decision
making in the University.”

Adrian Choa
DEPUTY NEWS EDITOR

When Tom Scott gave a recent ten-
minute presentation to the
University’s most senior committee

about what we do, many of its members
looked genuinely surprised. He ran through
the presentation at break-neck speed, cover-
ing our achievements in the past few years
one at a time, each one seemingly more
impressive as he went on. To anyone listen-
ing, it was apparent that the Union was a
resource that in some ways was underused,
underestimated and indeed slightly under-
valued by its parent body. Even the Vice
Chancellor himself, a man that is frequently
distant from his student representative body,
seemed slightly dumfounded by how much
we actually do – especially when he was
reminded that we do so out of a converted
squash court. So this considered, why
haven’t we achieved a great score of more
than 4.4 on the TES survey?

Well, it is of course probably a combina-
tion of things, the most potent of which I
believe is that we’ve been in the First

Division of Unions in the past forty or so
years, massively hampered by the fact that
our turnover is so low. We actually get a rea-
sonable grant from the University, but
because we lack any real estate that is usual-
ly gifted upon other SUs like any other aca-
demic department, or indeed any commer-
cial ventures of any significance, we’ve actu-

ally lacked the resources to undertake some
of the projects that York so very much
deserves. What about some more academic
case-workers? Proper society storage? Or
perhaps even a student centre on Heslington
East? We simply can’t afford, nor are we
afforded such things at this point in time and
therefore, our impact is to some extent limit-

ed.
But of course the times they are a-

changing. The Courtyard not only brings us
a new place to eat and drink, but it also
opens a new chapter for this Union. It
reminds students, staff and those in
Heslington Hall that we are here, and that
this is what we can do. And whilst it doesn’t
quite bring us up the Premier League yet, it
does get us a bit closer, where our bottom
line will increase and as a result, student offi-
cers have some spending power behind them
to really make more of the impact they’d like.
And although Charlie won’t quite get her
Welfare Centre, I won’t get my Big Yellow-
style society storage and Tom won’t get his
gold doubloons just yet, we can all get a bit
closer, and hopefully improve a bit on that
4.4. In many ways, YUSU has been the
Working Class Hero, sitting underneath its
richly bestowed counterparts, rising from lit-
tle and making the most of what it’s got. But
now we’ve got something to shout about, the
Loughboroughs out there better watch out.

Poor turnout in college elections
begs questions of JCRC viability

MICHAEL BRUNSDEN

Students always flock to YUSU hustings, but too few have been willing to run for positions on college JCRCs

“Even the Vice Chancellor himself
seemed slightly dumfounded by how
much we actually do - especially when he
was reminded that we do so out of a con-
verted squash court.

league tables
dents to know, I think that the results of

the Times Higher Education survey have
been looked at and analysed by a small
group of senior management group mem-
bers and we did note the issues. There are
no quick fixes, and the speed of change is
slow if you are an undergrad, but be patient.”

Grenville added that YUSU’s score was
“probably more to do with ‘the students’
union’ as in the SU building that most uni-
versities have and we don’t.” She expressed
hope that the new Courtyard venue would
help make up for the lack of official SU
building.

Charlie Leyland, Academic andWelfare
Officer was keen to express her belief in
YUSU despite the results: “I have so much
confidence in this Union and the amount of
work, passion and time that goes into it
from so many students who choose to
engage with it: whether by sitting on Union
Committees, joining a sports club or society,
having coffee in the bar, or going on the
Student Action Kids camp. We’re all ears,
and well keep on working and working to
improve the Student Experience for every
member of our Union at this University.”

“IS HE THAT PIRATE KID?”
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FORMER ‘SUGARBABES’
star Mutya Buena is set to
perform at an upcoming
event in Vanbrugh held in
coordination with the
International Student
Association (ISA)

The event, taking place
on Saturday of week 7 is to
following the ISA Fiesta, an
annual event held in
Vanbrugh dining hall to
showcase the food and cul-
ture from the home coun-
tries of international stu-
dents at York.

It is hoped that the
presence of a known celebri-
ty will raise the profile of the
event and encourage ticket
sales after the last event in
Vanbrugh, 'Volume presents
Tribal,' had to close early due
to an unexpectedly poor
attendance.

Buena is one in a num-

ber of celebrities to perform
at Vanbrugh events in recent
months. Most recently, pop
star Lolly headed the Volume
event 'Planet Pop' during
Freshers week.

The timing of the event
on a Saturday places it in
direct competition with the
CO2 club nights at the
Courtyard in Langwith.
College JCRCs have been in
contention with the weekly
club nights since they were
first proposed last year, fear-
ing that they would jeopar-
dise college events usually
held on the same night.
Vanbrugh Chair, Dani Fill,
expressed concern back in
January that “it (the
Courtyard) is going to be
detrimental to Vanbrugh
events.”

However, Vanbrugh
Ents Rep, Steph Northcott,
expressed belief that the
event can be a sucess despite
the clash: "We hope that it

won't cause any problems,"
she said. "We've looked at
the events that have been
held by Derwent, and they've
all done well despite usually
being on a Saturday. We're
hoping that because Mutya
Buena is big, she'll attract

people who will maybe go to
the Courtyard first and then
to Vanbrugh, or maybe just
come straight to Vanbrugh
instead."

Tickets for the event
will be on sale this week in
Vanbrugh.

Former Sugababes star Buena will sing at Vanbrugh

Survey to assess problems in medical provision

FOLLOWING CONCERNS
that the University health pro-
vision is failing students, YUSU
are planning to distribute ques-
tionnaires designed to assess
student satisfaction with the
healthcare centre,

The questionnaire will ask
for details about whether stu-
dents choose to use the health-
care centre, and whether they
have encountered any negative
experiences there. Students will
also be asked to rank how far
they are satisfied that the health
centre has met their mental &
physical needs on a scale of one

to ten.
YUSU Academic and

Welfare Officer Charlie Leyland
emphasised that there should
be healthcare improvements on
campus in her election cam-
paign last year. She added in
her mandate that she would
strive to produce an assessment
of the healthcare centre as
Welfare Officer.

Leyland said: “I've openly
said that I would like to work
towards having a GUM Clinic
on campus and wanted to
uncover any other areas that
people feel could be improved
in the process. I know that some
of these have included the lack
of confidentiality in the recep-
tion/waiting area, feelings of
'studentification', and people

being unfamiliar with a nurse-
led service.”

Students this term have
expressed further dissatisfac-
tion with the readiness and
thoroughness of appointments.
One first-year English
Literature student expressed
alarm at a succession of three
appointments, telling Nouse
that the first nurse she saw
“seemed to want to get me out
of the room as quickly as possi-
ble” and was “not willing to lis-
ten to any further concerns I
had about my medication.” The
second time she went to the
healthcare centre she’d waited
two weeks for an appointment,
and never managed to see the
doctor because he was running
over 45 minutes late.

“When I finally got to see
him, he wasn’t willing to give
me a blood test and told me to
rebook. The ladies at the recep-
tion told me it would be anoth-
er two weeks before I could get
another appointment, and I
was better travelling all the way
to Asda’s drop-in centre at
Monks Cross,” she continued.
Another first-year student simi-
larly expressed dissatisfaction,
finding one nurse “abrupt” and
“patronising.”

Last term, Nouse reported
that there were concerns over a
perceived lack of privacy pres-
ent during the appointment-
making process at the on-cam-
pus centre. Another major con-
cern was raised over the lack of
a GUM clinic on campus.
Chlamydia tests are available
free of charge from Nightline,
the healthcare centre and the
Student Union, but the health
centre does not offer screenings
for other sexually transmitted
infections. Patients also wishing
to make contraception appoint-

Laura Connor
GEORGE LOWTHER

Mutya Buena to perform at Vanbrugh event Students to face campus
rent divide on Hes EastMOBO AWARDS

YUSU has confirmed that
accomodation prices on the
Heslington East extension
will be more complicated
than currently due to an
anomaly in the plans.

YUSU Academic and
Welfare Officer Charlie
Leyland stated: “I believe
that the ensuite rooms have
worked out cheaper to build
than larger non-ensuite
rooms, which throws our
two tiered system of ensuite
and standard.”

If the University used
the usual pricing scheme at
Heslington East, some stu-
dents would find themselves
paying more for rooms with
fewer facilities.

YUSU President Tom
Scott explained the new
accomodation: “There are

larger rooms that are part of
a 'house' with a shared show-
er, there are studio flats for
couples and other interest-
ing variations.”

The University must
now consider how to price
the new rooms. . There have
been concerns since January
2008 that the more expen-
sive Hes East accomodation
could great a campus divide,
leading to the creation of
‘ghetto’ on Heslington West,
with poorer quality rooms
and lower rents. Former
YUSU President AnneMarie
Canning spoke last year of
concerns over creating a sit-
uation of “the rich and the
poor.”

Scott has agreed with
his predecessor, saying that:
“since it's all brand new, we
can safely assume that every-
thing on the new campus
will fall into the higher rent
bands.”

Tom Hobohm

Sian Turner

ments are directed to family
planning clinics whenever pos-
sible. The nearest facilities are
in Monkgate Health Centre in
the city centre.

Leyland remains opti-
mistic that the administrators
at the healthcare centre are
looking forward to the feedback
of the questionnaire, and that
they are “keen to improve their
services.”

University officials have
again claimed that the issue is
out of their control. Following
last term’s story, a statement
from Keith Lilley, Director of

Facilities Management, said:
“The University does not man-
age the Health Centre provi-
sion. This is the local PCT
(Primary Care Trust). GUM
services are part of the York
DGH (District General
Hospital) provision and these
services are commissioned by
the PCT for our area.”

He also added that
“Unfortunately the University
cannot change this provision
independently of the commis-
sioner or indeed the provider.”
Lilley believes that concerns for
the appointments procedure

can be raised directly with the
practice.

Leyland agrees that the
University “have their own con-
straints due to the nature of the
local commissioning practices,
but hopefully we can help them
if there is enough feedback to
allow them to insist, if not
demand, extra provisions.”

Any students who would
like to raise this issue or discuss
more privately can email
Leyland on acwelf@yusu.org,
or visit the YUSU offices.

The
University is
keen to
improve
health cen-
tre services

The question-
naire will ask
for details
about students
choice of
health service
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Library agrees to
24-hour schedule

THE JB MORELL library could
soon be open 24-hours following
pressure from the student body for
longer opening hours.

The results come after a survey
conducted to assess student satis-
faction with existing library servic-
es revealed many students to be
frustrated with the current opening
hours, especially in the run-up to
summer exams, and as a result, the
library has begun drawing up plans
for a 24-hour operating schedule.

YUSU Policy and Campaigns
Officer Tom Langrish, who has
been involved in the fight for
extended library hours for some
time, described the current open-
ing hours as “shocking”, adding
that, "a world-class university like
York needs and deserves a world-
class library. At the moment, York’s
library does not cater for the
diverse student population at key
points of the year.”

The issue of library hours has
been a matter of contention on
campus for some time. Last term,
YUSU Academic and Welfare
Officer, Charlie Leyland, proposed
a motion, later passed at YUSU
council, to action both herself and

President Tom Scott to lobby for
24-hour library opening during
term time. She admitted at the time
that there were several hurdles to
overcome before such opening
hours could be implemented, most
importantly the issue of adequate
staffing and security. “We need to
improve security so that the library
is not misused, especially by mem-
bers of the public,” she said.

Although plans are now being
formed for a 24-hour library, it is
unlikely to be implemented this
year, due to the costs and practical
implications which must be consid-
ered. Currently, the library is
unstaffed past 9.00 each evening,
and a 24-hour opening would
require a greater staffing and secu-
rity presence. However, changes are
underway, with the current open-
ing time of the library being put
forward to 8.00 (instead of 8.30)
on Monday to Friday throughout
the academic year, and the library
will stay open until midnight on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday as
well as earlier in the week. There
are also plans to extend opening
hours during part of April, July and
September when students are in
need for exam preparation.

The idea of a 24/7 library has
received a mixed reception

amongst students. “The idea of a
“24-hour library” is ridiculous,"
commented first year History of
Art student Hattie Buxton. "Not
only is it a drain on resources which
could be better used elsewhere, but
it encourages hysterical work
habits. The latter is hugely detri-
mental to both the health of stu-
dents and the quality of work that
is written.”

The concern that such opening
hours could be interpreted as the
Univerisity and the Students Union

encouraging an unhealthy work
ethic in students has been recog-
nised by Leyland, and she was keen
to emphasize that help will be pro-
vided to help students manage
their time: “We don’t want to be
seen to condone people working for
24 hours,," she said, "so we need to
look into welfare provisions and
doing campaigns about how to
manage your academic workload."

She was, however, very posi-
tive about the steps taken by the
university, commenting that, “I'm

thrilled to bits that the library has
agreed to work towards this with
some immediate improvements to
opening hours happening already.
By extending 'term-time' hours to
the week before exam time hope-
fully students will find the doors
open when they most need to use
the library.”

Any students wishing to pro-
vide feedback regarding library
provision can email
acwelf@yusu.org or visit Charlie
Leyand in the YUSU offices.

Current library opening hours have been extended with plans to be open 24-hour in the near future
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TOM FLYNN and his partner
Rosie Portas were announced the
winning couple of York Come
Dancing on Sunday.

The RAG organised charity
fundraiser saw eleven campus
‘celebrities’ pair up with a member
of York Dancesport to perforom
one unique piece. Upon their victo-
ry, the pair were presented with a
prize of £25 to be redeemed at the
Fancy Dance Shop.

“This is my seventh year at the
university and it is probably the
most exciting thing to happen to
me during my time here” Flynn
said during his victory speech.

Judge Joel Chapman com-
mented that the pair’s award win-
ning quickstep performance was
“amazing to watch.” The routine, to
Amy Winehouse’s ‘Valerie’, earned
them a generous seventeen points
which placed the couple in joint
first, along with Sam McCormick
and Kate Senior, before the audi-
ence vote had even been cast.

“Not only was it great fun but
we were all very impressed with the
generous donations” said Joey Ellis,
who co-presented the evening. The
audience voting system, which
made up fifty per cent of the final
scores, involved a series of buckets
each labeled with the name of a dif-
ferent dancing pair.

The audience were invited to
contribute cash to the bucket of
their favoured pair. The event
raised a total of £779 which will be
divided amongst the charities;
Help for Heroes, York St John’s
Ambulance, Médecins Sans
Frontières, York Spinal Injuries
Association, Martin House
Children’s Hospice and Student
Action.

“It was a very close call as to
who would win” said Ellis. The

runners up, Nouse editor Henry
James Foy and his dance partner
Harriet Waghorn lost to Flynn by
just nineteen pence. Had Matt
Burton raised nineteen pence more
in donations he would have ranked
third which would have resulted in
Flynn coming second overall. “It is
fantastic that it came so close. It
would have been lovely to have won
but I had a great time and I am so
glad that so much money was
raised for RAG,” said Foy.

Campus ‘celebrity’ Dan Taylor
raised eyebrows when he exposed
his bare chest beneath a black blaz-
er. When later asked about his out-
fit and his status as a “ladies’ man,”
Taylor made the comment:
“Women are God’s gift to me. “
Judge, Sarah Chapman praised the
“entertainment part” of Taylor’s
routine, however his samba to
‘Lollipop’ by Mika came under fire
from Chapman who commented
that it was “a bit flat.”

Taylor faced a further slating
from Alex Fink who described him

as, “so cocky and so confident” in an
interview with Ellis. Fink, who
entered the competition at the last
minute after Derwent Chair Joe
Rankin, dropped out, expressed
hopes that Taylor would not be the
one to win the competition.

Despite being a last minute
entrant to the competition and as a
result having had a shorter period
of time in which to rehurse, Fink
went on to raise the most money,
with a total of £249. With his part-
ner Gail Kidd, he danced the
Foxtrot to Gabriella Cilimi’s ‘Sweet
About Me’.

True to form YUSU President,
Tom Scott danced the Paso Doble
in full pirate regalia with partner
Clair Cornock, who helped to
organise the well-received event.
Other highlights from the evening
included a dance from members of
York Dancesport and a routine
from the judges themselves during
the intervals.
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Tom Flynn declared victorious in

Call me cynical, but the major-
ity of campus events leave me
feeling mighty cold. The con-

cept of supporting the various
activities that our student body
engages in simply for the sake of it,
for ‘charity’, is one I find strange
and foreign.

It was consequently some-
thing of a surprise when York Come
Dancing was entertaining, good
fun and well conceived. Any good
dance was impressive, any contest-
ants deprived of basic rhythm were
either intentionally or unintention-
ally hilarious.

Hilarious too, has been the
somewhat overbearing build-up to
the show. Accusations that Alex
Fink might attempt to buy the
prize, that Charlie Leyland’s dance
background was unfair all circulat-

ed, metamorphosing into a deep
concern in all the contestants that
they would somehow not be popu-
lar. The loose definition of ‘celebri-
ty’ has caught the attention of
many, as has the distinctly ‘white’
nature of the celebrity participants.

Working through the physical
recoil I experienced upon viewing
the participants’ garish outfits, I
found plenty of spectacle to amuse
and delight: the bumpy struggle to
lift the female contestants, the lack
of self-awareness evident in the
contestant’s VT testimonials, the
unfortunate one word answers of
some of the less loquacious com-
petitors. The dancing was reason-
able but not sensational. There
were more limp wrists than full
extensions and the languid inter-
pretations of quick latin dances

demonstrated the need for more
than a few weeks training. None of
this was ever going to matter, of
course.

The show has more resonant
benefits than the outer frippery of
the show itself would betray.
Miranda Thomas’ participation
will undoubtedly renew the popu-
larity of Have I Got News for York -
a show that was dying after its ini-
tial fans last year moved off-cam-
pus. YUSU royalty have been given
a stellar opportunity to connect
with a disillusioned student popu-
lace. YSTV achieved their highest
ratings yet. Moreover, one-off
events at the University appear to
have been given a forceful injection
of life: we can only hope that future
Fusions and such continue the
deserved success.

GEORGE LOWTHER

Alex Fink and Gail Kidd raised over £200 from audience donations

CompetitionwinnerTom Flynn collects his trophywith his partner

Holly Hyde

FINAL STANDINGS
1 Tom Flynn and Rosie Portas

2 Henry James Foy and Harriet Waghorn

3 Sam McCormick and Kate Senior

4 Alex Fink and Gail Kidd

5 Matt Burton and Sarah Cook

6 Charlie Leyland and Sum Mistry

7 Helen Adams and Richard Barker

8 Miranda Thomas and Luke Malkin

9 Tom Scott and Claire Cornock

10 Jamie Tyler and Sarah Naylor

11 Dan Taylor and Emily Sargeant

Fun, entertaining, well concieved:
a turnaround for campus events
Liam O’Brien
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Clockwise from left; Nouse editor Henry James Foy and HarrietWaghorn dance the rumba;Comedy Soc secretary MirandaThomas and Luke Malkin dance a very physical
tango;YUSU Services and Finance Officer Matt Burton part way through an impressiveVienneseWaltz; contestants applaud winning couple,Tom Flynn and Rosie Portas
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HAVING RAISED over £20,000
for its beneficiaries last year, RAG
is hoping to beat the record with an
ambitious programme of events
this RAG week.

With something going on
every day this week, RAG week
began on Sunday with the hugely
successful York Come Dancing
competition in the Courtyard, and
Wall Street Crash in the newly
refurbished Yates yesterday.
Tonight is the Spring Term Viking
Raid and Wednesday sees the cre-
ation of a charity shop in Vanbrugh
Stalls and a special edition of the
Shambles in V/045. On Thursday
there is the ever-popular
Blagathon, the charity auction from
8pm in Derwent bar, with prizes
including dates from college chairs

to meals in town, and on Friday
night there will be an event across
campus in every college.

Saturday is the annual parade
day, and with a total shut down of
the city centre, York sees the
University out in force to raise as
much money as possible for charity.
With a theme of ‘York Through The
Ages,’ each college will dress up as a
chosen decade and parade through
the city with collection buckets.
Including special guests and a stage
of live performances, the parade is
always popular amongst students
for its lively atmosphere. The week
closes on the Saturday evening,
with a club event – RAG Love – in
the Courtyard where there will be a
chance for student to win further
prizes, including bottles of cham-
pagne, bar tabs and tickets

RAG President, Helen Adams,
expressed her support and excite-

ment about this year’s RAG week:
“We hope this year’s RAG week will
reach even more students than
before as we’re working with
Fusion, the Shambles, DanceSport
and other societies and groups to

combine the message of RAG with
already popular events,” she said.
“We’re embracing Valentines Day
on Saturday night at the Courtyard,
and it should be a great away to cel-
ebrate the success of the parade

and wrap up the week.”
Student Development and

Charities Officer, Jamie Tyler,
echoed Adams’ enthusiasm and
praised the work done by RAG
Week Coordinators, Zach Pepper
and Gabriella de Ferry.

“So much effort and hard
work has gone into organising it,”
he said. “It gives us the opportunity
to raise thousands for our benefici-
aries in really fun and innovative
ways, and this year will see some
classic events along with a lot of
new ones too. I’m really looking
forward to the week and hope
everyone’s hard work pays off.”

Tickets for events during RAG
week, are available from Your:Shop
and online at www.yusu.org/rag. A
‘RAG week ticket’ with access to all
events is also available.

With additional reporting by
Gabriella de Ferry

RAG week aiming for record total after dance success
Sian Turner

Last year’s RAG parade raised a record donation total of over £3,500

closely fought York Come Dancing

MICHAEL BRUNSDEN
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05.02.09 13:06
To: president@yusu.org
From: jb629@york.ac.uk
Subject: Nouse Survey

Dear Matt,

I was asked by Nouse today who you were,
and felt proud to tell them (rather matter-of-
factly, I should add) that you were our bril-
liant President. Mr Burton, you are an inspi-
ration to us all.

And great job on the bar - you should stand
for another term!

John

--------------------------------------------
08.02.09 23:49
To: president@yusu.org
From: acwelf@yusu.org
Subject: PWNED!

CHA! CHA! CHA!

CHArlie x

---------------------------------------------------
09.02.09 09:47
To: president@yusu.org; acwelf@yusu.org
From: dsfkjhsd56@hotmail.com
Subject: Tips

Hi guys,

I’m thinking about running for YUSU next
year, and I’m interested in your positions.
Could you give me a quick list of what’s
expected of you, and what I need to know to
do your jobs?
Thanks,
Dave

---------------------------------------------------
09.02.09 14:20
To: president@yusu.org
From: strictly@bbc.co.uk
Subject: RE: Next Series

Dear Mr Scott,

Thank you for your email. As I’m sure you’d
appreciate, we are inundated with videos of
untalented ‘dancers’ hoping for us to drop
our standards low enough for them to take
part. You’re not a famous cricketer, dis-
graced TV presenter or washout former
pop star. Actually, you’re even a pretty
rubbish pirate.

Regards,

Bruce Forsyth

-----------------------------------------
10.02.09 11:03
To: president@yusu.org;
acwelf@yusu.org
From: dsfkjhsd56@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Tips

All right clever-clogs, you got
me. You can’t blame a guy for
trying (for everything).

Rory

TOM SCOTT’S BLACKBERRYas seen by Henry James Foy

Let the games begin...
Sian Turner takes a look at the potentials lining up for

this year’s YUSU elections

ON THE RUMOUR MILL

IN THE RUNNING

TOM LANGRISH
President

YUSU staple Langrish
has a long history of
Union roles and is a
walking consitution
factfile. Hoping to lead
a strong Alcuin cabinet.

ELECTION CHANCES

�����

TIM NGWENA
Student Activities

Chair of Fusion and Bad
Taste maestro Ngwena
is well-versed in campus
societies and hopes to
extend his diverse
endeavours to YUSU.

ELECTION CHANCES

�����

RHIANNA KINCHIN
Student Activities

Springboarding in from
the position of Training
Officer, Kinchin - a fami-
liar face at YUSU events
- hopes for a bigger
piece of the YUSU pie.

ELECTION CHANCES

�����

BEN HUMPHRYS
Welfare Officer

With a strong back-
ground inWelfare, the

industrious LGBT officer
should have a strong
support base for his

campaign.

ELECTION CHANCES

LEWIS BRETTS
Democracy and Services

Relatively unknown to
campus, hardworking

Bretts is hoping to burst
onto the YUSU scene.

Could that be an advan-
tage for this fresh face ?

ELECTION CHANCES

ED DURKIN
Democracy and Services

The man who brought
you The Saturdays at
Fresh now hopes to
bring democracy to

campus, one student at
a time.

ELECTION CHANCES

RORY SHANKS
President, Student
Activities,Welfare

The current societies
Lieutenant is mulling a
second term. But in
which role? Expect a
late decision.

CHANCES OF RUNNING

MICHAEL BATULA
Student Activities

Our Policy and
Campaigns Officer and
campus hottie could
become a more promi-
nent face in YUSU.
Here’s hoping.

CHANCES OF RUNNING

DAVE SHARPE
Democracy and Services

Having sucessfully
extended his own col-
lege venue, could the
former Halifax chair fol-
low in Burton’s bar-
building footsteps?

CHANCES OF RUNNING

����� ����� �����

���������������

CHARLIE LEYLAND
Academic Officer

With a blemish-free term
so far, current Academic
andWelfare Officer
Leyland is hoping to run
for another year to focus
more on academic issues.

ELECTION CHANCES

�����

MATTHEW PALLAS
Welfare Officer

Former LGBT Officer
Pallas lost the AcWelf

election last year. After a
break from YUSU, can he
draw on campus support
to secure the position?

ELECTION CHANCES

�����

DAN TAYLOR
President

The campus ‘celebrity,’
political fireball and York
Come Dancing contestant
is rumoured to have YUSU
aspirations - again.What
would Haleh say?

CHANCES OF RUNNING

�����
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This latest Government mistake
may cost them dear next election

The news that York will be
prevented from taking on
new British students at more

than current levels is dishearten-
ing after a few good months for
the University's profile. York was
becoming more and more associat-
ed in my mind with success after
the RAE results, rapturous recep-
tion to the opening of the
Courtyard, and headway made in
student-academic relations.

Perhaps most disconcertingly
after three years of criticising both
the University and YUSU on an
almost daily basis, a small but
definitive sense of pride had begun
to develop in some dark corner of
my brain. I had even started
defending York when my friends
from home reacted with shock on
seeing it at the top ten universities
every year. York, the hapless,
underrated but eccentrically bril-
liant place we all attend, was...
whisper it... going up in the world.

This is why I am seething that
a combination of bad timing, eco-
nomic downturn, and financial
mismanagement on both sides is
preventing the full potential of the
Heslington East development from
being realised. The reality may be
either that places for new students
will have to be filled from overseas
or postgraduate applicants, or the
new colleges and classrooms of
Hes East will lie empty.

John Denham, Secretary of
State for Innovation, Universities
and Skills told the Vice-Chancellor
in a letter that the reason for the
change of policy was that “the
number of students receiving full
or partial grants was exceeding
projections”. One would have
thought that if Gordon Brown was

serious about his target of 50% of
young people in higher education
then the Government might have
anticipated that more people from
middle and lower income back-
grounds would apply for loans.
More joined-up thinking from
New Labour, the party who
increased our tuition fees and are
doing nothing to help new gradu-
ates with unemployment and debt.

The new campus may well
now become one of those expen-
sive Christmas presents you felt
constantly guilty about for never
using. However, unlike an ice-
cream machine or set of golf clubs,
Hes East has the potential to lift
the profile of the University to
unforeseen levels. This would
allow us to take on the big hitters
of Oxbridge and the London
Universities not just in research
and academia, at which we already
frequently outclass them, but in
the arenas of overall student satis-
faction and facilities. York fre-
quently loses out in University
rankings because our spending to
student ratio and careers prospects
scores are comparatively low. Hes
East would tip this imbalance to
our favour, allowing the flourishing
Law and Theatre, Film, and
Television (TFTV) departments to
make use of a dedicated space, and
of specialist equipment in the lat-
ter case. Furthermore, the new
swimming pool and student venue
which have been much vaunted
ever since the embryonic planning
stage will also contribute to the
kind of student experience that our
peers at other universities current-
ly take for granted.

David Garner expresses this in
typical blasé marketing jargon: “In

the context of the Heslington East
expansion, the undergraduate
home market is only part of the
picture”. The loser here is the
British student who needs finan-
cial assistance, or exactly the kind
of person the Government claims
to be encouraging to attend uni-
versity. This change will mean the
applicants with the money, rather
than the raw talent to come to
York, and the “home market” may

simply look elsewhere.
Once again, young people

have been let down by Labour. The
ones who will bear the brunt of
this policy mismanagement will be
the teenagers who have strived for
their A-levels at poor quality state
schools, for the promise of some-
thing better for their efforts. York
deserves better than a Government
whose legacy of broken promises
may lose them the graduate vote.

CCoommmmeenntt && AAnnaallyyssiiss

It has by any standards been a
rough year for the Graduate
Students’ Association (GSA).

Of three sabbatical officers elected
in the summer, two resigned
before even taking up their posts,
leaving a beleaguered Internal
Officer to run the organisation sin-
gle-handedly, organise fresh elec-
tions and salvage her PhD. The
subsequent by-election ended in
farce when Wentworth Edge
reached capacity during the voting
event, disenfranchising anyone
who didn’t show up for a cocktail. 

This was surpassed by the
next election in which both presi-
dential candidates were disquali-
fied for breaching election rules.

We are now in our fourth round
for positions that should have been
filled last summer. 

But the problems seem to run
deeper than shambolic elections. A
consultant’s report from
September said the GSA’s “lack of
connection with the membership
is unacceptable for a members’
organisation”, and claimed there is
“no clarity of who is in charge of
what’ from either a democratic or
managerial perspective”. Last year’s
Executive achieved virtually noth-
ing aside from nursing a long-term
grudge against the over-funded
undergraduates at YUSU (Former
President Anne-Marie Canning
was allegedly told to “run along”

after one meeting). 
All of this begs the question:

Why not scrap the GSA and bring
it under YUSU? The idea is tempt-

ing. Staff salaries and administra-
tive costs last year were in the
region of £70,000. There are huge
economies of scale to be had in a

merger. A single student represen-
tative body would also close the
gap between YUSU and the GSA
into which the University can divi-
sively wedge in negotiations.

Ultimately the question is:
could YUSU effectively represent
the needs of postgraduates? Do
you know what a Thesis Advisory
Panel is, or a PGWT? The differ-
ence between an MPhil and a
PhD? I don’t and I’m a final year
undergraduate, the same as many
of those now poised to become
sabbaticals. While it’s dangerous to
talk of ‘typical’ undergrads, the
postgraduate community is far
more diverse and so are their
needs. There is a real danger they

would get swallowed up by the
concerns of an undergrad majority.
Even if there were a sabbatical
postgrad position it’s unlikely a
high-calibre person would take it
and risk having their PhD topic
printed elsewhere.

In recent years the GSA has
failed as an organisation. The cur-
rent field of candidates is promis-
ing and the pace of reform is pick-
ing up. Cooperation with YUSU is
increasing and handover proce-
dures are being strengthened.

Regardless, for whoever takes
over the stakes are high. A choice
between imperfect representation
by YUSU or none by the GSA is no
choice at all.

Raf
Sanchez Marriage of convenience for the GSA

“There are huge
economies of
scale to be had
in a merger”

Graduates will not vote for
a Labour government that
fails to deliver on promises
for University development

Jennifer
O’Mahony

MAXINE MUTTEN

www.ey.com/uk/careers



It is nomination time yet againfor students, in the hope of fill-
ing the numerous vacant posi-

tions in YUSU and other student
organisations. Yet as they await the
unlikely stampede of bright, exu-
berant and enthusiastic nominees,
the majority of the student body
cower in the sidelines, retreating to
the safe realms of prevailing stu-
dent apathy.

However, the lack of enthusi-
asm shown towards elected office
sheds light on a larger problem,
namely the general lack of responsi-
bility or awareness to political issues
shown by the majority of students at
York. Only a marginally small num-
ber fall under the sphere of being
‘politically minded.’

Are we so satisfied with our
university experience that we do not
feel the need for active participation
in the political arena? Maybe we are
more career orientated; is being a
student protester a bad career
move? Maybe we just have it too
easy compared to our European
counterparts. We wait in the hope
that beyond graduation, we will slip
happily into the ‘real world,’ acquir-
ing successful jobs and prosperity.
But what if the ‘real world’ is one of
dark instability? At a time of eco-
nomic adversity, unnecessary violent
conflict and environmental crisis,
many students are dejected, filled
with pessimism over their future.

Things are heating up across
Europe, with French students prov-
ing that revolutionary attitudes cer-
tainly did not expire in the eigh-
teenth century. President Nicolas
Sarkozy was forced to postpone con-

troversial education reforms after
high school students fought in run-
ning battles with police. Authorities
enforced blockades at school
entrances to curb the outcry of
chanting, whilst branding the stu-
dents as ‘anarchists.’

As the availability of graduate
jobs spirals to an all time low, que a
renewed sense of radicalism from
university graduates. The fear is of a
European-wide student uprising,
following the angry rebellion by
unemployed graduates in Greece.

The cost of damage nationwide since
December last year has reportedly
exceeded $1.3 billion. Their actions
may well be anarchic, but it shows
that students on the continent are
not afraid to take action.

Back home, demonstrations
over the Gaza conflict, which
involved twenty universities nation-
wide, shows the initial sparks of
political awareness in England. We
aught to also commend the dedica-
tion of Tom Daltas, who endured a
three day hunger strike here on the
York campus last month, highlight-
ing awareness of ecotarianism.
Daltas rignited York’s passion for
student activism, despite mockery

by some for the method of his cam-
paign.

Now is not the time to be apa-
thetic, but to join the exciting
increase in student activism which is
evocative of previous decades. The
1968 protests, a result of extreme
social change, began primarily on
university campuses. Can you imag-
ine today’s students storming
Heslington Hall and turfing out the
Univeristy executives from their
swivelling chairs? It happened in
‘68.

The consequential waves of the
‘68 generation swept the entire pop-
ulation. It is not good enough to sit
and complain; students at York need
to give up their time to pursue
change. Online campaigning, whilst
an invaluable source of the modern
age, does not go far enough. I am
talking about real action, not merely
joining a Facebook group.

Hopefully, York will see a large
turn out at Central Hall later this
month as students convince the uni-
versity to adopt an ethical invest-
ment policy. The Amnesty demon-
stration is relying on students to
take action and recognise that our
tuition fees are funding immoral
industries.

All actions are part of a grand
vision of student mobilisation; from
the extremes of hunger strikes and
student rallies, to simply joining
your JCR or the GSA. Seemingly
small measures can yield big results.
Do not be put off by apathetic pes-
simism. Follow the European vibe
and let York campus become the
frontline battleground for student
change.

Tom Scott is ‘that pirate guy,’ and Matt Burton “something to do with
Langwith bar,” according to students sitting in the Courtyard, not knowing
that the £1.80 they paid for that coffee is going to help provide them with
free condoms, legal advice, employment protection, and, of course, a campus
media to tell them such things. All from their Union.

Within the last year, we’ve had a bar, and we love it. But we’ve also had
investigations into medical facilities, lobbies for a GUM clinic on campus,
pressure to improve sports facilities, a right-to-feeback campaign launched.
The list could go on, but how much the average student would be aware of
would most likely dwindle as the list grows. And this is YUSU; working to
provide us with what we need, and frankly if we as students don’t know who
these people are, helping to hold the university to account and ensure stu-
dents recieve what help and support they need, then we have no one to
blame but ourselves.

We have a pirate for a President, a walking advert for the Union and
most of us are aware of him. But what about the other five members of the
YUSU elect? And all the staff behind them to ensure that we have our fully
functioning bar, our campus events that run seemlessly? Just because they
don’t wear a prosthetic parrot as they walk through Vanbrugh is no excuse
not to know who they are and what they do. If we buy a newspaper in
Your:Shop, join a campus society, take part in a volunteer project; it’s thanks
to those YUSU people who work to make our university experience the best
that they can. Maybe we owe it to them to be a little more savvy about cam-
pus politics after all.
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The perils of expansion
Yet again, government calculations have fallen short. £200 million

short to be precise. Whilst the inevitable complications of the credit crunch
have to be taken into consideration and sympathised with, these days it
seems all too frequent that the government’s sums just don’t add up. As the
demand for University placements is escalating at an alarming rate (last year
UCAS reported a 7% increase in online applications), York and many other
universities are being forced to close their doors to the ever growing throng
of British students.

Unfortunately for York, the ‘doors’ happen to be the brand new, shiny
doors of the £500 million Heslington East development. Whilst officials at
the University state the expansion project is “unaffected by the Secretary of
State’s announcement”, what this effectively means is that the new accom-
modation will be dominated by a majority of postgraduate and foreign stu-
dents, bearing in mind that the penalties for admitting more home students
than originally planned and budgeted for include “changes to the operation
of our funding method”. Put simply, that means bad behaviour will result in
no more pocket money for York.

Arguably just as problematic as this imbalance of incoming students is
the fact that it remains difficult to know who to blame. Perhaps the
University was a little over zealous in its expansion plans, and should have
foreseen a governmental clampdown before signing over huge sums of
money, but it’s easy to say that in hindsight.

What is now certain is that York faces a difficult and delicate balancing
act. With applications across the country at an all time high, it’s more impor-
tant than ever for York to be thorough when offering out the available places
left to home students. If departments want to attract the best academic can-
didates and further the university’s reputation, they are going to have to
make sure they are not turning away those who deserve places most. Whilst
the balance of students and the politics involved in allocating the new space
in Heslington East remains something of a question mark, we must not
allow the academic future of the University to suffer as a result of bureau-
cratic incompetence.

The C-word
Call them what you like, the well-knowns of campus answered the call of

charity with aplomb. Instructed to raise cash for RAG in a star-spangled occa-
sion designed for maximum exposure and profitability, and raise cash they
did. Undoubtedly, the chosen eleven certainly drew in the punters - and the
wallets. Big D, perhaps, is the only campus event to have sold so many tickets
in such a short space of time.

Fusion’s draw is a similar story. Expect those attending the upcoming
The Full Monty production to buy tickets for the sole purpose of viewing cer-
tain people’s disrobed bodies. Have I Got News For York works along the
same lines: get familiar faces on stage to sell tickets.

But for this recognition and pulling-power, there must certainly be a
resulting downside. The Media Charter must reflect this. Campus figures,
who enjoy the limelight thrust upon them by elected positions, popular soci-
eties, well-attended performances or simple all-round noteriety, must accept
the inevitable backlash that emanates from various quarters. Those involved
in campus activities, whether acting, writing, postulating or dancing, must
realise they are immune from the safety net afforded to the general masses. It
cannot be outspoken critic one week, and poor defenceless student the next.

With relative fame comes consequences. Those willing to stick their
necks out for - among other things - their own self-promotion, should expect
some flak. But they should be able to take it; they are ‘celebrities’ after all.

NOUSE
Est. 1964

Nouse, Grimston House, University of York,YO10 5DD
editor@nouse.co.uk

Nowpay attention, I want to
talk to you about pornogra-
phy. Stop sniggering at the

back, this is important. You might
not have realised it, but on 26th
January a new law came into force
which made certain kinds of
pornography illegal. For most, the
new law will cause us very little
problem, but for a small minority it
could spell disaster for a private
hobby, which was until now perfect-
ly legal.

Most of the Criminal Justice
and Immigration Act 2008 is pretty
unremarkable; like most Criminal
Justice laws, it simply tidies up
some loose ends made by previous
laws. Section Five, however, leads
us into the murky world of ‘Extreme
Pornography’. Under the law it is an
offence to be in possession of an
image that “portrays in an explicit
and realistic way…an act that
threatens a person’s life…an act
which is likely to result in serious
injury to a person’s anus, breasts or
genitals,” or an image that interferes
with an animal. The most impor-
tant part of this is subsection 6
which makes guilt only achievable if
the image is decided to be “grossly
offensive, disgusting or otherwise of
an obscene character”.

This new legislation made the
statute book after the tireless cam-
paign of Liz Longhurst, the mother
of murdered music teacher Jane
Longhurst, whose killer was ‘addict-
ed’ to ‘Extreme Pornography’. Liz
and her MP Martin Salter cam-
paigned for the new law arguing
that there is ‘no reason’ for this kind
of pornography. I commend her
conviction, but I do not believe this
is the appropriate response.

I should point out that the law
will not affect me, I’m no whipping
boy, and I strongly believe that
horses should be kept in fields, and
away from the farmhands. The issue
at stake is much wider than a few
people getting their rocks off to
something that most might not find
palatable, it is the legislation of
morality. The Wolfenden
Committee discussed the enforce-
ment of morality in 1959, and con-
cluded that it should have little
bearing on the law. After all, les-
bianism had never been a crime, yet
many people in the 1950s consid-
ered lesbians immoral.

All laws are designed to protect
people from harm, and if the people
within the ‘extreme’ images are con-
senting, who is harmed? Somewhat
more eccentrically, many of the acts
covered by the new law are legal to
commit, yet possessing any photo-
graphic evidence of the acts are ille-
gal. It is sad to think of a minority
group being criminalised because of
a desire to make those with deviant
tastes conform to ‘acceptable’ stan-
dards. It’s a cheap pun, but here at
least, it seems the law is a spanked
ass.

Keep the
handcuffs in
the bedroom

Michael
Appleton

What we can learn from
our European cousins

A sad case of student apathy
Sophie Ann
James

www.ey.com/uk/careers

“MMaannyy ssttuuddeennttss
aarree ddeejjeecctteedd,,
ffiilllleedd wwiitthh ppeess--
ssiimmiissmm oovveerr
tthheeiirr ffuuttuurree”

It was all going so well; eachspeaker had presented their
case, debate had been aroused,

feelings stirred, and everyone
agreed on the necessity of discus-
sion. Then the bombshell struck.
Professor Mohamed El-Gomati,
Muslim Councillor for Students,
stood up to give a few words of
response. In the following
moments, all potential for consen-
sus was shattered as he turned to
Douglas Murray, and an accusation
echoed around the room: “racist”. 

The three speakers were
Guffah Hussein, a former member
of Islamic group Hizb ut-Tahrir,
Baroness Haleh Afshar, an Iranian
born professor at the University,
and Murray, dubbed Britain’s “best
known neoconservative”. Between
them, they have an impressive
depth of knowledge and expertise
on a subject that is phenomenally
complicated. 

The allegation against Murray
not only undercut the authority of
all three invited speakers, but also
reinforced the perception that some
would have had of Muslims as
intolerant and thin-skinned. While

the original comments were delib-
erately inflammatory (“we have to
put up with the most intolerable
filth about Jews from the Islamic
world”), they were designed to illus-
trate Murray’s point that free
speech should include total freedom
to respond to beliefs, as well as
expressing them.

Had El-Gomati stood up and
given a reasoned response, people

would have left with the view that
Muslims were capable of taking
criticism and tolerating the view-
points of those who fundamentally
disagree with them. What hap-
pened was the reverse. 

Whilst no-one will have

warmed to Murray due to his
obnoxiousness throughout, a good
number may well have come away
agreeing with his main argument:
Freedom of speech is being closed
down in the area of Islam for fear of
offending Muslims, while criticism
is simultaneously allowed in all
other areas of life. In this sense,
Murray was spot on when he said
“we put up with this [intolerable
filth], but only as long as we can
say what we think about it.” 

Fortunately the word ‘racist’
was not uttered from the mouths of
the panel guests at any point during
the evening, but there was certainly
no willingness to concede any
ground on the issues from that
point on. Maybe it was naive to
think that a debate on radical Islam
in Britain amongst guests of such
varied opinions would produce
results, but we could have hoped
that it would not degenerate into
name calling. 

When accused of racism,
Murray responded: “Sir, if you said
that in public I would sue you in a
court of law, and I would win”.
Perhaps he should consider it.

Is the Health Centre
immune to manners?

Emily 
Kozien

The University Health centre is
an innocuous-looking build-
ing set on the edge of a tran-

quil lake, where your health con-
cerns and needs are handled in a
soothing atmosphere by a team of
capable and concerned staff. Or not.

You have an appointment, hav-
ing called between 8.30 and 8.34 to
successfully secure a place with the
grim precision of a military offen-
sive, surely now, you think, you’re in
the clear. Ailment permitting you
hobble, stagger, limp or shuffle into
the waiting room to be greeted gra-
ciously by a receptionist. You are
asked upon arrival if you need a
nurse or a doctor. Having stated
your preference you are then asked,
“What is your appointment con-
cerning?” As in any moment of
excruciating awkwardness, time
freezes and your paranoid mind is
acutely aware of the growing queue
behind you whose ears are all
cocked to hear your answer. 

Jolted out of your embarrass-
ment-induced stupor by the ques-
tion being repeated in an increas-
ingly loud monotone voice, you
must decide whether to invite
weighted speculation by requesting
to speak in a ‘private’ room or if you
are in fact happy to announce every
personal detail in the gapingly pub-
lic space. Decision made, you give a
mumbled answer, accompanied per-
haps with a bashful smile (which is
instantly snubbed), and attempt to
take a seat with some semblance of
dignity intact. 

Bizarrely, on being seen by
either doctor or nurse you are
immediately asked the same ques-
tion. If your appointment relates to

a previously documented or familiar
illness, and particularly if it regards
contraception, you are dealt with in
an enthusiastically efficient manner.
However, symptoms or worries that
are more ambiguous in nature are
greeted with a quizzical look. 

In the case of a friend who suf-
fered sharp, sudden back pain the
solution determined was the pre-
scription of a strong painkiller with
innumerable potential side-effects
and the, undoubtedly familiar,
advice to “come back in a couple of
days if you’re feeling worse”. A phys-
ical examination to ascertain the
exact cause of her pain was deemed
unnecessary. 

Another friend was sent home
with similarly unsubstantiated
advice only to later develop tuber-
culosis. Incidentally, the later diag-
nosis of TB was provided at York’s
walk-in-centre by a nurse who
cheerfully chuckled over the num-
ber of students arriving there hav-

ing been misdiagnosed or mispre-
scribed medication. Unfortunately,
my friend’s glands had by then
swollen to the extent that his cheeks
obscured his eyes, so he was unable
to share her wry mirth. 

Perhaps, having been informed
by an administrator that my friend
felt “a bit peaky”, medical staff con-
sidered any further physical assess-
ment to be redundant. 

Furthermore, as I have experi-
enced through the frustrating
process of getting a letter of medical
approval to permit my return to
university after a leave of absence,
there is a definite breakdown in
staff communication. Or is the right
word here in fact, ‘consideration’, or
even ‘basic manners’? Indeed, I can
imagine the staff, puzzled by my
increasingly irate phone calls and
surrounded by piles of paperwork,
continuing to greet new, discomfit-
ed and bewildered victims with the
familiar blank stare of contempt.

Killing debate: Murray,
Islam and the ‘R’ word

Peter
Campbell

“Potential for
consensus was
shattered as the
accusation stood
bare:  ‘racist’ “

Join the debate at
nouse.co.uk/comment

As the streets of Paris fill
with angry students, should
we be doing more to chal-
lenge the status quo?

RHIANNON WILLIAMS
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Snow days: a chance to
show what we’re made of
“Gather the last of the firewood, draw
the curtains, and call your family to say
goodbye – there’s a blizzard on the way,
and we might not make it.” Call me
melodramatic, but my amateur weather
forecast last week was one of forebod-
ing panic.

We’ve become complacent, you
see. To us, the weather is harmless. My
housemates will happily trudge
through two feet of snow to stock up on
Kettle Chips or skate over inch thick ice
to attend a lecture. Not me though – it’s
far too dangerous.

I fully admit it: I’m no Scott of the
Antarctic. So when the temperature
drops, I stay safely inside. Had I been
on Scott’s fateful expedition, I would
have been telling Captain Oates – of “I
may be gone some time” fame – that the
fur coat probably wasn’t necessary,
and...er... could you give it to me, old
chap?

To keep warm, I sometimes move
from one end of the bed to the other
wrapped, snail-like, in my duvet. But it
was then that I saw the Chinese man
leaving his house and walking into the
heavy sleet. I felt compelled to act. He
didn’t even have gloves on, so I opened
my bedroom window: “Get inside!
Don’t you know it’s a blizzard? What on
earth are you doing out there?”

He looked at me, bemused. But
with a mixture of admiration at his
bravery – and dismay at his foolhardi-
ness – I had to let the Chinese man go
on his way. You can only do so much. 

By midday, things had calmed
down a bit. The snow had stopped

falling and there were several sets of
footprints leading away from our front
door and, more importantly, returning.
I decided to venture outside, so put on
four jumpers and a scarf, and made
sure that two of my housemates were
willing to accompany me – one to get
help if anything happened.

We decided to roll a snowball. And
I’m not talking the  sort that might
eventually make a snowman. I’m talk-
ing the sort that might cause a major

traffic incident. This is what hap-
pened... 

It started going nicely – fairly
spherical, not too muddy. Something to
be proud of. We started in the front gar-
den and rolled it up and down, system-
ically collecting all the snow. Arty boy
started on his own, with me as chief
observer, but by the time the garden
was finished the photo man and I had
to lend a hand. The snow boulder
reached our waists. 

We decided that it was time to take
it round to the back of the house. This
meant taking it along the pavement and
round into the cul de sac; a pleasant,
community-type activity like they

might do on a “snow day” in the US. But
that’s not what the Sun reading white
van driver thought. Nope. Nursing an
enormous chip on his shoulder, he
decided to honk his horn and give us
two fingers. My red jumper was on top,
and for some reason I was wearing a
gillet, so I decided not to respond. He
probably had a point. 

But it got me thinking. How did he
know we were students? Well, we were
having fun in the middle of the day,
with clearly nothing better to do. We
looked middle class. And we looked too
old to be making snowballs. I conclud-
ed that, if I was a Sun reading, working
white van driver, I would be fairly
miffed too. 

We got over his horridness quickly
though and manoeuvred round behind
the house. Determined to make amends
with the local community, we swept the
snow from our neighbours’ cars and
added it to the tons which was forming
our boulder. We even made friends with
the disgruntled Pakistani man by shov-
elling ice from his drive. 

The snowball by this point had
become too big. We fetched the crowbar
and broke it into manageable chunks
and transported it to the garden. What
to do next? Perhaps, my arty friend sug-
gested, we could make it into a renais-
sance style statue? What about a snow-
man, I asked? Nope, we had to do
something different. He made a giant
Satanic head. Seriously. It’s still there,
standing over 6 feet tall in the garden.
Honk and two fingers if you like the
student Snow Devil.
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Content
O gente de minha terra: Will the
drama never end? Not if I have
any say dahlings. Drugs p.5,
what’s notre army like? p.8. Arts
special p.10, Cloud Strife I would
p.12, chavtopia p.14, Anglophile
fashion p.16, Dita Von Roxy
p.18, Emmy the Great, p. 20,
Bollywoodmeets Hollywood,
p.22 Certaines personnes ont
wondered how we’ll respond to
Vision’s various parodies and cri-
tiques. Donc, we sat down with
Regan and the other one whose
name escapes me - convo went a
little something like this:
Us: Remind me to tell you about
the time I looked into the heart
of an artichoke.
Them: Oh I’d love to hear it.
Us: Some snowy night by the fire. 
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“ What about a
snowman? No. We
ended up making a
giant Satanic head.”

Fantastic. Just a couple more pages and
that's Jenny's notes done. Poor thing, be
such a shame for her to get behind just
because of a stupid cold. Mind you, she
looked much better in Dusk last night,
so hopefully she's on the mend. I'd have
asked if I hadn't had to walk Lucy
home. Can't believe Dave didn't do it
frankly, if she were my girlfriend I'd
want to make sure she was home safely.
Mind you, he was absolutely ham-
mered, and a bloke should let off some
steam after his exams. It was so nice of
Lucy to invite me in though, but admit-

tedly a bit awkward putting her to bed
when she was pulling at my collar like
that. She must have confused me with
Dave in her drunken state, they're such
a close couple. She sent me a lovely text
the next day to say thank you too- want
to go out for drinks again soon, the wild
child.

Think I'll grab a snack, paraphras-
ing a week's worth of lectures is hungry
work. I’ll try and make a dent in the old
washing up while I’m in the neighbour-
hood too, seems to be piling up a bit.
Been wondering whether to mention it
to the guys. Actually screw it, it’ll only
take a moment and I don’t want to get
labelled the house nag. It’s kind of ther-
aputic in a way too, nice  and mindless
when you’re head’s buzzing with work. 

Now to eat. Darn, looks like some
cheeky bugger took half my nutella,
probably Liam as ever. Oh well, proba-
bly should lay off a bit, haven't had
much opportunity to hit the gym of late,
especially with all the RAG stuff going
on. Town yesterday was hilarious, try-
ing to flog GAG mags to people in the
driving snow. We just gave up after a
while and had a snowball war instead,
awesome fun. I'll just buy the leftover

ones and send them home, cheer up the
olds a bit. I feel bad guilting strangers
into buying something they might not
have wanted otherwise. Got a bit chilly
towards the end, but nothing a jog to
the library afterwards couldn't cure.
Which reminds me, I need to head.

I feel sorry for the library staff. It
can't be good to be cooped up all day
away from natural light, no-one but
sleep deprived students to interact
with. Just now I tried to hand in a pho-
tocopy card someone had left in the
machine - the woman's response was
“really?” As if someone deserves to lose
their money just because they forgot to
write their name on it. Maybe I could
use it to photocopy the key reading for
Jenny, she said she was feeling under
the weather again this morning, stom-
ach trouble or something.   

Really looking forward to tonight.
Should text the guys, see what the plan
is. I’ll book the taxi now, in case they
forget. Don’t really fancy driving again,
I mean it’s cool once in a while, but I
don’t think the seats’ll take another
heavy one - can’t get rid of the smell
from last time. Ooh, got a text. It’s
Dave. Wow, he sounds upset. 
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"I wasn't always like this, and I don't
want to be now. If I could do something
I would but it's not in my control any
more." Woman. Large. Those swollen
ankles that resemble tree stumps and
breasts down by her feet. Her body
shakes as she shudders up and down,
heaving and releasing whale-like sobs.
One hand takes another, strokes it gen-
tly and tries to reassure her that she's
not to blame, it was never her fault and
no one sees her that way. Hard to
believe when you have to walk down
the street to stares like mine. There was
a moment, a deep wound and a sudden
jerk, then there was pain, then panic,
then a desperate need for comfort,
something to fill the void and bring
compassion. You sought the same thing
when you cried for your mother's
breast, just this time there was no one
to say no and to limit your intake of
intoxicating pleasure. Feel sick, feel ill,
feel disgusted and do it all over again as
the transitory warmth ebbs away and
leaves you alone once more. Have you
thought about gentle exercise? Small
smile. I don't mean to say you should go
out and run and marathon! Chuckle
weakly. It would make you feel so much
better. If it was a matter of exercise and
lifestyle, it would have changed years
ago. Take away the emotional crutch
and the person will fall. "It's like a
vicious cycle, once I start I can't stop,
it's like I go into the zone and all I have

is a single focus, and nothing else
around me matters." Boy, 16. You can
barely see his eyes in his face any more,
but you can hear his tears. Take a bis-
cuit, take a donut, fill the void that's
rapidly developing inside of you as the
sheer weight of realisation takes hold.
"It's a disease." "It's selfish self-indul-
gence." "It's genetic." A figure splashed
on the front of glossy magazines,
tabloids, broadsheets alike. A figure-
head for a generation of teenage
whales. "Now let's get out our food
diaries and compare, we can see how
we've all done this week." Write it down
like it's a solution, when words make it
real, take a form in of black marks upon
a page. Eager beavers keenly branish
their documents before your face, oth-
ers nervously shuffle the pages within
sweaty palms and hide them under-
neath their copious thighs. Make it up,
hide it, tell it the truth of it all and cry
all over again. Then promise to do it
again next week, dry the tears, give
eachother a big, warm hug and don't
worry because together, we can beat
this. Smile because this week will be
better, and this week you’ll wake up
and you won’t need to reach for that
kitchen cupboard. Then you can be a
worthwhile person, accepted and
appreciate and not ridiculed for a lack
of self-control and a foolish self-indul-
gence. Don’t worry love, McDonalds
will always love you. Together, we can

I am not fit for humanity. Reclining on my
death sofa demanding more 80s films and
Peep Show. Phlegm is the new black; so hot
right now, and sneezing is the new crack;
moreish (said Peep Show) and it leaves you
quite light-headed. “You look like a piss-
head.” “It’ll clear my head,” I insist, “It’s
medicine.” “It’s whiskey,” she says, “And
that’s a large wine glass full.” “Bah you know
not my pain.” “It’s curdling with the Baileys
that was in your glass before.” “It’s not cur-
dling it’s mixing, there’s whiskey in Baileys
anyway. It doesn’t matter. Leave me alone. I
hate you.” Cough sneeze hack. The loss of
sensation in my face is pleasing, my nose
could even be running without my knowing.
Ignorance is bliss. “Whiskey? Anyone?”
Apparently not. They’re rubbish students.
When was four on a Sunday afternoon not
for self-pity and alcoholism?

It’s a long time since I rode the bendy pur-
ple beast from campus to town and obliv-
ion. “Hi,” says boy. He’s floppy haired and
I’ve met him before - but then again, so
have a lot of girls. “Hello.” “What’s your
name?” I look at him carefully. This time, I
decide, I am going to assert myself. “I am
not going to tell you, because I’ve met you
three times on this bus and each time I have

told you my name.” “No!” “Yes.” Silence. He
appears to be waiting for me to soften. “But
I want to know you.” (From the back) “I bet
you do!” (Applause and whooping) I sigh.
“It begins with ‘L’.” “Lucy? Laura?
Um…Lucy? Laura? Lauren?” This is clearly
one of the most confusing things ever to
happen to him. “There aren’t any other girls
names beginning with ‘L’! Um Lucy?
Laura?” By now it’s time to get off the bus.
“It’s a flower. See you later.” “I’m Welsh!” he
calls after me, “We’ve only got sheep and

trees in Wales!” Later that night, across the
dancefloor: “Liiiilyyyyy!!!!”

Balls. Testicles. Gonads. Nuts. I am plagued
by them. I don’t own a pair, I am not espe-
cially interested in them, and yet I cannot
avoid the intimate discussion of them. Size,
shape, tenderness, texture, pliability…
Damn you who brought the mumps fear on
us. I managed nearly two and half years
here without mumps paranoia and then one
day you got the hamster cheeks. All the boys

I know are walking around with one hand
on their cheek mump-gland and the other
on their testicle-mump gland. I never
thought “how’re your balls today?” would
become such a regular refrain. Tender
plums. Swinging melons. Shrivelled grapes.
The extensive analogous discussion has put
me off fruit. Since probably immune and
certainly without testicles, my greatest con-
cern should really be scurvy.

Once more unto the Duchess. I was going to
write “come and create a socially awkward
situation” on my forehead but as it happens,
I don’t have to. Cue gentleman acquain-
tance. He starts chatting, Vodka and indie-
disco “choons” mean I can’t really hear what
he is saying. I don’t want to seem rude so I
keep smiling. Then silence. “Sorry I didn’t
quite catch what you were saying?” “She’s
really offended.” “Oh…I…” “I just think it’s
funny. It was a joke right?” “What?” “What
you wrote?” “I offended her?” (insert
Radiohead over his voice) “I offended her
about notebooks?” (insert MGMT) “I’m
really sorry is she properly upset?” “Yes,” He
laughs and says goodbye. I think I’m sorry,
though I may have misunderstood. And I
don’t remember writing anything about
notebooks. Answers on a postcard please.
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social pariah

Such a tourist
03.02.09 - Obesity Support
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DESTRUCTORS.

i’m getting tired of this performance

www.ey.com/uk/careers

but i bleed like a computer bleeds in quite a nice patternwe thought we were avant-harde

we have grafted ourselves onto wires so when we rip the graft away i see myself, you see yourself

we have grafted symmetry and solidity onto desire
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“Mate, a girl smashed on
Vodka is not fit. It’s not
right man. A girl mashed

on pills…that’s kinda cool.”
These were among the first words

I heard said at York about drugs. That
was two and a half years ago and until
writing this feature it was still probably
the most honest thing anyone said
about drug use. In my experience, drug
use at York is below average, concen-
trated and exclusive. Without the big
city dealers of Leeds, London or
Manchester, or even the cocaine cloud
of real public school aristocracy to be
found at Exeter, Durham or Oxbridge,
it’s easy to speculate on the lack of a big
York drug scene. On top of that, play
the University of Dork card and it
seems inevitable that York is dry. 

On the other hand, with very little
effort I managed to find users on cam-
pus willing to talk.  “I'd be delighted to
help out,” came back one message,
“Should I give you a taster of what I've
tasted? I'm a fan of white lines running
through my mind, love a bit of chronic,
have dabbled in the old love buttons
and also massively appreciate a bit of
my good friend mandy. So I expect I
could cover most bases for you.”

Mandy, white lines and love but-
tons, aka MDMA, Cocaine and Ecstasy,
are A-class drugs. In a survey of 100
students last week, only 17 said they
were aware of the use of Class A drugs
among students at York. Possession can
earn you seven years in jail, supplying
can get you life. Nobody said there

b) the need to uphold the discipline
and welfare of the whole college com-
munity, i.e. make sure everyone follows
the University and UK legal rules. 

Vanbrugh provost David Efird
made it clear that University rule was
final. University policy is:“Under legis-
lation dealing with dangerous drugs,
the unauthorized possession of certain

drugs is a criminal offence. The
University will not tolerate possession
or use of any such drugs within the
University or by any member of the
University. Any student who has pos-
session or makes use of any such drug,
or who supplies any person with such a
drug or knowingly assists him or her to
obtain possession of it, becomes liable
to disciplinary action by the University,
independently of any penalty imposed
on conviction by a court of law.”

Several other college provosts
referred to informal warnings to begin
with. Thompson reported that a “stern
bollocking” and a possible referral to
the police and academic registrar was
the likely outcome of those “suspected
of smoking a joint”. In cases of more
serious drug use colleges defer to

Security Services and, if necessary, rec-
ommend seeking advice from the Open
Door Team and medical centre. In gen-
eral the provosts suspected a lower
than average level of drug use. Steve
Page, Manager of Student Support
Services, confirmed that they appre-
hended four cases of students using
illegal substances in 2007/8. Derwent
provost Ron Weir was keen to point
out that “the consequences of excessive
alcohol intake present a much greater
welfare problem.” 

The 2008 NHS statistics on drug
misuse show that there were 1,573
deaths related to drug misuse in the
previous year. The number of alcohol
related deaths was 8,758; more than
double what it was in 1991.

Drug legislation is constantly fluc-
tuating and education is almost entire-
ly based on zero tolerance. Young peo-
ple are entering drink culture enthusi-
astically and drug culture ignorantly.
When both habits come with substan-
tial risk it is clearly time for drug use to
be more openly discussed. With the
dangers and pleasures well known
young people can take responsibility
for their uses and abuses of illicit sub-
stances. Colourful, flippant and level-
headed: four York drug users explain-
ing their habits and exploring the prej-
udices of non-drug users. “It’s not cool,”
said Max*, “It’s just drugs.”

Four students from the University
of York reveal their habits and recall
their experiences on illegal substances
overleaf >>

weren’t risks. 
The usual student age group

reports the highest number of admis-
sions to hospital in England with a pri-
mary diagnosis of poisoning by drugs.
In 2006/07 there were 2,674 such cases
reported in 16-24 year olds. In addition
to this there were 6,743 admissions
with an initial diagnosis of drug-related
mental health or behavioural disorders. 

Leah Betts, whose stepfather was
once in the drug squad and whose step-
mother went round schools warning of
the dangers of drugs, died in 1995 after
taking one ecstasy tablet. The parents
co-operated with the national media to
release emotive pictures of Leah in her
hospital bed. The papers went mad for
poisoned ecstasy tablets, citing previ-
ous victims and forewarning the “party
generation”. It later emerged that Leah
had actually died from drinking too
much water whilst taking ecstasy. It is
also alleged that she was drinking heav-
ily and had been smoking cannabis. 

Ecstasy was rated 18th in the list of
the 20 most dangerous drugs. Just
above poppers and way below alcohol,
solvents and tobacco. One ecstasy
tablet can kill: according to Drugscope
there have been around 200 “direct”
ecstasy deaths since the 2000. But did
one ecstasy tablet kill Leah Betts?

At the University of York the col-
leges all employ broadly similar drug
policies. Wentworth chair Carl
Thompson explained it as on a “case-
by-case basis but built around 2 princi-
ples: a) help if the person needs it and

“Should I give you a taster of
what I’ve tasted? I’m a fan of
white lines running through my
mind, love a bit of chronic...” 

Mashed 
on 
Pills
Drug misuse kills more people than alcohol. Are students
underestimating the risk? investigates
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MAX, 21, BIOLOGY
HOMETOWN:
SHREWSBURY
FAVOURITE DRUG:
“WELL DRUGS ARE ALL
ABOUT SITUATIONS
AREN’T THEY? BUT I’D
SAY I’VE DONE ECSTASY
MORE THAN ANYTHING
ELSE.”

Max is a bit “alternative” and darkly funny.
He is allergic to alcohol, so rarely drinks and
isn’t a big cannabis user. He has taken pills,
ketamine, cocaine, cannabis, speed and the
occasional legal high. Having already dab-
bled in weed, his “real” drug career began
with ecstasy. 

“Back in the heady days of college… It
was brilliant, so much fun. The first time…
aw memories. I think availability would be
one of the main issues now, especially for
first years. I’d have to go over to Leeds, buy
a bit to have them as stock.”

Max drops one to two pills on a big
night out, this is usually about once a
month. 

“I’ll do them and then I’ll be like awe-
some, yeah, had a wicked time. Don’t really
fancy doing it for a while now. It  was always
like that, just because you do feel it. That
kind of ‘oh we’re really battered let’s do it
again tomorrow,’ that just pisses me off

because it’s like ‘well then you’re going to be
a vegetable for a month.’ Or more if you’re
lucky.”

Max thinks it can be easier to set your-
self limits like this with drugs. 

“You do see the mess people become on
alcohol. And yeah people become a mess on
pills, but it’s almost like it’s not necessary to
become that much of a mess. Drinking does
more harm than drugs. Or at least my usual
drugs of choice. In the short term at least.
The long term…who knows…people haven’t
been doing it for that long.”

He doesn’t deny the problems associat-
ed with drugs but he doesn’t believe him or
anyone he personally knows has a problem.

“Of course I’m pretty sure most people
don’t think they have a drug problem. But
when people are like right - and this is the
same for alcohol as well - I’ve got to take

something to enjoy myself tonight and
make a beeline for whatever substance. I
think that’s a problem in itself.”

In first year, in contrast to his drug use
at college, Max received a cold reaction
from his peers.

“Pretty much the whole floor was sat
around in the first week and someone goes
‘so…anyone here done any drugs?’ There
were a couple who were like yeah you know

weed blahblah and it came round to me and
I was like, shall I? Is it pushing it a bit far to
say tht I’ve done class As? So I went for hon-
esty and they looked round at me like I was
a heroin addict.”

Being an ignorant non-user is of no
harm to yourself. But if you’re ignorant of
the risks and change your mind about
drugs, Max argues that’s where the real dan-
ger lies.

“The way it’s taught in school is like
one ecstasy could kill you instantly! When
actually it’s one ecstasty along with a bit of
insufficient knowledge. It encourages peo-
ple to avoid drugs until the point where
they’re so misinformed about it that they’re
like ‘yeah well I’ll just do drugs and then do
whatever the fuck else.’Then die on it. It’s
not great is it?”

BEST EXPERIENCE
“One of the best times was another New
Years’ Eve. We went to a party in an aban-
doned bowling alley. But it’s all about the
situation rather than the drugs, I was just
surrounded by a lot of good friends and it
was a great night.”

WORST EXPERIENCE
“It was two New Years Eve’s ago and we
decided to take it easy and do legal drugs. It
was called accelerate or something, it’s
meant to be like ecstasy. It is the most hor-
rendous thing I’ve ever taken. Horrendous
as in like fucks you up. By the time I got to
the club, I was like oh my god I’m going to
be insane for the rest of my life. I better start
making plans for being insane.”

JACK, 22, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

HOMETOWN:
SHROPSHIRE
FAVOURITE DRUG:
“CANNABIS,
DEFINITELY.”

Jack is an Environmental Science student
who likes traveling, the countryside and
smoking weed. He admits that this makes
him a bit of a cliché, but on talking to him he
is far from “hippy”. His drug use is a matter
of fact and not something he gets existential
or overly bohemian about.

He started smoking at the age of 15 in
the nurses’ lounge of a hospital where his
friend’s dad was a porter. 

“It just became part of what I got up to.
I probably smoke slightly less since uni.
That’s just because I’m not living with peo-
ple who smoke it all the time. It’s nice when
I go home and everyone does it. Something I
would not want to be without, but I’m ok
that it’s not all the time. Weed is my
favourite because you don’t get off your
head, you know what you’re doing and it’s
quite a nice thing to do in the evening.”

Jack also dabbles in MDMA, Cocaine,
pills and magic mushrooms. MDMA for par-
ties and the others he takes every now and
then just socially. He smokes Cannabis most
days, and will usually smoke on his own. I
suggest that some people find taking drugs
alone too introverted and symptomatic of a
drug problem; in short a bit odd.

“I think they’re a bit odd. Cannabis is a
chill out drug really. MDMA and Coke are

obviously more of a social thing, if you’re
going out and dancing. It depends on the
drug really. If you’re not in control of what
you’re doing. If you’re not aware of the
effects on you and you don’t know what’s
happening to you – that’s a drug problem.”

In Jack’s mind, his usage is not a prob-
lem. Recently. he has gone a maximum of
about a week without smoking when he has-
n’t been able to get hold of any.

“I gave up for a summer a couple of
years ago and that was fine, I don’t think I’m
addicted. It’s just difficult when some things

you do are associated with drugs. If the
drugs aren’t there then that’s hard. But as
long as you’re doing something different it’s
fine. The hardest part about giving up drugs
really is trying to get more drugs. If you
know you can’t get any for a while, or you
decide you’re not looking, then that’s fine.”

In contrast to Max, Jack hasn’t found
York particularly hostile to drug use, and
speaks of a minority of people who use and
talk about it, and a majority for whom drugs
are not a feature of university life. 

“I think drug use at York is concentrat-
ed in certain people, certain people take
them all the time, other people don’t do it at
all. I know more at home, but that’s just
because I hang out with drug takers. If I
hung out with loads of different types of peo-

ple, like I do at uni, it would probably be
about the same. I’m sure a lot of people who
haven’t taken drugs are quite scared of them
but that’s understandable. Anything that’s
unknown is kind of scary really. People are
quite set in their ways as to whether they’re
for or against it and that’s fine with me real-
ly. But people I know are pretty open about
drugs.”

Jack doesn’t think much of the health
risks associated with Cannabis use. He cer-
tainly doesn’t think the problems are dis-
tinct from those from drinking and finds
that anti-social drug users are more likely to
be taking class A drugs.

“I don’t understand people who take
class As for the sake of it, then find some-
thing to do when they’re on drugs. If there’s
something going on and you take drugs for it
that’s one thing but people who just take it…
If people are completely off their heads it’s
the same as being surrounded by a load of
really drunk people when they’re drunk for
the sake of it. You just get a bit bored of it all
really.”

BEST EXPERIENCE
“The best time would have been on MDMA
at a New Years Eve party. The drugs definite-
ly helped, though I think it would have been
a good night anyway.”

WORST EXPERIENCE
“The worst time was from taking far too
many mushrooms, but that’s the only bad
time I’ve ever had.”

“I went for honesty
and they looked round
at me like I was a
heroin addict”

“Drug use at York is
concentrated: certain
people who take them
all the time ”
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HOMETOWN:OXFORD
FAVOURITE DRUG:
“PROBABLY MDMA, IT’S
NOT AN ABSOLUTE IT’S
JUST THE BEST OUT OF
WHAT I TAKE THE
MOST.”

Julian is a PPE student and he is as serious
and articulate about his discussion of drugs
as he is about most things. A self-confessed
hedonist he has tried by far the most drugs
of anyone interviewed. 

“A few months after my first weed expe-
rience I’d be taking drugs every weekend.
Ketamine the most, or pills, then LSD,
MDMA, Cocaine. Also a few harder-to-get-
hold-of drugs. Magic mushrooms, mesca-
line, 2C’s… Oh and DMT, which is not quite
a holy grail but it would raise some eye-
brows.”

By this point Julian is just listing num-
bers and letters at me. 2C’s are a family of
hallucinogens and DMT is supposedly the
chemical released in your brain when you
die. It is a powerful hallucinogen and,
unsurprisingly, a great deal of urban
mythology surrounds it. Julian stresses that
he doesn’t think the quantity of drugs he has
taken is above average, just the range.

“I knew that if I did find a drug taking
friendship group at university I felt that
there wasn’t a chance that they would be the
same sort of group that I’d met at school. I

wouldn’t feel safe.”
Julian says he would have jumped at

the chance to take drugs even without meet-
ing these school friends, though his use did
accelerate because of them. On my sugges-
tion that it sounded like a hippy pursuit
Julian is hilariously appalled: “Hippy? No!
Bohemian, Blakeian - wanting to try any-
thing, just to believe something about
“opening the doors of perception!”

It seems however that he and his
friends are “growing out” of their habits.

“LSD has gone wrong enough times
that I am very weary of it. A very bad acid
experience, you feel its cobwebs in you for a

while afterwards. And for a couple of my
friends drugs became too big a part of their
life. They decided that actually that they’d
do something productive with regard to get-
ting an education, getting a life.”

The idea of having a life outside of a
need for drugs is central to Julian’s idea of
not having a problem.

“Anyone who needs drugs, in any sort
of way, to be sociable or to make them cool,
has a problem. The most annoying type of
drug taker is a cocaine user. People think it’s
cool but it has the general affect of making
you a knob: arrogant, inconsiderate. No
other drug does that quite so incredibly.

“A really good measure of when drug
taking becomes a problem is when conver-
sation revolves largely around drugs.
Conversations about drugs can fill hours
and tomes. There are people who can fabri-
cate verbose analogies about how they’re a
tree (I’m quoting now) and they have their
acid branch and they have their MDMA
branch and they’re currently nesting in the
MDMA branch but soon they’re going to
migrate to their K branch and oh dude this
K hole… It’s tiring. If drug taking is all you
do, you’re either addicted or you’ve become
a boring person.”

For Julian, there are risks, but it’s just
too exciting not to try.

“It’s just, with alcohol you get the same
thing every time and you tend to end the
night with your face in the toilet bowl, you
feel this process of this is disgusting. Some
drugs are disgusting of course, but they are
just so much more interesting.”

BEST EXPERIENCE
“The entire three day weekend that was
Glade festival 2008, which I don’t think I
spent more than 5 minutes sober of. It was
just un-spoilt drug fun from begin to finish.”

WORST EXPERIENCE
“The worst time was taking LSD when I’d
promised myself two previous times that I
wouldn’t again – and I lost myself. I woke
up in a pool of my own vomit and ran out
into the street into the town barefoot. I
thought I was insane as a punishment for
bringing about the end of the world.”

JULIAN, 20, PPE

HOMETOWN: LONDON
FAVOURITE DRUG:“OOH!
IT’S DIFFICULT TO PICK
BETWEEN COCAINE AND
MDMA.”

Jessica is a confident and attractive English
and History student. There seems to be no
question of her “needing” drugs: she’s viva-
cious without them, they just enhance a
good time. Jessica regularly takes A class
drugs for a “big” night out. In York it’s not
that often but in London it’s around four
times a week. She doesn’t see herself always
taking this many drugs, but she doesn’t see
her habits changing in the next ten years.

“I didn’t do any drugs other than weed
until I came to university. Then I did MDMA
for the first time at the beginning of second
year. Then I tried some cocaine, and then I
tried some speed and a bit of ecstasy as well.
I’d always wanted to try it, I’m the kind of
person who thinks you should try anything. I
just wanted to be in a safe environment where
I trusted people, and finally I was in that
environment. Some friends offered me some
and I was like fuck it.”

The “fuck it” attitude, however, is pre-
cisely what worries people about starting
drugs and being ignorant of their affects. But
Jessica is open about not knowing all the
effects of the drugs she takes, and holds that
she has still set herself boundaries.

“I’m scared of ketamine. That’s a person-
al line I’ve set for myself, because I’ve seen

what it can do to other people. It’s about
being able to say no to yourself. I also don’t
take too much cocaine because it’s so addic-
tive and I steer clear of ecstasy because it’s cut
with a lot of shit. But other drugs, like weed.
The conversations you have, the way you
think about things. It’s so cool and so funny.”

Jessica smokes Cannabis around five
times a week but says she would stop any
drug that she felt like she “needed.”

“I’ve had a lot of people look at me being
like ‘why do you need drugs to have fun?’ But
I don’t. If you literally can’t go out - like alco-
holics need to drink to enjoy themselves –
that’s a drug problem. I know more people

with a borderline drinking problem. It would
be very easy to approach a friend because you
think she’s doing too many drugs and be like
‘what are you doing you’re ruining yourself ’.
Whereas with drink people are like ‘I’m just
having a good time, leave me alone.’”

The way in which people view alcohol
and drugs is very different, and all the users I
have spoken to think that attitude needs to
change.

“People are judged a lot for taking drugs.
Which I think is unfair because there are
things out there, things like cigarettes, like
booze, and just general bad behaviour, which
are just as bad as taking drugs and yet aren’t

considered so socially unacceptable. With
drugs, people just make a quicker and often
less-informed judgement.”

However, regardless of eradicating dou-
ble standards between booze and alcohol, it
seems the exclusivity of drugs is unavoidable,
and often very alluring

“When you’re on MDMA you just want
to dance or chatter away. The buzz is incredi-
ble. People who aren’t on drugs see that and
feel distant. And I feel distant from them as
well. One of the biggest conversations I’ve
had with drug users is that you’re in it togeth-
er. And you just don’t understand if you
haven’t tried it. The idea of - maybe it’s
romanticising it a bit much - but risking your-
self for something, letting your mind go to a
different place.”

BEST EXPERIENCE
“The first time I took MDMA was incredible
just the buzz and the novelty of it all and the
music was amazing and heightened to a dif-
ferent level. I was surrounded by really fun
people and it was just incredible. Such a fuck-
ing good feeling and you don’t ever get that
back.”

WORST EXPERIENCE
“Never getting that back takes me to the
worst time. I’d taken MDMA and I was wait-
ing to come up – you have this anticipation
because you know how fucking good it can be
and you’re waiting to come up but sometimes
it doesn’t hit you and you’re like oh my god
I’m not feeing anything! Am I? Am I feeling
something? Are my fingers tingling?!”

JESSICA, 20, ENGLISH AND HISTORY
HELPFUL WEBSITES:

TALKTOFRANK.COM:
A broad range of informa-
tion on drugs and side
effects. The UK’s national
drugs campaign comes
under the ‘Frank’ banner.
Helpline at:
0800 77 66 00

HOMEOFFICE.GOV.UK
/DRUGS:
Legislation and further links

AT YORK UNIVERSITY:

To talk over any problems,
or ask any questions, YORK
NIGHTLINE is a confidential
service at the University
E-mail: nightmail@yusu.org
Telephone: 01904 433 705

Find the details of your col-
lege welfare team at
YUSU.ORG, or e-mail WEL-
FARE@YUSU.ORG

INFORMATION

“The buzz is incredi-
ble. People who aren’t
on drugs see that and
feel distant”

“Anyone who needs
drugs, in any sort of
way, to be sociable or
cool, has a problem”
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“You are ambushed, captured,
sandbags are put over your
head, and you get punches in

the stomach, in the back, legs, con-
stantly put down onto your knees, get
your face shoved into the ground, then
they do the famous water torture on
you, where they put water over the
sandbag – you feel like you’re drown-
ing, you can’t breathe – they continu-
ously do that to you. But to be honest
it’s something that you need to learn to
cope with.”

Paul*, an ex-marine, is describing
something most people don’t associate
with army training: torture exercises in
case of capture. Not only a test of
extreme physical endurance, the inter-
minable Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts
are proving to be psychologically abra-
sive. A seven-year stalemate has devel-
oped, in which the soldiers are trapped
in the purgatory of static combat.

It all proved too much for Paul.
Himself sent only to Sierra Leone, he is
obsessive about two countries he has
never been deployed to, and he contin-
ues to qualify his already vivid descrip-
tion of his training, “Cos if you get cap-
tured in somewhere like Iraq or
Afghanistan, they’ll chop your bollocks
off for you before they even start tortur-
ing you, just for the fun of it.”

Now twenty-three, Paul was tem-
porarily discharged from the marines
after committing grievous bodily harm
on a man who attacked him with a bot-
tle. His seven-month sentence was
reduced to four and, surprisingly, he
was allowed back into the marines. “I
think I did it, in a way subconsciously,
to get out. They let me back in after jail
because of the money they’d spent
training me, because of the particular
specialisation that I was doing. But I
think it got to the point where the
money wasn’t enough.” Paul now man-
ages a construction site, commanding a
battalion of builders, a job he sees as
giving better pay and better prospects. 

‘Be the best’ is the carrion call of
the British armed forces. The recruit-
ment video on their website shows sol-
diers on tour as a cohesive, disciplined

sure. And the media are pouncing on
its failings.

But it is one of the least discussed
and least reported issues that, if not
addressed, could be the biggest and
most fatal crack that will shatter the
military’s already fragile structure:
psychological stress disorders. Like in
Paul’s case, aggression, anxiety, depres-
sion are all intricately enmeshed con-
ditions that can develop or, if existent,
be aggravated by the harsh conditions
on tour. Combat stress or Post-
Traumatic Stress Disorder is not a new
problem, but the way it is dealt with
and the amount of investment in
research is. First termed ‘shellshock’ by
medical officer Charles Myers during
the First World War, combat stress was
synonymous with cowardice and pun-
ishable by firing squad. 

The Second World War heralded
innovations in military psychology and
pre-recruiting screening was estab-
lished. The inevitable emotional rami-
fications from war were grudgingly
accepted and psychology was recog-
nised as something indelibly linked to
the nature of combat. And the psycho-
logical impact of the ‘war on terror’ is
proving to be the greatest yet for sol-
diers placed on one of the many weak
branches of this waning mission. 

Rand, The Centre for Military
Health and Research in the United
States, is conducting leading research
in a study that focuses on post-trau-
matic stress disorder, major depres-
sion, and traumatic brain injury in
Afghanistan and Iraq. This is not only
because of current high-level policy
interest but also because, unlike the
physical wounds of war, these condi-
tions are often invisible to the eye.
Fundamentally, it outlines what makes
the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan
so different from its predecessors: 

“Troops are seeing more-frequent
deployments, of greater lengths, with
shorter rest periods in between; factors
thought to create a more stressful envi-
ronment for service members. The
day-to-day activities of troops in com-
bat vary widely, but some common

unit bound by their allegiance to queen
and country. No words, just action.
And in the overcast light of the eco-
nomic slump, the pay doesn’t look too
bad either: £13,012 for a new entrant
rate of pay. It may look modest but the
ladder to the top has many rungs,
reaching the zenith of £44,587.80 for a
warrant officer in the Navy. Add free
healthcare and the prospect of joining
the army looks increasingly attractive.
It is a sleek and intelligent marketing
scheme, evoking pride and aspiration.

Stephen, who trained in a para-
trooper regiment, agrees with this por-
trait of the army: “It was the hardest
thing I’ve done in my life. The fitness
level that the training team manage to
meet is amazing. Yes, you’re getting
“beasted” as they call it, which is basi-
cally pushing you to the physical
extreme, but you know that it’s worth
it. Pain is just weakness leaving the
body,” he laughs, “You know you want a
maroon beret at the end of your train-
ing so if you kept that thought in your
mind you could mentally and physical-
ly do anything.” Stephen received a
nine-month sentence for beating the
same man in the head until he fell
unconscious, but unlike Paul was not
offered a second chance. 

Paul and Stephen’s cases, although
by no means representative of Britain’s
armed forces, is one of the many cracks
appearing in the military’s strained
projection of stability. It is by no means
easy to get into the army; it is ten times
more psychologically and - undoubte
dly - physically gruelling than an
Oxbridge application. The notion that
it is an easy route for school dropouts
with no future is a misconception. Paul
and Stephen will have gone through a
medical examination and two days of
fitness tests. After the brawn has been
proven they will have been tested for
their brains with an aptitude test meas-
uring commitment and motivation
before finally taking the interview.
Although Paul has a penchant for using
the word bollocks a lot, they are both
articulate and intelligent people who
would have passed all components of

this rigid examination , which searches
foremost for obedience and discipline.
So why did they turn to delinquency?

It seems be a case of the MOD
failing soldiers than the ineptitude of
the soldiers themselves. According to
The Economist “Battalions are up to
one fifth below their regular size; a fur-
ther fifth or so are ill, injured or other-
wise unfit to deploy. Buying kit is so
expensive and takes so long that
spending is out of kilter with current
needs; most money now goes on fight-
er jets, aircraft carrions and sub-
marines which are of little use in
Afghanistan.” A far cry, certainly, from
the action packed glossy recruitment
film. The British military is wheezing
with fatigue and it’s coming from the
top. So, between Prince Harry’s racist
‘Paki’ remarks and an ill-equipped
defence policy against an unremitting
and ever evolving modern counter-
insurgency, the overwhelmed military
seems to be sinking under the pres-

“Batallions are up to one fifth
below their regular size, a fur-
ther fifth are ill, injured or oth-
erwise unfit to deploy”

www.ey.com/uk/careers

Main: Iraq con-
flict, Above: Dave

Grossman
*Names have

been changed to
protect identities.

Killology: warfare 
and torture
Lida Mirzaii examines the
training methods used by
the British armed forces
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stressors in the current conflicts
have been identified as roadside
bombs, IEDs, suicide bombers, the
handling of human remains, killing an
enemy, seeing fellow soldiers and
friends dead or injured, and the help-
lessness of not being able to stop vio-
lent situations. Because of the nature
of these current conflicts, a high pro-
portion of deployed soldiers are likely
to experience one or more stressors.
Even though many recent military
operations have been characterized as
peacekeeping missions or stability
operations, many of these efforts may
share the same risks and stressors
inherent in combat, exposure to hostile
forces, injured civilians, mass graves,
and land mines, for example.”

Talking to a member of the OTC,
he doesn’t seem so concerned. I ask
him about the possibility of killing an
enemy, or watching a soldier that has
become like a member of your family
die in a suicide bomb attack. He is
admirably pragmatic: “Most of us don’t
get worried, after you train for three
years going to war feels like the natural
progression for what you have to do.
Before you go on tour you need to do 4
months solid pre-deployment training
anyway, so you feel prepared.” He
appears focused, intelligent and disci-
plined, the ideal characteristics that
members of the British army seek. “I
enjoy leading men,” he says assuredly,
“Some people can sit behind a desk and
do a job like that, but that doesn’t
interest me at all and, conveniently, I
happen to agree with Britain’s foreign
policy.” It seems improbable that such
as stable person could take Paul’s
route. But could he?

Philip Zimbardo thinks he can.
The Stanford University psychologist
conducted the renowned Stanford
Prison Experiment, and he was
shocked by the results. The experiment
began in the summer of 1971 as an
undergraduate class project on the
psychology of incarceration. Zimbardo
created a mock prison in the basement
of the psychology department build-
ing, and volunteers were randomly

assigned to roles as either prisoners or
prison guards. In no time, the under-
graduates turned into sadists, they
began torturing the prisoners and even
simulated sodomy on one another.
After six days, Zimbardo was forced to
close the experiment. To him it
explained why good people turned evil,
why there are “no bad apples, just bad
barrels,” - a term he has called ‘The
Lucifer Effect.’

In 2004, horrific images were
broadcast from Abu Ghraib prison of
naked prisoners forced to make a
human pyramid, forced to masturbate
in front of each other, led around on a
lead, each one as sickening as the next.
Zimbardo only made one connection.
He still maintained there were no bad
apples, but the military had created the
conditions that fostered the transfor-
mation of ordinary Joe soldier into
depraved torturer. 

I asked Dr Jane Clarbour, who
specialises in emotional behaviour at

the psychology department at York
University, whether such a shift in
behaviour is possible. “Ordinary people
can be persuaded by a situation to do
such extraordinary things”, she
explains.  “There is also research look-
ing at the violence in Africa, whereby
the enemy were dehumanised , which
makes it is easier for people to accept
atrocities being done to them.” 

The psychological effects of com-
bat or ‘Killology’ as Lt.Col. Dave
Grossman puts it, falls into this camp.
Grossman, an army sergeant turned
psychologist bases his neologism on
one simple premise: “People don’t like
to kill. Turning people into soldiers
therefore requires extensive desensiti-
sation and conditioning similar to
Pavlov’s dogs. In this framework ‘kill’ is
replaced with ‘engage’ and ‘positive
reinforcement is given in the form of
immediate feedback when the target
drops if it is hit.”

I ask Paul what types of tech-
niques were used during his training.
“We got shown footage in training of
torture. In another exercise a whole
troop got captured, about 60 of us. We
got put in a stretch position in a class-
room, and we had to watch videos of
soldiers getting shot in the backs of the
legs.” He hesitates for a moment, “They
do deprive you of sleep – but for us
that’s just normal, because you have to
learn. If you’re sent to a warzone you
can’t expect to get proper sleep. So it
might seem bad from the outside, that
it’s really nasty, but that’s it.”

And for Grossman that’s exactly it.
Soldiers are a groomed product, and
when this product malfunctions some-
one has to be there to pick up the
pieces. Coping mechanisms are indi-
vidual to each soldier’s personal experi-
ence before and during their service,
inspite of the training they get.  “I was
also in the cadets for about three to
four years which was a good experi-
ence, of a rough idea of what to expect,”
reminisces Stephen. “But to be honest,
nothing can prepare you.”

Stephen’s honesty exposes the
weakness of the military’s apparent

“We got shown footage in
training of torture. We watched
videos of soldiers getting shot
in the back of the legs.”

impenetrable training, although the
army must function as one body it isn’t
made up on one mind. “People's initial
personality characteristics will play a
role in how they react to wartime expe-
riences, both during the conflict and
after”, explains Clarbour. 

“If society prepares a soldier to
overcome his resistance to killing and
places him in an environment in which
he will kill”, says Grossman, “then that
society has an obligation to deal forth-
rightly, intelligently, and morally with
the psychological event and its reper-
cussions upon the soldier and society.”

And how is Britain dealing with
that responsibility? Gordon Brown has
committed to a withdrawal of 4000
troops from Iraq by July. But we are
already being judged; around 6% of
veterans are still left homeless, many
with cases of alcoholism, depression or
disabilities. The MOD stress that they
have fifteen military departments of
mental health across the UK, so they
believe they’re on top of it. The
Secretary of Defence, Kevin Jones also
thinks he’s on top of it. Apparently the
NHS can handle the issue off its own
back: “The health care for all veterans
has been the responsibility of the NHS
since 1953.” He continued: “Former
service personnel with mental health
problems, including post traumatic
stress disorder will benefit from the
Government’s decision to extend prior-
ity treatment to all veterans whose con-
dition is considered by their GP to be
due to service.” 

With a war that doesn’t seem to
have an end game, it isn’t enough to
wait for the next generation of veterans
to book an appointment with their GP.
It’s about updating the militaries
knowledge and capacity in the field of
combat stress, ensuring soldiers are
adequately equipped and possessing a
transparent defence policy from tor-
ture to racism. “There should be no
place in a civilised world where one
country invades another using arms
and destruction,” says Stephen finally
and rather unexpectedly. Maybe it is
the case of bad barrels, not apples. M

Top: a series of
images of the

horrific torture
perpetrated by
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Above: Philip

Zimbardo
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The Electric Blue gallery in East
London is a new venture placing
contemporary art and photogra-

phy at the forefront of the the art scene
in the Capital. In a particularly modern
touch, it concentrates also on lifestyle
elements such as hairstyling, fashion
and parties (we’re thinking Richard
Mortimer stlye  occasions here). In
order to launch the gallery, they have
acquired the services of renowned
graphic artist Jasper Goodall. The
opening last week marked something
of a first for Goodall himself. It is his
first exhibition, the first instance in
which his non-commissioned work has
been displayed as art. After a career in
editorial design - gathering a portfolio
that boasts such diverse names as
Gucci, Nike and MTV - Jasper has
begun to explore other forms of art and
design. He has his own range of bikinis,
for example. His new Poster Girl series
presented a challenge: turning his 2D
images into 3D, and then back into a
2D sculpture.

I asked Goodall whether, given a
past history of work commissioned by
press outlets and businesses, commer-
cial viability was still a concern in his
new work:

“In the last couple of years I’ve
become really interested in photogra-
phy as a sideline project. I’ve never
really presented any of that work as
‘this is my artwork’ or ‘this is a com-
mercially viable thing to do.’ I’ve been
looking for a way to bring the photog-
raphy into my work.  It was always a
sort of end product, how could I com-
bine photography and illustration in an
interesting way so that you end up with
an actual photo at the end of the day,
not just a photoshopped image with
photography and illustration in it. But
I’ve consciously also kept the two of
them apart so that pictures are being
held up by a real person and they’re not
a Photoshop product.”

His new images are highly eroti-
cised. Goodall explains that his under-

(pictured above) uses a combination of
acrylic sculpture, photograpy and
graphic design, with Goodall com-
menting that it heralded “the begin-
ning of my work moving into three
dimensions”. For the moment, howev-
er, he has no plans to revisit more tra-
ditional forms, claiming “I’m not
intereted in painting.”

Goodall’s ascendancy into the elite
of graphic designers came at an early
age: his advice is to maintain a good
personal portfolio, and to “look in
magazines and get inspired by designs
there.”

Nevertheless, he takes copycats to

task: “There are some people who have
been purposefully copying my work. I
wasn’t particularly aware of it until
people started saying it to my face.
There’s a whole generation of works
that are based on my aesthetics. You
just have to move on and know that you
don’t want to look like everyone else. I
think people need to be aware of the
difference between being inspired by
someone and being reliant on their
imagery.” Goodall himself cites David
Lachapelle as a major influence, but
his own work is undeniably the prod-
uct of an individual mind with clear
ambitions and artistic aspirations. M

lying goal was to show that “perfection
doesn’t exist, and I’m ok with that. It’s
been an interesting journey, coming to
realise the difference between people’s
fantasies and the reality of the world.
And in relation to the exhibition, it’s
about how desire works, and how peo-
ple’s desire works. People are always
more attractive when you first meet
them and you don’t know anything
about them, you become really interest-
ed in them because you crave this fan-
tasy about who they are. 90% of rela-
tionship fail in the first year because
you find out who people are and your
fantasy doesn’t match up to reality. I’m
really interested in how people’s sexual
attractions work.”

His Poster Girl pieces are images
of someone holding up an image of
their own fantasy, pieces about the
mask or disguise that people operate
under. They depict women in latex out-
fits. Goodall is deeply interested in the
psychological process by which basic
materials and fabrics become
fetishised:

“I’m intrigued by the way people
perceive the body, the way it looks
wrapped in shiny rubber. The way it
clings to the human form and makes
people look super-real. There are all
sorts of connotations and references to
the subliminal of shininess and lubrica-
tion, and it all comes back to sexuality.”

At all times Goodall avoids cliché.
he is conscious of how innocent
imagery and ideas have been corrupted
en masse in design. He explains that
“You can get these clichés of a naughty
nun, a kinky nurse. You have within
that sort of image a ‘bad’ concept com-
pared to a ‘good’ one, one of innocence
and chastity. My work is a parallel
between these clichés; I wanted to
recreate it in a new way – it was me
looking at contemporary pop culture
and how it fetishises and corrupts inno-
cence.”

His new ideas are matched by new
methods of working. His ‘Medusa’,

Above:
‘Medusa’  from
the Poster Girl

series
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Erotica,
fetish,
art
Liam O’Brien interviews influential
graphic artist Jasper Goodall
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Martin Crimp doesn’t write to
appease. His plays won’t give
you a social comedy you can

watch leisurely after having a Haagen
Daaz in the interval, and no matter
how many times he’s labelled as creat-
ing ‘in yer face’ drama, he has deftly
managed to wriggle out of the grasp of
dramatic stereotypes. In fact, the only
label you’ll find affixed to Crimp’s
career isn’t a particularly insightful
one: elusive. 

Ironically, for one of England’s
most challenging and innovative play-
wrights, Crimp still remains an enigma
in his own country. Go to Europe and
his name is firmly in the theatrical
headlights, his plays are frequently per-
formed and he is a prolific translator of
French plays. But it isn’t too difficult to
see the reason for the mystery: he does-
n’t pander to the British media’s obses-
sion with celebrity, rarely gives inter-
views and does not field personal ques-
tions relating to himself or his works.
With his Warholesque bob and deli-
cate, erudite features, Crimp looks at
home amidst the European arts scene,
a far cry from his beginnings in Kent. 

Born in 1956 to John Crimp, a
British Rail signalling engineer, and his
wife Jennie, Martin Andrew Crimp was
a precocious child, winning a scholar-
ship to Dulwich College - one of the
largest public schools in the UK. When
his father was transferred to York, it
was in Pocklington Grammar School,
which playwright Tom Stoppard also
attended, that Crimp started to engage
in theatre: “I was the kind of teenager
who acted in and directed and did the
lights and made the sound for the
school play”, says Crimp. “I still find
that the wings of a theatre, with its
areas of flat black and props set out on
tables, affect me personally in a way the
stage doesn’t. Perhaps because the
stage is now about work, whereas that
strange space in the wings takes me

ing the fringes of modern culture; she
manipulates herself to the avaricious
desires of a consumer society. It’s a
challenging play to produce and
meticulously crafted.

“A play is written to be handed
over,” says Crimp. “Having said that,
I’ve always had a close involvement
with the director of a new piece, will
discuss the play in great detail before
rehearsal, and will have a say in the
casting. Of course I have an image in
my mind of how a play will function -
although in the case of my ‘narrated
plays’ like Attempts on her Life the
image fluctuates. But I want the com-
pany themselves to make discoveries
about the work, to find things I could
not have foreseen.” 

Attempts on her Life received its
first major revival in 1997 at the
National Theatre and has been trans-
lated into more than 20 languages. It
finally brought his name from the mar-
gins to the London lights, establishing
his works in the leagues of great mod-
ernist theatre that addresses violence
and gender in an unflinching way. 

“Violent acts create a point of con-
centration. The stage lets us represent
violence without having to suffer it.
But in fact I show very little violence
on stage. It is more often reported-as
in a Greek play.” In Cruel and Tender,
Crimp takes the ancient translation of
The Trachiniae by Sophocles and
transplants it into a harsh modern
world of emotional terrorism and
international corruption. “If violence is
about power...for example the modern
state claims a monopoly on the use of
violence, then perhaps it’s not surpris-
ing if gender enters the picture.”

And this is apparent in Cruel and
Tender, where Amelia, in desperation
to claim the love of her husband, takes
violence into her own hands. “When I
was preparing Cruel and Tender I read
Joshua Goldstein’s book War and

Gender,” says Crimp, “which makes a
very strong case for the importance of
gender roles in making war: the man
in uniform trained to kill, the woman
at home representing both the family
and the state the man is fighting for.
Despite a tiny minority of women
engaging in combat, I believe this
remains the model.”

It is surprising then, that when I
mention politics he doesn’t seem that
enthused. Perhaps he gets asked about
it all the time. “Hmm. Okay. The poli-
tics question,” is his first laconic
response, but he goes on, “What do
most people want from the modern
state? To be left alone - to be free to
shop, to be free to write plays. Unless
there’s an emergency: then we want
the state to save our banks and stop
parents murdering their babies
RIGHT NOW!” And Crimp addresses
this paradox of modern society by tack-
ling what is cruel and superficial in
everyday life.

“I think my work is political”, he
continues, “insofar as it reflects the
mentality of the average modern citi-
zen, which tends to flip between sud-
den active engagement, and chronic
indifference”. 

The versatility of Crimp’s seven-
teen works is staggering, with his mod-
ernist works of theatre harking back to
the classic output of Beckett and
Ionesco sitting alongside translations
of classical French texts such as
Moliere’s Misanthrope. Cruel and
Tender was the first time he merged
these two categories. 

“All writers are looking for what-
ever bright shiny things they can steal
from the past,” says Crimp, who seems
at expert at such dramatic thefts.
“From Sophocles I stole many things
but above all a structure which is more
broken-backed than classical. A play in
which the two main characters never
meet, how weird is that?”. M

back to my adolescence.”
Crimp started his dramatic career

at the wings of mainstream theatre. His
first six plays were performed in the
small Orange Tree theatre in
Richmond, his current hometown, a
company that managed to survive by
performing lunchtime shows. The
strange space is therefore a concept
that seeps into Crimps works. 

His most acclaimed play, Attempts
on her Life, is composed of seventeen
scenarios of a woman called Anne who
never appears in the dramatic dialogue.
She is at once a terrorist, a suicidal
artist, a refugee and porn star, occupy-

“Violence creates a point of
concentration. The stage lets
us represent violence with-
out having to suffer it.”

Cruel and Tender

Lida Mirzaii interviews playwright Martin Crimp

Top: from
Attempts on
her Life
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Clockwise from
main: Super

Mario Galaxy,
Final Fantasy X-

2 (game),
Angelina Jolie

in Lara Croft:
Tomb Raider,
Final Fantasy:

The Spirits
Within (film)
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Close your eyes and imagine Lara
Croft. Picture her tiny hot pants;
those impractical but ridiculous-

ly sexy utility garters around her
thighs; her knee high boots; those
breasts, that pout. Now try to imagine
Mario. Those blue dungarees; that lit-
tle red cap, his bristling handlebar
moustache…

Which version of each one came
into your head? Was it Angelina Jolie,
or the real Lara Croft? Bob Hoskins, or
the bouncing cluster of pixels we know
simply as Mario? You probably didn’t
even know that Bob Hoskins had any-
thing to do with the beloved character
of Mario, which leads to the question:
what is the appeal of film adaptations
of video games, and why are some more
successful than others?

The film Super Mario Bros. was
the first ever video-game-cum-film
(VGCF), and actually ended up gross-
ing $8,532,623 on its release in 1993.
Based around the story of two plumber
brothers in Brooklyn (oh yes, Luigi was
brought to life too) and their adven-
tures, other familiar characters such as
Yoshi and Princess Peach also make an
appearance. The film was slated at the
time for a lack of consistency with the
game, with one reviewer stating
sharply: “First off, Super Mario Bros.
takes place in the Mushroom Kingdom,

a happy place that has been taken over
by King Koopa (a.k.a Bowser) and its
people forced to mindlessly obey his
will. Mario has to defeat Bowser to
bring peace back to the Mushroom
Kingdom. We all know that.”

The film has since been reap-
praised however, with bloggers com-
menting that: “Making a live-action
adaptation of a side-scrolling platform
video game was obviously a challenge,
but the result is a creative, original and
fun movie that could never be replaced
by an animation. A movie that strictly
adhered to every detail of the games
could have easily lacked the human
depth and imagination shown in this
film.” Although the “human depth and
imagination” part is questionable, the
basic premise is correct. Turning a
videogame into a film carries with it a
number of problems, perhaps the most
crucial of which is a lack of plot.

This slight hitch was not picked up
on for a while however. The classic 90s
beat-em-up Street Fighter was next to
hit the cinemas and fail appallingly,
quickly followed by Mortal Kombat,
which was actually significantly more
popular. Gamers praised the latter for
its dedication to the story of the game,
and for the fantastic fight scenes. One
reviewer commented: “Few movies in
recent years can match the grittiness

and pure painfulness of these fights. A
story of revenge, pride, weakness,
determination, friendship, life and
death.” For those interested in movies
that encompass just about every theme
humanity could throw at you, plus lots
of “gritty” fight scenes, it is worth look-
ing up Pokémon: The First Movie, so
named because they were clearly
already planning the next 11.

Pikachu and company aside, fight
scenes are clearly an incredibly impor-
tant aspect of videogames-turned-
movies. This was what the gaming
community, predominantly teenage
males, wanted, and this is what they
would be expecting from any film
adaptations too. This was probably, to
be fair, what attracted many directors
to adapt the games in the first place.
The catch to this, however, was that in
order for a film to be successful, it has
to appeal to a much larger market than
just teenage boys, and a film consisting

entirely of a series of ridiculous fight
scenes scattered amongst the rotting
bones of a plotline was never going to
break out of this audience.

Cue Lara Croft, the answer to
problems you never even knew existed.
Whilst not by a long way the only main
character in a computer game created
by a bunch of horny nerds, she is cer-
tainly the most famous, thanks to the
ever-plump lips of Angelina Jolie.
Interestingly, the female leads in many
of the VGCFs share similarities. They
are all empowered, not necessarily in
the way they dress, but in the way they
behave; carelessly, free. They do not lis-
ten to the men around them, and do
not spend their time whimpering after
a happy ending, or worse, love. They
can all defend themselves, and more
than this, are better at fighting than the
characters around them. They are all
orphans, consequentially portrayed as
outcasts from society searching for
their purpose or identity. They are also,
it cannot be ignored, all constantly in a
state of semi-undress. Lara Croft,
Resident Evil’s bio-hero Alice,
BloodRayne’s vampire Rayne… The
conclusion? These are male characters
in women’s bodies and not much else.
It certainly ticks another box though,
and out of all the movies made from
video games over the last decade and a

half, Lara Croft: Tomb Raider is by far
the most popular, having made $274
million since its release in 2001.

Resident Evil followed similar
principles for success. From the casting
of the very attractive supermodel Mila
Jovovich in the lead role to the merging
of the need for lots of fight scenes with
the then-popular theme of zombies,
Paul Anderson, perhaps heady from
the fame of his Mortal Kombat films,
wasn’t exactly doing anything new.

It wasn’t until the first (but defi-
nitely not the last) Final Fantasy film
that VGCFs really came into their own.
A Japanese creation, the Final Fantasy
video games were born out of a com-
pletely different mindset from previ-
ously mentioned games, and can be
seen as the climax in the long and slow
development of the emphasis on game
narrative. Director Hironobu
Sakaguchi said of himself, “I don't
think I have what it takes to make a
good action game; I think I'm better at
telling a story.” Tell a story he did.

There are 28 Final Fantasy games
and counting. Each one stands alone as
a story but also features recurring
character archetypes and gameplay.
The score, by Nobuo Uematsu, has
been acclaimed internationally, and the
preoccupation with environmental
destruction and the power and beauty

of the elements is typical of Japanimé.
The films, Final Fantasy: The Spirits
Within (2001) and Final Fantasy VII:
The Advent Children (2005) stay loyal
to these details; most gamers were
hard pressed to fault either, other than
in a purely filmic sense.

What makes these films so revolu-
tionary in terms of VGCFs is that they
were computer animated, allowing for
filming angles not previously possible,
and battle sequences beyond what
could normally be created. Animation
also had the important effect of estab-
lishing the film as a true fantasy. Whilst
other VGCFs had to reach for as exotic
locations as they could manage, coun-
tries such as China, Vietnam, or else
create alternate realities in the Western
world, Final Fantasy could cut straight
through the limitations imposed by the
scenes and landscapes of the world we
know so well, and paint an entirely dif-
ferent world in front of our eyes. Even
Super Mario Bros. tried to set their film
in modern day Brooklyn, albeit with an
alternate dinosaur world below, but
Final Fantasy felt no need for realism,
and consequentially managed to cap-
ture the true appeal of video games,
that is, escapism, with all the added
benefits of a film.

That said, the fantasy aspect is
prevalent in other VGCFs. 2007 saw

the unhappy release of BloodRayne II:
Deliverance, a sequel to the equally dis-
astrous BloodRayne. Both were based
on the eponymous action game about a
vampire seeking revenge on her father
for the rape of her mother. Uwe Boll
directed both of both movies, as well as
a whole of host of similarly distressing
movies based on videogames, 3 of
which occupy a coveted place in Time’s
Top 10 worst VGCFs. A dubious legend
in his own field, he is a shoo-in for
‘Worst Career Achievement’ at the 29th
Golden Raspberry Awards later this
month. When a rumour circulated that
Boll would helm a Metal Gear Solid
movie, its creator  Hideo Kojima quick-
ly responded in his audioblog:
“Absolutely not! It's impossible that
we'd ever do a movie with him.”

Although both of the BloodRayne
movies were abysmal, it is the gothic
elements of the movie which are inter-
esting to note, especially once one
realises that such elements echo in
nearly every single VGCF made. From
vampires in BloodRayne to the Goth
dress in Final Fantasy there is a dark
element to these films which is cap-
tured in the way the characters dress.
The sinister side of characters and set-
tings is consistently prioritised, with
religion being a particularly easy way
into this. Silent Hill, arguably one of

the best VGCFs to date, makes special
use of this, with the Church and ideas
of the devil and Hell (called the
Otherworld in the game), playing a piv-
otal role. Not only does this heighten
the sense of fantasy in the games and
their film adaptations, but it also plays
on one of the most fundamental
aspects of any video game, the defini-
tion of good and evil, who to trust and
who to fight.

There is clearly a lot of potential in
video games for the creation of engag-
ing and entertaining films, yet most of
them fall far short of these criteria.
Gamers will always find something to
criticise in adaptations of their beloved
worlds, be it the depiction of the char-
acters or a misrepresentation of the
atmosphere. Whether a film sticks to
the game or strays from it, it will never
be quite right. Perhaps the crux of the
matter lies in the fact that video games
provide something that films can’t: the
ability to become the character, to
make choices and affect the sequence
of events. When you watch a film, you
are a spectator watching the action;
when you play a video game, you trans-
form into someone else living in anoth-
er world. A film may never be able to
provide the same satisfaction as a video
game, although there is hope, as long as
Uwe Boll never has another go. M

“I think what I do is hugely
optimistic and cathartic to both
the audience and myself. I want
to have expanded their mind.”

Super Mario:
Hollywood Edition

Videogames are a billion dollar industry to
rival the silver screen. Venetia Rainey
explores the collision of these two worlds
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“Can I just ask, are you a guy or
a girl?” I hesitate, take a sip of
bad punch in a plastic cup and

gaze upwards. “Are you serious?” “Yes! I
mean, are you, like actually a girl, or a
guy dressed up as one? I can’t tell.” 

“I won’t dignify that question with
an answer.” I can’t believe I used that
line. I throw the drunken boy a dirty
look and totter off in my ridiculously
high heels. I plough through the intox-
icated party goers and head for the
drinks corner. So much for making an
effort, my makeup’s on thick, my hairs
up, my Union Jack thong pulled
painfully high for all to see. Yet this is
no drag and slag party. I thought I was
embracing my Northern roots, expos-
ing the true essence of Geordie life; I
may not speak with much of a traceable
accent, but I’ve pole danced with the
best of them.

It turns out there are downsides to
trying to be the star of the local ‘Chav-
esque’ themed party. Yet as I gaze
around, shreds of guilt begin nagging
at my conscience. My friend tries to
reassure me: “it’s only because you’re
tall and thin.” “That I was mistaken for
a man?” I growl back, doubt taking
hold, but not, however, regarding my
gender. Though we may look like a
scene from that notoriously dirty comic
book ‘Viz’, was I really doing Newcastle
any justice? In fact, is this all just
harmless student fun, or is it some-
thing that runs a bit deeper? Is there
not just a touch of socially condoned
class discrimination behind the coke-
bottle fringes and ‘kappa slapper’ gear?

Have you ever tried to look at your
life through the telescope of the future,

wind forward a few decades and imag-
ine how minds of the future will think
of our view-points? Which will be old-
fashioned, even backwards? I couldn’t
help thinking that I was standing in the
midst of a scene that would one day be
viewed in such a light. Like some of the
racially prejudiced elderly who can
never let go, perhaps we are destined to
be a generation of unashamedly classist
OAPS, unable to see the folly of our
beliefs in a more liberal thought para-
digm, justifying our prejudices as ‘just a
bit of fun.’ 

“It’s political correctness gone
mad” I berated my father when he
banned me from using the word ‘char-
va’ or ‘chav’ in his presence. It’s a media

buzz-word, we’re surrounded by it;
‘chav’ themed parties, ‘Chav-D’ – if
YUSU allow it, surely it’s okay. Yet as a
typical ‘born choking on a silver spoon’,
child of the middle-classes, perhaps it’s
easy for me to be so flippant. For my
father, and many of our parents who
were raised in working class environ-
ments, icicles-hanging-from-the-
inside of their four-kids-in-a-bed
council houses, such acceptance of a
term may only be endorsed by a shel-
tered and ignorant perspective.   

"I'm proud to be a chav, if by chav
you mean working class made good.”
Mused Girls Aloud star Cheryl Cole to
Marie Claire magazine in 2005. But
unfortunately that is a rather positive
view of the term. In the same year as
Cheryl’s confession, ‘Chav’ proudly
became an accepted word of the
English language, making the Collins
English Dictionary. 

The BBC website provides a thor-
ough character guide of her most dis-
tinguishing features: ‘Your common-
or-garden teenage delinquent, the sort
you can see hanging around any num-
ber of off licences in Britain, trying to
persuade people going inside to buy
them 10 fags and a bottle of White
Lightening.’ Rather than the sleek and
manicured beauty of last year’s X
Factor  judge, it seems that Vicky
Pollard is more akin to one’s usual idea
of a ‘Chav’ or ‘Chavette’. Adorned in a
pink Kappa tracksuit, gold hoop ear-
ings, sovereign rings and a bleached
high ponytail for the crowning glory,
perhaps we’ve found our Queen of the
Chavs, Britain’s favourite comedic
scapegoat lampooned by the masses. 

The word ‘Chav’ certainly has
many equivalents, depending on your
region. Think Townies, Kevs, Hood
Rats, Charvers, Steeks, Stigs, Bazzas,
Yarcos, Ratboys, Chorer, Skangers,
Scutters, Janners, Kappa Slappers,
Scallies, and Spides. Every town seems
to have a variation. The origins of the
word arose from the North East, where
the term ‘Charva’ has been used for
decades to the same effect.  

The ‘Urban Dictionary’ describes
‘Chavs’ as ‘amoral,’ ‘inherently racist’,
and ‘highly fertile’ with many offspring,
sporting a love of modified cars, ciga-
rettes and R ‘n’ B. In terms of dress they
have a fondness for sportswear, ‘bling
and Burberry.’ This ‘chav’ fashion sense
has even been recognised by those in
the business. Rather than encouraging
the market however, Burberry attempt-
ed to distance themselves from their
more ‘uncouth’ fans. When pubs and
clubs started banning those who
dressed in the label Burberry took
action, removing the sale of checked
baseball caps and reducing the visibili-
ty of the pattern. The symbol that used
to adorn a fifth of all their products
was, by 2004, on less than 5%. 

"It has become quite a jokey thing.
But the white working class are the last
acceptable group to demonise,"
Michael Collins, author of The Likes of
Us, a biography of the white working
classes, told the BBC when questioned
on the usage of the term. There’s noth-
ing new with the middle classes sneer-
ing at the working class people who are
a bit “showy” yet with the ‘chav phe-
nomenon’ it seems that much of the vit-
riol has come from masses “who con-

“I have my own business, a post
graduate degree, 4 A-levels,
speak French and Italian, and
drive a Merc. Happy slap that”

Proud to be
a chav?

The term ‘Chav’ appears to be going nowhere, but Gina
Heslington investigates whether its usage is acceptable.

Top: Cheryl
Cole

Above:
Burberry

pattern



describes himself as an “aspirant chav”,
who proudly wears his Fulham shirt,
yet is saving up for his gold rings. One
angry commenter responded: “Chavs
have votes and can buy newspapers.
That's the only reason MPs and jour-
nalists have taken to them.”

The MP was also criticised for
being naive, and recommended to leave
his “luxury home” to move to an inner
city area, where he would soon learn
why ‘chavs’ have such a bad reputation
when he is “harassed for no reason” and
has his “property vandalised”.

“The term is superfluous” says
Tom Nethercott, a student from Tyne
and Wear. “I use it myself but only to
describe openly abusive, aggressive
individuals who sit around drinking
cider in tracksuits and baseball caps.
That’s what the term ‘charva’ was origi-
nally meant to refer to. I think the
problem is that it has become a term
for snobby people to use to talk down to
people that they deem working class
irrelevant of their behaviour. Anyone
basically wearing three white stripes.”

Mark Littlewood who writes for
the Telegraph defends the phrase and
says ‘chav’ “might not be an elegant or
beautiful term, but its widespread
acceptance and use in modern English
has informed, amused and helped us to
articulate how we experience modern
society.” There are certainly plenty of
entertaining articles detailing the
escapades of a ‘chav mum’ and even a
‘design a chav’ website,

So is it okay to use the word chav?
In the words of one far more knowl-
edgeable on the subject ; “Yeah, but, no,
but, yeah, but, no, but, but...”M

point, whether TRU would have
attracted as much clientele if it had for-
merly been known as ‘Chavs’ rather
than ‘Toffs,’ remains doubtful.

It seems that there’s not only
defence of the term itself, but defence
of the group it represents on such a
large scale that Parliament is taking
notice. Ealing MP Stephen Pound
would happily be a spokesperson for
the chav nation. “People who use the
word don't understand the joy and con-
fidence in display. They are just jealous
that they can't play football as well as
Wayne Rooney,” he told the BBC. He
also comments that the chav phenome-
non is a form of social snobbery, yet
seems happy to use the word itself. He

Facebook group. A spokesperson from
Virgin justified the dismissal saying
that the comments "brought the com-
pany into disrepute and insulted some
of our passengers.” She claimed “It is
impossible for these cabin crew mem-
bers to uphold the high standards of
customer service that Virgin Atlantic is
renowned for if they hold these views."
Such a response arguably puts the word
‘chav’ on the same level as homophobic
and racially offensive vocabulary. It
certainly demonstrates not just the
level of insult that the phrase can
denote but also how seriously its usage
can be taken.

Lembit Opik, the Liberal
Democrat MP feels that the word is
indeed a derogatory term used to
attack young working class people
whose terminology can even be akin to
‘council house scum’: "I do feel strong-
ly that people who think this is a gen-
uine label are really only labelling
themselves as snobs" he reveals. Yet it
may indeed be hard to take such senti-
ments to heart when you hear that he
was formerly engaged to a ‘cheeky girl.’

Is it not also possible to argue that
the term is light-hearted, akin to any
stereotyped group, ‘goth,’ ‘hippy’ or
‘skater?’ “I think that ‘chav’ is just the
opposite word to ‘Toff.’” says Andy
Parker, a University of York student
from Doncaster. “They’re not that
offensive, certainly not on the same
scale as racially abusive words. I think
it all depends what you mean when you
refer to one, if it’s just the way someone
dresses or speaks, or whether you asso-
ciate these characteristics coupled with
much worse behaviour.” Though a fair
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sider themselves progressive.”
Last month directors of the tour

company ‘Activities Abroad’ sparked
controversy when they advertised
‘chav-free’ holidays in an email to over
24,000 people as part of their market-
ing strategy. ‘Defending their stance
Director Alistair McLean claimed that
the statement was ‘tongue in cheek.’
The tour company took advantage of
some research that suggested that par-
ticular names were often associated
with certain demographic segments of
Britain’s population. Having googled
the word ‘chav’ to find out which
names were most highly associated
with it they then looked at their own
data and found out that no Dazzas,
Britneys, Biancas, Chardonnays or
Candices had ever been on one of their
trips. They then used this ‘evidence’ to
entice the young on ‘chav-free’ experi-
ences to meet the more appealable
likes of John, Sarah, James, Charlotte
and Lucy .

They received 17 complaints. One
woman, named ‘Candice wrote: "How
dare you define and typecast people by
their name. I own my own business,
have a postgraduate degree, an under-
graduate degree, 4 A-Levels, an
advanced diploma in Life Skills, a
diploma in Performance Coaching,
GCSEs, speak French and Italian and
drive a Merc. Happy slap that". 

Even more drastic action has been
taken against those who dare to use the
word in a professional context, warn-
ing those who use it to take care, even
when online. Last year Virgin Atlantic
sacked 13 cabin crew members for
referring to passengers as ‘chavs’ on a

“The Urban Dictionary
describes ‘Chavs’ as ‘amoral’,
‘inherently racist’, and ‘highly
fertile’, with many offspring”

Above Left:
Lembit opik

and his Cheeky
girlfriend

Right: 
MP Stephen

Pound
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Shopping is a tricky business. If you go
when you feel fat everything looks
wrong. Go when your hungry and you

can’t concentrate. Go when you’re in a rush,
and you buy the wrong thing. You also have
to compete with the assault of cheap, under-

staffed and overstocked shops. Neon lighting
gives you cellulite in places you didn’t even
know existed and the ghastly songs blaring
out of the speakers give you a migraine. Now
try shopping in the sales. It’s hell. What we
really need are shops that make us feel like a
valued customer.

The personal touches are what makes
shopping a pleasurable experience, even if it
is just the small joy of not having to queue to
pay. I never understand why they have six

tills and only ever open two. It it also such a
delight when the sales assistants fetch you a
different size, without you even having to
leave the cubicle. There is an answer, but it’s
an expensive one. 

If we want this level of service we have

to go to Bond Street or Selfridges. So, as you
can see, I’m having a bit of an anti-shop
moment, and yet again I have turned to the
internet for help. You don’t actually have to
leave home to pick up beautiful clothes at
bargain prices. Shopping from home will also
mean you can do it under your rules, accom-
panied by your music and at your preferred
time of day. There are quite a few british
websites popping up which sell off surplus
designer stock at good discounts.

High-end designers have previously
refused to offer large discounts, so these new
websites will be the new home of the frugal
fashionista. BBrraanndd AAlllleeyy, the free private
members club, has attracted 600,000 mem-
bers in the last twelve months, selling the
likes of Chloe and Galliano for up to 80% off.
In turn, designers like selling off their prod-
uct to Brand Alley because they get rid of
stock quickly and discretely. 

Natalie Massenet, brainchild of Net-a-
Porter, is about to launch OOuuttnneett..ccoomm, an
online discount village giving customers the
thrill of a year round bargain. The site goes

live in April and already thousands of women
have signed up for both membership and
email alerts. Outnet will buy all up of the
clothes which have been ordered and subse-
quently cancelled as the recession continues.

Another website to bookmark is
MMyyuuss..ccoomm. Have you ever found the perfect
item online only to realise the website only
ships within the U.S? Myus.com is the
answer, after getting an account - not free
but it’s worth it - they provide you with an
american address and forward your purchase
to the UK. This still works out cheaper than
paying double for american brands over here. 

Lastly, if you like to compare prices and
quality from one shop to the other but hate
trawling the highstreet, sshhooppssttyyllee..ccoomm is the
place for you. Type in ‘black pencil skirt’ and
the site will bring up all skirts matching your
description from the online stores. This
means that you can buy the perfect
dress/shoe/coat at the perfect price. 

Shopping need not induce severe and
indelible nausea, and online entrepreneurs
have duly taken notice.

Susannah Shrubsole and Hannah Smith: Vintage or Heirloom?

FASHION.

Sofia Redgrave
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“We can make our own
informed decisions on
what will work for us.”

Mainstream fashion can seem
bland and mass-produced; know-
ing how to assemble a unique
look is one way to salvage an indi-
viduality distinct from that of the
general populace. Clever clothing
selection, in a bid to disclose an
authentic self, is what vintage
dressing is all about. But in
the pursuit of the
‘authentic’, do you risk
losing it amidst the
ever-growing mass of
vintage stores? 

The adroit fingers
of practised shoppers
quickly comb through
rails in search of vintage clas-
sics. They have an eye for origi-
nality. But true individuality
cannot be bought from the rails of
a vintage store – at best they offer
means of deft mimicry. It is a
tragedy that 'vintage' has fallen
victim to its very own categorical

cliché. It should never be about
wearing vintage for the sake of it,
as though clothes become a social
tool. A vintage piece is bought, at
least in part, for its individual,
unique history. Take for example
Austrian company Retrofame,
who have long recognised how
worthwhile the concept of history

can be. For each of the
vintage shirts it sells,
a fictitious former
owner and history is
created. 

It is companies
like this who remove
aloof elitism from vin-

tage shopping; pieces are
allowed to have a sense of
humour. Vintage is about diver-

sity; shops stock a kaleidoscopic
array of items that represent fash-
ion from all genres and fads from
various time periods. It is difficult
to be a snob about an affection-

ately hideous t-shirt from the 80s
with Mickey Mouse on the front.
It is even harder to be stony-faced
about your raggedy old Brownies
sweater that your mother bought
far too large and it still fits,
because this sort of vintage is
inextricably bound together with
the merriment of family stories
and fond childhood tales. Whilst
true originality is largely unat-
tainable, individuality is not – you
just have to look in the right
places. They might not be so far
away. 

On my sixteenth birthday I
was handed a large flat velour box
by my mother. It was piped with
gold but otherwise plain.  Inside,
a simple and beautiful string of
white pearls. This summer I turn
twenty-one; once again to be
handed a flat box piped with gold.
This time it will contain a string
of black pearls. Neither the white

nor black pearls are particularly
extraordinary. But, to me they
represent something that cannot
be bought in a vintage store.
These pearls are worn in the
knowledge that my mother has
worn them before. This is
the embodiment of
true family history,
a materialisation
of that precious
link between
mother and daugh-
ter. 

To understand
vintage in this sense
is to add a more
emotional dimen-
sion to a superficial
aesthetic appreciation of
antique attire and accessories.
Now is the time in our lives when
we will  most value this. Looking
round our rooms at university,
now that we have been ejected

from the warm nest of home, we
are thankful for those set of beau-
tiful cream 1950's suitcases from
our grandmother that, though
slightly cumbersome now, remind
us of home. We are also eternally
grateful for that Mulberry bag
that we only have a glimmer of

hope of affording while in
this bleak and dis-
mal financial
hole. 

Before you
peruse the rails,

try looking closer to
home. Showcase
instead what it is that
makes you uniquely
you. You are your par-

ents, your grandparents,
your adolescent adventures

and old friends. Don’t be blind
sighted by a marketed idea of
authentic history, instead find an
actual one. 
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Sado is an up-and-coming label that has
made an impact in the past few years on the

off-schedules of both London
Fashion week and its Muscovite
equivalent. The clothing is clearly

designed with an acute sense
of commercial viability, and as
such the lines are clear, simple
and feminine. Milanese
designer Carlotta Gherzi is
the creative director, and
claims that the label is about
“freedom in building shapes
and abstract figures without
following any any rules or

geometric laws”. Translated into
fabric, this equates to mixing
wide and narrow shapes with
easy, flowing effects.
Contemporary references to
Stella McCartney and Marni are
evident in Sado’s collections.

Discovered by chance in her native Den -
mark, Freja Beja Erichsen is edging her way
up mmooddeellss..ccoomm’s list of the Top 50 models
to watch. The 21 year-old is a seasoned pro-
fessional now, having become the face of Jil
Sander at the tender age of 17, but 2009
marks her real steps into the big league. In
the past month, Beja opened and closed the

SS09 Chanel couture show,
and was the subject of edi-
torials from prestigious
magazines such as Vogue

Italia, Harper’s Bazaar
and Dazed & Confused.

Famed for her lithe,
androgynous figure, Beja’s
boyish features and airy
demeanour echo the hero-
in-chic culture of the early
90s. Intelligent and self-
aware in interviews, her
future is bright.

The Spring/Summer shows are a time for
frivolity. Giles was inspired by graphic
designers of the 80’s for his collection,
which even paid homage to Pacman. Stella
presented modern power dressing that was
sexy and androgynous, with casual tailoring

and strong shoulders.
Elsewhere, neon
colour blocking,
simple body-con
shapes and
shimmering fab-
rics were acces-

sorised with outra-
geously oversized
bows and jewellery
for maximum
impact. Heart
prints at Moschino

also echoed such childish
girlishness. We all chant:
Long live the 80s.

ACCESSORY: HEADPIECE
Chanel rarely disappoints and this season’s
collection epitomised the exquisite deca-
dence that is the very nature of couture.
Lagerfield’s partnership with Japanese hair-
dresser Kamo truly lifted the collection
beyond all other shows. Headwear is often
explored as an aesthetic tool that pushes the
boundaries of acces-
sorising. Kamo’s
pieces were pure
white; origami
garland crowns
of flower cor-
sages and ribbons
that were cut with
precision craftman-
ship and intricate
detail. The effect
was fresh simplicity
that rescued the
look from mundane
minimalism. 

MODEL: FREJA BEHA TREND: 80s
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DESIGNER: SADO

Anglophile Designers
Venetia Rainey explores how Anglophile
and indigenous designers appropriate
the idea of ‘Britishness’ to their designs 

Isn’t it great to be English? Rain, mud,
cups of tea, countryside institutions such
as Harry Hall, Barbour and Hunter… It’s

not that we’re ashamed, just not particularly
proud. The only time it is acceptable to sport
any of the above is when looking good is
apparently not the issue at hand. When
walking the dog, for example, or popping
round to granny’s.

But for some, the traditional English
style is exactly what they aspire to emulate.
And when I say ‘traditional’, I mean the
bizarrely romanticised version of our coun-
tryside lifestyle espoused by designers such
as Ralph Lauren. His flagship store in New
York is located in the Rhinelander Mansion,
a shrine to all things supposedly upper class
and English. Oil paintings of horses and
sullen children adorn every mahogany wall;
polished shooting guns sit on shelves; cash-
mere scarves drape themselves over stag
antlers; the whole store is based around a
warped idea of the local Yorkshire farmer on
a Hollywood budget.

This Anglophilia is reflected in his
designs too. From monocles and fitted tweed
jackets to riding crops and boots, some of
Lauren’s favoured details are incredibly
English in their origin, even if their preppy
presentation and jockey associations make
them incredibly American in result.

Burberry Prorsum is another designer
powerhouse caught up in a love affair with
all things English. Established by Thomas
Burberry in 1856, the company became
famous for gabardine, a comfortable yet
waterproof fabric for riding, shooting, and
other soggy country pursuits. In 1914,
Burberry invented the trench coat as practi-
cal wear in World War I for officers in the
trenches. Today, Burberry prides itself on
being a distinctly British label, using Kate
Moss in several of its campaigns, and with
Yorkshire born-and-bred Christopher Bailey
as Creative Director. Their latest collection
was inspired by his “own garden in
Yorkshire, and a Thames & Hudson book on
eccentric Brits called Garden People - never

types to be daunted by a bit of mud.” The
looks, however, remain clean, muted, and
classic, retaining their international appeal
rather than indulging any real “eccentricity”.

A fashion article on Anglophiles could
never be complete without a mention of (to
use the fashion media’s term) Dame
Vivienne Westwood. The fashion world loves
her. Throughout her collections and career
she has never abandoned ‘Britishness’. Of
course, we are talking a wholly different
strand of Britishness from anything that
Ralph Lauren would even consider touching
with a polo stick. We are talking 60s Britain,
the era of punk, tartan, political conscious-
ness, rebellion, safety pins and Union Jack
flags. This is a woman who set up a separate
line called ‘Anglomania’, comprising of tar-
tan suits, ball gowns and fake fur corsets.
Even her logo, an orb floating in a ring,
reflects the orb of the British Crown Jewels,
but with a punk twist. It is also a very clear
reworking of the Harris Tweed logo, an
opaque reference to how much her work is
influenced by one of the most quintessential-
ly English fabrics available.

There are other designers who give the
rest of the world a glimpse of what the idea
of Britishness means to them. Luella has an
obsession with all things equestrian, whilst
Dolce and Gabbana recently ran a campaign
which depicted a group of people decked
entirely in tartan standing outside a country
house, complete with dogs, horses, a Land
Rover and a very old but proud looking lady
in a checked headscarf. It is interesting that
in this day and age, as the sense of what
makes someone British becomes increasing-
ly intangible and indefinable, the most noto-
rious British and Anglophile  designers feel
the need to recapture days gone by in order
to keep hold of that essence.

Clockwise from top:
Burberry Prorsum cam-

paign, Paul Smith,
Ralph Lauren

Ones to watch Hannah Smith



Hell has frozen over. Charles Saatchi,
marketing mogul and contemporary
art collector, is to preside over a real-

ity television show on BBC2, an ‘X-factor for
artists’. The programme, egotistically entitled
‘Saatchi’s Best of British’, will be broadcast

this autumn. It ambitiously aims to discover
and foster the next Damien Hirst or Tracey
Emin. Since when has great art ever been
produced on a claustrophobic conveyor belt?

This talent contest is open to all practi-
tioners over the age of 18 and to all mediums.
In traditional reality format, the six selected
artists will attend an art school ‘boot camp’,
where top contemporary artists will tutor
them. Saatchi will supervise their work,
provide critique – although we will not see

footage of him speaking – and eventually
crown the winner.

Saatchi, perceived as a patron of the
gifted modern artist, is “looking forward to
the prospect of finding undiscovered British
talent” and encourages “anyone with a fresh

creative approach to enter, because nobody
knows where the next art star will emerge
from." Surely the experienced art connois-
seur is conscious of the fact that finding an
‘art star’ in this manner will be more celebri-
ty than great master.

Having co-founded the legendary
‘Saatchi & Saatchi’ advertising agency, he is
more renowned for his contribution to the
British Art market. He opened his self-
named gallery in 1985 and thirteen years
later bankrolled and promoted the ‘Young
British Artists’ movement, featuring Hirst
and Emin, in his exhibition ‘Sensation’.
Acting as a modern Medici, he raised the
profile of these artists extraordinarily, and in
doing so, his own fame rose. If Saatchi so
much glanced at artwork its value would
soar. Like children following the pied piper,
the art world scuttled after this marketing
mind and his unparalleled support of emerg-
ing modern artists.

Recently the light of Saatchi’s fame
seems to have dwindled slightly. The lengthy
two year move of his gallery from Southbank

to Chelsea has left him somewhat out of the
limelight. And none of his exhibitions post
1997 have rivalled the stir of ‘Sensation’.
Perhaps this explains the publicity stunt
Saatchi is about to embark on.

Maybe I’m too cynical. Peter Dale, the
executive producer of the show believes, “for
viewers who are passionate about this art
form, the programme offers a fascinating
insight behind the scenes and into the minds
that create the work. For others, it will be a
journey of discovery as the series demystifies
the subject and makes the art more accessi-
ble." Additionally, it could be seen to high-
light the ‘Warhol-esque’ concept of commer-
cialism in art. What typifies our consumer
culture more than reality TV?

I can’t help but feel that this is nothing
but shameless self-promotion from Saatchi.
Insightful as ever, he has tapped into our cur-
rent cultural climate: the bourgeoisie angst
of promoting inclusiveness within the arts. If
you wish to participate in this charade apply
at www.submityourart.com from February 2
until March 29.
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Antonia Shaw

Venetia Rainey interviews burlesque star Roxy Velvet and explores the Vaudevillean

“Six selected artists will
attend an art school boot

camp for reality television”

Burlesque is a concept with a
widely misunderstood meaning.
Very different from the seedy

pole dancing of a Spearmint Rhino
club, burlesque is in fact traditionally a
performance genre of comedy, satire
and acrobatics: less  strip, more  tease.

It began in Victorian Britain,
when upper class entertainments such
as opera, ballet and theatre were doing
a roaring trade, and when the glimpse
of an ankle was considered deeply erot-
ic. The response from the lower class-
es? Burlesque. A medley of farce, dance
and music, often featuring pastiches of
current songs and productions.

The craze was quickly exported to
the United States of America where
English Burlesque’s humour merged
with the vaudeville culture of variety
theatre and gaudiness. 

Since then the genre has snow-

sexuality was more hidden, and this is
shown in her use of vintage underwear,
costume and make up. “I adore vintage
circus and I constantly refer to
Taschen’s Circus and a film called The
Greatest Show on Earth. I watch a lot
of old movies and am perpetually star
struck by glamorous silver screen icons
like Grace Kelly and Marlene Dietrich.”

One of her shows sees Roxy Velvet
as a crisp 1940's nurse ‘shredding her
immaculate dress, piercing herself with
needles, cutting herself open, and
wrenching and ripping her organs out
before dying during an erotic crescen-
do of a fountain of blood. In this chill-
ing and seductive character she
becomes a pure object for narcissistic
masochistic destruction and porno-
graphic defilement.’ According to Roxy,
however, this “masochistic” element is
not at all common in her shows, “I

Roxy Velvet, an English burlesque
star, elaborates: “I love being on stage,
it feels like where I belong. Sometimes
it’s testing because you have to live out
of a suitcase and appear to be on form
no matter what. There is so much to be
considered; costume, props, music,
choreography. I can’t imagine doing
anything else, I’ve been performing all
my life on different platforms. I never
set out to be a ‘burlesque’ dancer; I was
just swept up in burlesque’s glamour.”

A Roxy Velvet show transports you
into a whole other world. Each mini
show, of which there are dozens, really
does create what Roxy calls a “micro
world” from the stranded mermaid
with the sailor, to the snow queen per-
formed to Vivaldi’s ‘Winter’, every
detail meticulously executed. 

She  is inspired by the early to
mid-twentieth century, a time when

balled, adapting to
each decade’s desires,
and morphing in both
meaning and form.
It absorbed ideas
from Paris’ notori-

ous Moulin Rouge,
as well as American trans-sexual and
trans-gender shows. It dropped the
anti-class pretensions and elements of
musical and theatrical parody.

Now, burlesque, or neo-burlesque
as some people would have it called, is
having a revival. From the
Pinchbottom Burlesque club in New
York, to The Speakeasy on Gillygate in
our own York, the performance genre is
more popular and accessible than ever.

What entices burlesque artists to
perform when they no longer need to
push the erotic envelope, or rebel
against elitist entertainment? 

Stills from
www.roxyvel-
vet.com



Modern theatre is teeming with
stylistic, controversial dramas.
Often short and succinct with

a small cast, these plays aim to break
theatrical conventions and can receive
divisive criticism.

The Grand Opera House, York, is
taking a gamble with their latest play,
Richard Bean’s Harvest. Ironically, the
contentious nature of Harvest lies in
the fact that it isn’t stylistically modern,
but breaks contemporary conventions.
Bean explains “it’s quite naturalistic
and naturalism is sniffed at by the the-
atre aristocracy. Its form is very simple,
single location, one scene per act.”

Harvest shuns the typical ninety
minute drama in favour of staging a
three hour epic, sweeping through four
generations of a Yorkshire farming
family, boasting a twelve-strong cast.
This format is characteristic of Bean’s
‘Monsertist’ work.

Monsertism, founded by Bean,
promotes new playwriting in Britain,
aiming to create large-scale plays for
large stages. They advocate the prima-
cy of action and seek to expose the
human condition with inspirational
rather than sensationalist overtones.

Bean’s epic charts the rise and fall
of the English rural smallholding
through four generations fighting to
protect their livelihood. Unsturdy rela-
tionships and tragic events are set
against the constancy of farming and
the changing 20th century world.

“Harvest was inspired by my life as
a child in Hull and East Yorkshire,”
explains Bean. “My father kept two
sows in Hull and raised weaners for
market. I stayed at my grandfather’s
farm in the holidays.”

Perhaps due to autobiographical
influence, Bean’s plots and characters
are infused with raw naturalism. He
insists “I would never write a sentimen-
tal rural play. So the pig farm is a fac-
tory farm, with totally modern meth-
ods.” His prevailing interest in all of his
plays is “the way that work defines per-
sonality, how you are what you do.”
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PRODUCTION: NO EXIT

VENUE: DRAMA BARN

REVIEW: BETH GANDY
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An aggressively animated cast piggy-
backed the confused and sometimes
congested script of this term’s PantSoc
installment, Jack and the Beanstalk.
Flickers of ‘Mighty Boosh’-style comedy
infiltrated, especially from the thor-
oughly deserving ‘Mad Alice’. There
was an indisputable cohesion among
central characters which saved the plot
from altogether drowning in ‘contem-
porary’ slapstick gags and a stifled cen-
tral narrative. 

This parody of University life,
however, found itself struggling under
the pressure of the perverse pun. It
became apparent that this panto’s
parade of gags were ‘student orientat-

A white-wallpapered room con-
trasted with three brightly
coloured sofas, providing a
claustrophic and intense setting.
In a portrayal of hell where three

souls are sent to be tortured by the
other, No Exit is easy prey for a
long and steady look at life’s
meaning. This was avoided by a
degree of wry and sadistic
humor and the relaxation of the
actors as they grew into their
parts. 

This complex play
required deep concentration

from the audience, slowly revealing
facts concerning the three main

characters. Light relief was provided by
the enigmatic valet, played by Dan
Sofaer, who, through his dry introduc-
tion of the cast, set the pace for a per-
plexing look at death. 

The three main characters had a
powerful emotional impact. The per-
formance was initially threatened by
first night jitters but they spectacularly
grew into their performance. Sarah
Barker set the pace with her moving
and troubled portrayal of Inez. A par-
ticularly believable sexual performance
was carried by Sarah Barker and Laura
Horton, allowing the growth of Tom
Eilenberg into the part as Garcin.

No Exit was a strong performance,
carried by simple staging and clever
lighting. Emotional and thought-pro-
voking, it questions the stability of
one’s own existence and power to cre-
ate future - something the playwright -
Jean-Paul Satre aimed to achieve. And
so as Eilenberg delivered, “well, well,
let’s get on with it.”

Antonia Shaw interviews the celebrated playwright, Richard
Bean, about his tragic, political and comedic play Harvest

A scene from
Harvest.
Courtesy of
Grand Opera
House, York. 

Arts Reviews
PRODUCTION: JACK AND THE     

BEANSTALK
VENUE: CENTRAL HALL
REVIEW: BEKI SENIOR
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ed’ after the first overtly sexual caper,
not five minutes into the production.
Every imaginable taboo was accommo-
dated; incest, prostitution and bestiali-
ty casually grafted onto domestic vio-
lence and drugs. Unfortunately such a
combination desensitised the backlash
of some genuinely amusing banter.

Catchy tunes merited some enjoy-
able audience participation.
Welcome breaks were filled with
well choreographed - if slightly
counterfeit - dance routines
from the likes of Michael Jackson’s
Thriller. However, the culmination of
Disney, CountDown and Mr Muscle
allowed little support to an already
jam-packed narrative. 

The two and a half hour
performance was too long.
However, if you are in search of
mindless enertainment this ener-
getic panto has a worthy cast, but  be
prepared for the overbearing innu-
endo of ‘Jack and his Beanstalk’.
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Richard Bean

Harvest highlights the raw labour,
ongoing development of, and current
debates within agriculture. It deals
with prominent issues such as fox
hunting, criticism of the EU, intensive
food production and organic food. “I
write about what keeps me awake at
nights. I listen to myself, and see if I
can identify the emotion.  It’s a process
of endless self consciousness.” 

Harvest tackles tragedy– fatal

shooting, terminal illness, World Wars,
attempted rape and armed robbery –
yet it is far from oppressive in its mes-
sage. “All my plays, including Harvest,
are tragedies,” Bean declares, “but I try
to tell the tragedy with a joke.  Under
the Whaleback, a play of mine in which

20 men die on a trawler is obviously
not a comedy, but if you listen to the
audience they normally laugh quite a
lot.”

Bean was a stand-up comedian
prior to being a playwright. He uses
humor to “keep the attention of the
audience; I’m not a poet, and I’m not a
sensationalist. It’s about keeping the
attention on the plot and what you have
to say. It’s all I can do.” 

Harvest has received rave reviews
from the vast majority of national press
outlets, some proclaiming it his best
work. When asked about his opinions
on critics Bean candidly states,
“Billington and Spencer and some of
the more senior broad sheet critics are
worth reading because at their best
they operate as theatre academics.” But
he doesn’t read “the rambling jealous
spleen of the mentally ill”.

Harvest shows at The Grand
Opera House, York, from 10th - 14th
February. A student ticket, for any per-
formance, is £5, available from the Box
Office on 0844 847 2322 or online at
www.grandoperahouseyork.org.uk

wanted to make a gore show based
on the precedents of striptease. The
performer is both aggressive and vul-
nerable, exposing herself and permit-
ting the audience to experience it.”

Another more common and less
controversial feature of her shows is the
Birdcage. “It works on so many levels
because it’s frivolous and larger than
life but also practical as it acts an aerial
rig and a performance platform,” Roxy
explains. “A birdcage is an allegory for
the containment of something vulnera-
ble, precious, beautiful or possible dan-
gerous. For me it harks back to the old
circus days when rare animals and
beautiful freaks would be displayed in
cages and boxes.”

Clearly burlesque performance
artists have plenty to give, but Roxy is
adamant about what it takes: “Blood,
sweat and sequins!”

“Bean’s epic charts the rise and
fall of the English rural small-
holding, highlighting the labour
and debates of agriculture”

erotic art form
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Some things in life sometimes appear
totally inexplicable - the printed sign in
my local, which has the legend ‘Drugs’

crossed out, for example. I like to imagine a
situation in which a couple of junkies walk
in, spot the sign, turn around and then head

off to a more welcoming hostelry, muttering
something about bigoted locals. Others are
less amusing, such as the vagaries of the
mental life of a bouncer.  The musical equiv-
alents of these are harder to find, but are that
much more rewarding when found, a kind of
musical Kinder-Surprise. I happened to

uncover amongst my elder brother’s vinyl
collection ‘Classic Bavarian Drinking Music’
which at the time felt like a resounding suc-
cess. This wasn’t the songs, no, it was the
music to swill your Oktoberfest steins to. But
like the crap toys you sometimes uncover
after your chocolatey enjoyment has finished,
this turned out to be a bit of a disappoint-
ment. It’s basically just a bit of brass music
and for all the Bavarian gusto in the world, it

just wasn’t that bizarre. Funny yes, bizarre,
no; unless you consider wearing pig–skin
shorts and slapping your friend’s thighs a lot.
Weird.

But, finally, I uncovered a real gem. The
one that just doesn’t bear explanation is
porno music. I mean, which skin-flick pro-
ducer was thinking, “this is great and all, but
it just needs something else, a bit more,
y’know, production value” and then bam,
“Sax! Man I’m good at this.” Maybe I’m naïve.
Perhaps even at the beginning of porn (when
was that, by the way?) there were some brisk
overtures in the background.  Be that as it
may, when did ‘porno-groove’ begin its sordid
existence? I fear this may be one of those
questions that will ring through the ages,
along with the harder metaphysical ques-
tions of categorical imperatives and the like.
Whoever found a guitar, rigged up a Wah-
wah pedal and started laying down some
gentle licks deserves a medal for inadvertent-
ly creating the most hilarious sub-genre in
existence. In the course of writing this I’ve
managed to find such tracks as, ‘Bedtime

Bongos’, ‘Love Dance’, and the quite frankly
filthy, ‘I Can’t Believe I Ate The Whole Thing.’
It’s like Ron Burgundy returned from
Pleasuretown with as much vinyl as he could
carry. Its influence on popular culture,
though small, is noticeable – the Beastie Boys
give it a nod in ‘Shake Your Rump’ and most
obviously in ‘Hey Ladies’, the video of which
is itself extremely funny. 

So, this also got me thinking, what do
people listen to when actually getting it on?
As I’m not human but a robot, I wouldn’t
know anything about the complexities of
human sexual reproduction, beyond that of
an interested spectator. So when I was told of
my friend getting it on to the dulcet tunes of
the (now closed) radio station ‘The Jazz’ I
couldn’t help a chuckle. The DJ, expecting to
please some late-night experimental latin
boogaloo afficionados, was in fact providing
an accompaniment to the inexpert love mak-
ing of two students. When I asked my friend
what the point of the music was he said,
“well, at least it fills the uncomfortable
silences.” A noble objective for any art form. 

Emmy The Great and Laura Hulley discuss ‘anti-folk’ and debut albums
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Music.

Isaac Hewlings

Agirl, and a guitar. A ‘singer-song-
writer’, dare I venture. Throw
your preconceptions out the win-

dow, because the stereotypical labels
that surround the ‘anti-folk’ Emmy the
Great (real name Emma Lee Robson)
fall away from her the minute she
opens her mouth. Her debut album,
First Love, was released yesterday, just
in time for Valentine’s Day – but don’t
expect too much schmoozing, as the
album shares its name with a macabre
Samuel Beckett story: “If I was with a
guy and he made a big deal out of
Valentine’s day, I’d think he was trying
to kill me or something,” she muses,
quite seriously.

Her following has largely been
built up by word-of-mouth, with
friends passing on acoustic demos and
trading ‘rare’ recordings. Her lyrics are
phenomenally addictive and couple
satire with a healthy dose of heart-
break, hate and kitchen sink drama,
which is probably why her appeal is so
wide: everybody knows what she
means when she sings ‘My head hurts /
I feel worse than when S Club 7 broke
up’. Because we all cried on that terrible
day, right?

So why is Emma so ‘Great’? And
why do we need her in our lives? “The
Great’ thing was a bit of a joke that
stuck, really,” she says, “And, it kind of
includes the band as well, but isn’t
rigid, so they can go off and do what
they want.” Emmy is usually accompa-
nied by a four piece electric band when
she plays live, giving her that thicker
texture so essential to performance but
which is so often lost on live acoustic
acts. This bedroom poet writ large has
been taking her music to the masses for
the past four years, picking up a loyal
following. But with such a dedicated
fan base having so many favourite
songs, it must have been difficult to
pick the tracks for the album? “There
were lots of decisions we had to make,”
she says, “And what ended up on the
album represents what we were
rehearsing at the time. It doesn’t mean

that I like them any less or more.”
Her back catalogue is extensive, and

her list of collaborations impressive: she
has worked with Lightspeed Champion
and supported Tilly and the Wall,
Martha Wainwright and Jamie T,
amongst others. “I loved working with
Lightspeed Champion – I was out of the
spotlight, it was great to feel like one of

the band,” she says enthusiastically. I ask
her if she minds being stuck with the
‘anti-folk’ label, and being compared to
the likes of Kate Nash and Laura
Marling: “I fucking love Kate Nash – she
makes awesome music. I don’t care
about this genre thing, if the music’s
good, it’s good: ‘Anti-folk’ comes from
New York, and I think saying there’s a

‘scene’ here is a bit false. I didn’t start it,
I wasn’t there, I don’t wanna be a part
of that – I’ve been making music for
years, way before all that started and
way after it ended”.

Emmy seems quite happy to be
outside of the fickle ‘scene’, but I won-
der if she has ever considered picking
up a synth and backcombing her hair?
“No,” she laughs, “Just no! We could
never be a ‘now’ band.” I sense that here
is a girl who sings because it’s what she
loves to do, which deserves respect in
the capricious musical climate of 2009.
Perhaps the reason her songs survive
changing trends is because they are so
timeless, as relevant now as they would
have been if they were written thirty
years ago - sexually charged tales of
heartbreaking devastation that are wry,
witty and poignant: “My songs come
from characters in my life, and whatev-
er I’m thinking about at that moment.
They’re pretty spontaneous.” But are
they autobiographical? A dangerous
question to ask any artist. Emmy does-
n’t really give me a straight answer, but
instead mumbles something about
emotions. She seems to thrive and feed
on emotions, whether her own or that
of others around her.

Scenes and subjectivity aside, this
is someone you need in your musical
life. Music geeks will appreciate her
frequent name dropping of bands; the
cut, paste and twist of her lyrics and the
tribute to Leonard Cohen’s ‘Hallelujah’,
which First Love seems to centre
around. For the casual listener, every-
thing you could ever wish for is covered
in this album – love, life, death, sex,
gratuitous violence. It’s a perfect gift
for Valentine’s Day.

But don’t stop with the album; like
all the coolest bands, the best stuff is
hidden away on blogs and forums on
the big wide web – just remember that
Emmy the Great isn’t one of those
artists: “These labels come and go,” she
sighs, “I just carry on making my
music.” Some are born great, and some
can just write great songs.

Emmy The 
Great (above)
plays Leeds
Brudenell
Social Club
on 20th Feb 

“When did ‘porno-
groove’ begin its sordid
existence?”



Breakz nights are renowned
for being the most consis-
tent alternative to the indie,
cheese and chart music that
dominates nights out in
York, and if you haven't been
to one yet, then it's time to
get your ass in gear.
Following a stellar set earlier
this academic year from
Mampi Swift, Chase &
Status, a huge name in
dance music, graced the
Ziggy's decks in a sell-out
event which, to put it blunt-
ly, was absolutely fantastic.

The intimate and
sweaty atmosphere was per-
fect for the tight drum and
bass dominated set – Chase
& Status' forte. Hints of
dubstep and even a bit of
grime complimented this
brilliantly.

Unfortunately, a cam-
ouflage net which had been
set up above the crowd fell
down, causing confusion
and a bit of a scuffle, but this
was the only low point in an

evening of musical bliss.
The set closer, ‘Pieces’,

Chase & Status' signature
song (which on record fea-
tures Plan B) took the
incredibly hyped crowd to
another level altogether, and
if anything ever embodied
the phrase “leave them
wanting more”, this was it.

Breakz definitely need
to look into making these
nights last longer, as no one
was ready to leave by
2.30am: from the looks in
the eyes of most people
there, they would be up until
way past dawn.

If you've never listened
to drum and bass, it's about
time to start. A night like
this one is almost incompa-
rable to anything else you
can find without trekking all
the way to Leeds – and with-
out spending much money
at all. Idioteque certainly
has a lot to live up to when
its turn comes to enliven
York’s nightlife portfolio.
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ARTIST: THE BRONX

ALBUM: THE BRONX III

REVIEW: ESTELLA ADEYERI
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Tom Killingbeck helps you negotiate the
pitfalls and clichés in naming your band

One of the first things any wannabe band
does is to start thinking about a name.
Almost all would-be musicians feel the

need to christen their creations before they can
assume the mantle of ‘bandship’. The music world,
too, fickle and shallow as it is, seems obsessed by
the band name, as it influences the image and style
of the music – it can make or break a band. But
what makes a band name - what does it need to do
to impress us? 

Throughout the ages, the simplest way to
name a band is simply name it after its members.
While this is effective in some circumstances – TThhee
JJiimmii HHeennddrriixx EExxppeerriieennccee, for example - it also
backfires, hence the abortive DDaavvee DDeeee,, DDoozzyy,,
BBeeaakkyy,, MMiicckk && TTiicchh. AABBBBAA had a better idea, to
name themselves after the initials of their first
names, but of course not all band’s initials flow so
smoothly. Other bands use different methods: LLeedd
ZZeeppppeelliinn were told their project was going to go
down like a ‘lead zeppelin’ - remove a letter and
you’ve got an iconic band name. DDeeff LLeeppppaarrdd, who
copied the rock ‘n’ roll bad spelling of the afore-
mentioned, failed to achieve the same effect.

One of the most popular ways of solving name
issues is to reference something cool or intellectu-
al, to associate the band with an already hip influ-
ence. TThhee DDoooorrss conjured up their drug-fuelled
image with their reference to Huxley’s ‘The Doors
of Perception’, while TThhee FFaallll’s mysterious moniker
links them with the individualist philosophy of
Camus and his similarly-titled novel.  Of course,
some bands reference other bands to give their lis-
teners a clue to their sound – PPrreettttyy GGiirrllss MMaakkee
GGrraavveess are named after a Smiths song. However,
this also backfires in some situations, particularly
with punk-metal band FFuunneerraall FFoorr AA FFrriieenndd, who
unwisely named themselves after an Elton John

song, thereby losing several scene points. 
Some bands seem to want to rid their names

of referential qualities completely, which works in
some cases – particularly with the post-modern
blank slate name of Dylan associates TThhee BBaanndd.
Pop-punk also-rans NNoo UUssee FFoorr AA NNaammee just
sound lazy in comparison. That said, the preten-
tious band name trap is a dangerous one. In
today’s musical climes, with snooty scenester
indie and heart-wrenching emo polluting the air-
waves, there’s plenty of opportunity to spot idiot-
ic band names. DDooeess IItt OOffffeenndd YYoouu,, YYeeaahh?? have a
name that screams ‘Our fans are twats’, while JJooee
LLeeaann aanndd tthhee JJiinngg JJaanngg JJoonngg sound like a band
off Playdays

Heavy metal has always been a bastion of
stupidly named bands, but does have two of the
best abbreviated band names – WW..AA..SS..PP.. – stand-
ing for We Are Sexual Perverts, and KKIISSSS
(Knights In Satan’s Service). Death metal is also a
haven for amusing farming themed band names –
you’ve got to love CCaattttllee DDeeccaappiittaattiioonn, PPiigg
DDeessttrrooyyeerr and TTrraaccttoorr SSeexx FFaattaalliittyy. The quintes-
sential metal band name is probably MMeeggaaddeetthh,
but the best of all has to be a grindcore band from
Japan called BBaatthhttuubb SShhiitttteerr. 

So what’s the secret to choosing a worthy
band name? Firstly, don’t misspell words to look
cool (PPuuddddllee ooff MMuudddd – that extra ‘D’ doesn’t hide
your crapness). Don’t go for a ‘humorous’ band
name like TTuurrnniipp - if you won’t take yourself seri-
ously, who will? If you want to reference your
favourite ‘cool’ influence do it with subtlety, and
be careful to not name your band with members’
initials. Perhaps the discussion around a band’s
name is ultimately irrelevant. Just look at The
Beatles – the biggest band in the history of the
universe, and named with a rubbish pun.

LLaauurraa HHuulllleeyy Filthy Dukes -
‘This Rhythm’: The latest
single from London-based
band Filthy Dukes is inof-
fensive, and at best mildly
entertaining. Featuring
vocals from indielectro pop-
pers Late of the Pier, their
presence is also allowed to
dominate the sound of the
whole track, which is no bad
thing. There's a little too
much looping and repetition
and not quite enough
s t r a i g h t
melody, but
this is an
i n t r i g u i n g
track.

IIssaaaacc HHeewwlliinnggss
MYSOUL ft.
Leanne – ‘So
S h o c k ’ I n ’
( J a p a n e s e
Popstars Remix):  These
guys are neither Japanese
(they’re Irish) nor popstars,
they make tech/electro
house. This is a good buzz-
saw-synth based electro
track, but less heavy than
lots of the more nu-disco
offerings at the moment,
such as Proxy.

TToomm KKiilllliinnggbbeecckk The
Homosexuals - ‘3AM’:
Formed in 1972, The

Homosexuals, with their
angular guitars and choppy
rhythms, hinted at the
future of the genre to come.
Sadly they only recorded one
influential LP, in 1984. Fast-
forward to 2009 and here
they are again, giving most
new bands a run for their
money, sounding youthful
yet classic. This sounds like a
lost classic, and is hopefully
the beginning of one of the
most bizarre comebacks

ever.

EE ss tt ee ll ll aa
AA dd ee yy ee rr ii
Florence and
The Machine-
‘Dog Days Are
Over’: Here
F l o r e n c e
Welch has us
e n c h a n t e d

with another dose of her
soul-tinged indie. This sin-
gle showcases the unique
sound that will see her col-
lecting the Critic’s Choice
award at the BRITs later this
month. With a video as
eccentric as Flo herself
(think Alice in Wonderland
crossed with a woodland cir-
cus), ‘Dog Days Are Over’ is
a joyful, upbeat number that
showcases the diversity and
beauty of her voice. 

The Bronx have managed to
effortlessly overcome the
burgeoning ‘difficult third
album’ syndrome that has
proved the scourge of many
recent bands. Clearly they’ve
found a formula that works
and stuck with it, for The
Bronx III sees them doing
exactly what they do best:
raucous, no-nonsense punk
rock. 

This album is packed
full of headbangable tunes,
but rather than being just a
half hour of three-chord,
punk-by-numbers medioc-
rity, the record displays qual-
ity musicianship that can
appeal beyond the bound-
aries of their genre. The use
of numbered album titles
represents the complete lack
of pretentiousness about
The Bronx; their focus is
totally upon their music – a
refreshing triumph of sub-
stance over style. 

Opener ‘Knifeman’ sets
the high octane pace that is

consistent throughout the
album, each song packed
with heaps of attitude and
riotous riffs, demanding
your attention in a method
that is near impossible to
ignore. So no catching your
breath on the obligatory
‘slow song’ of the album,
then. Vocalist Matt
Caughthran maintains his
trademark style that lies
somewhere between singing
and melodic shouting, but
somehow pulls it off with
more finesse than most
(Watford’s ear offenders
Gallows are one example).

Standout tracks include
the single ‘Young Bloods,’ a
lively song with a catchy fist-
in-the-air chorus. ‘Past
Lives’ has a great punk swag-
ger to it, while ‘Minutes in
the Night’ begins with a
tense intro and swells into a
hard rock hit. The Bronx III
burns out rather than fades
away with the anthemic final
track ‘Digital Leash.’

www.ey.com/uk/careers
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“When the president does it,
then it’s not illegal.” It is this
damning admission by 37th US
President, Richard Nixon, that is
the crowning achievement of the
real-life Frost/Nixon interviews.
Surprisingly enough, the film
does not aim to provide any real
political or historical insight into
the events surrounding the
break-in of the Democratic
National Party. Nor does it
intend to address Nixon’s flawed
moral outlook. In fact, the inten-
sive focus on Nixon and Frost’s
characters – the clash of egos,
their shared insecurities and the
ensuing battle of wits – is where
the film truly excels.

British chat show host
David Frost undertakes the
daunting task of interviewing
the former President: the first
attempt to publicly confront
Nixon’s disgraced stint in office
since his resignation. Though
initially in pursuit of television
ratings, Frost is soon stirred to
accomplish something greater:
striving to entice explanations –
even an apology – from Nixon.

If you’re looking for an
intricate dissection of the
Watergate Scandal look else-

where - the docu-drama style is
misleading . The purpose of doc-
umentary-styled talking-heads
is, presumably, to add a touch of
reality to proceedings, but comes
off as mere self-importance. This
occasional patronising lapse into
mock-documentary seems out of
place in a film that fires on all
cylinders when at its most nerve-
racking. Frost/Nixon is ultimate-
ly an immensely thrilling drama,
and any pretence to be otherwise
should be ignored.

The film picks up pace once
the interviews are underway – a
contest of verbal ability, stamina
and strategy. In one corner we
have Nixon, trained by his team
to avoid any damaging blows. In
the other, Frost throwing feeble
questions, without aggression or
urgency, while Nixon fends them
off with rambling, self-indulgent
answers. Frost’s team stand ring-
side, abreast the cameras; recoil-
ing, cringing and intently fixated
on the clock as their expensive  4
hours of interview time – costing
$600,000 – rapidly ticks away.
It’s tense viewing, a merit to
Howard’s direction in building
such compelling dramatic ten-
sion from a premise that, at first,

seems so lacklustre.
We witness a showdown of

epic proportions – a clash of
male egos, sharing a longing to
be loved and respected . We feel
Frost’s sense of unease as a
creeping realisation surfaces that
Nixon may exonerate himself.
Early on, Rockwell demands to
‘give Nixon the trial he never
had’. And so the film delivers
exactly that - reminiscent of
high-tension courtroom dramas.
Our protagonists’ faces twist and
contort under the constant
scrutiny of close-ups – victory or

defeat is discernible in their eyes
alone. The film displays a mis-
chievous sense of humour, too, as
they exchange blows, each trying
to offset the other with unnerv-
ing off-screen remarks: “Do you
fornicate?” Nixon smirks.

Langhella presents a sad
portrait of a man ravaged by
loneliness, self-loathing and the
unshakable burden of a tar-
nished legacy. Frost/Nixon pro-
vides little political insight, but
this film is, believe it or not, plain
and simple escapism. And
bloody good escapism at that.

Potentially, India means megabucks when
it comes to film. With around 1,000 films
released every year and an annual turnover
of £1.5bn, it’s already the world’s largest
film industry. However, Indian films make
up a small fraction of the world’s film
spending and return meagre profits. It’s the
promise of things to come that’s drawing
western investment at a rapid rate; with a
booming middle-class, increasingly inter-
ested in spending their disposable income
on film-going, cinemas are popping up all
over the place: 500 more are predicted for
the next few years alone. Kishore Lulla,
chairman of Bollywood giant Eros, claims
the industry will be worth £10bn within a
decade. Consequently, in 2006 Eros made
history as it went for a listing on the LSE,
and in 2007 several Indian film production
companies listed on London’s alternative
investment market. 

Though Slumdog Millionaire is the
first high-profile collaboration of recent
years, there is a long tradition of collabora-
tion between Britain and India; a tradition
epitomised by Gandhi (1982) and which
both sides are keen to continue. There’s a
large audience for Indian films in Britain:
Hindi films comprised 16% of releases in
2005, and both the UK and the US are
sizeable markets for Indian films. In 2008
Minister for Culture Barbara Follett
finalised a treaty in 2005, which encour-
ages co-production. The scheme provides
benefits such as tax breaks, funding and
practical support for Indian film-makers
wishing to work in the UK. India, too,
encourages the union; western investment
provides much-needed revenue for film-
makers in India, where film costs have dou-
bled in three years, and the Indian govern-
ment has made it easier for corporations to
fund films. Even Hollywood big guns are
jumping on the bandwagon. In this month’s
Sight and Sound magazine, Danny Boyle
reveals that whilst filming in India, Will
Smith (owner of Overbrook Entertainment)
visited twice for “business meetings”.

So what can we expect? The glamour,
cheese and predictability typical of
Bollywood is only one facet. India has
always had an art-house counterculture,
but public pressure to produce films which
offer respite from social hardship has
resulted in Bollywood escapism becoming
the formula of choice. More realistic films
face problems of distribution. As expert
Lalit Mohan Joshi explains: “art house cin-
ema in the western world had the support
of a distribution system as well as a regular
circle of viewers no matter how small.
Indian new wave cinema did not enjoy any
such base”. If the west can provide support
for such films we will see an increase in
artistic and political films, such as the
acclaimed collaboration Monsoon
Wedding. In return, India’s breathtaking
aesthetics, bright colours and huge crowds
provide a setting which can fulfill the west-
ern audience’s appetite for large-scale, tech-
nicolour projects. Additionally, a little
escapism will undoubtedly be embraced as
the west faces difficult times. 

FILM: FROST/NIXON
DIRECTOR: RON HOWARD
STARRING: FRANK LANGELLA, MICHAEL SHEEN
REVIEW: DUNCAN PELHAM
RUNTIME: 122 MINS
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FILM: VALKYRIE
DIRECTOR: BRIAN SINGER
STARRING: TOM CRUISE,
KENNETH BRANAGH
REVIEW: BROOKE 

CHANDLER
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As Valkyrie begins, bringing with
it the scenes of war and explo-
sions typical of films of its genre,
the classic picture of Nazi
Germany is painted. The similar-
ities, however, appear to end
there. We find ourselves immedi-
ately swept up by frantic talk of
conspiracy and high treason
amongst Hitler’s highest ranking
officers, and lead through the
motions of the final attempt
made upon Hitler’s life.

‘Operation Valykyrie’ was an
emergency contingency plan
approved by Hitler to protect the
Nazis from potential threats.
When the operation falls into the
injured hands (or hand) of
angered and dissatisfied Colonel
Stauffenberg, he is able to edit
and use it as a key weapon to
thwart Hitler, with the unknow-
ing permission of Hitler himself.

Enthralling as it all is, one
can’t help but feel that the deci-
sion to thrust viewers directly
into the plot at this point was a
little hasty. The opening scenes
are lacking in any preface to the

soldiers’ frustrations towards
their ‘Führer’ or to why
Operation Valkyrie was initiated.

Director Brian Singer can,
however, be proud of his brave
decision to cast Tom Cruise as
Colonel Stauffenberg, despite
Germany’s protestations. Cruise
demonstrates the colonel’s deter-
mination and grit with a direct
bluntness: an excellent, well-
considered performance. 

The film’s most profound
moments lie at the end, as those
involved in the operation are
brutally assassinated. In naming
the soldiers, the film individu-
alises and commemorates these
Germans who served to renew
faith in humanity and battle for
‘a free Germany’, and condemns
history for forgetting them.

Ordinarily, this would be a film to
despise: the premise is far-
fetched, the Pygmalion develop-
ment of the central character con-
trived, and it has a couple of
cheesy montage sequences accom-
panied by cheesier 80s synths. But
its outmoded features are easily
forgiven as director Luc Besson
(Léon, The Fifth Element) pro-
vides a visually stunning action-
thriller-romance with genuine
subtlety and emotional integrity.

Anne Parillaud as Nikita,
begins the film as an impulsive,
violent drug-addict convicted of  
killing a police officer. A striking
scene follows in which Parillaud
brilliantly portrays a pitifully
regressed Nikita, believing she’s
about to receive a lethal injection.
Instead she wakes to find herself
in a cold cell confronted with a
decision: train as a government
assassin or face execution. Nikita
transforms into a classy, seductive
hitlady. Her sensibility is also
transformed, enabling her to fall
in love but also forcing her to
question the morality of her

actions. The film demonstrates a
masterful balance between
heart-racing action and psycho-
logical deliberations.

Paurillaud successfully car-
ries this challenging role from
depraved teenager to sophisticat-
ed assassin. She maintains an
essence of vulnerability through-
out. Jean Reno is disturbingly
humorous in his small role as
“the cleaner” - inspiration for
Besson’s Léon. Jean-Hugues
Anglade also gives a beautifully
understated performance as
Nikita’s boyfriend.

It is a testimony to Besson’s
talent that a film with such
potential to be substandard (as is
its Hollywood remake The
Assassin) should prove to be an
outstanding piece of filmmaking.

www.ey.com/uk/careers

FILM: NIKITA (1990)

DIRECTOR: LUC BESSON

STARRING: ANNE

PARILLAUD, JEAN RENO

REVIEW: VICTORIA LLOYD
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FILM.
Amelia McPherson
When East meets
West: as India and
the west join forces,
what can we
expect?



An initially offensive concoction that begs to
be buried deep in the annals of history with
slavery and communism, this culinary oddi-
ty requires nothing more than the innards of
a lamb and a sturdy stomach.

Preparation is a good afternoon’s job.
Start by washing the vital organs, before
adding the trimmings (use your imagination
here) and boiling the mixture for two hours.

No reference to haggis would be com-
plete without mentioning Robert Burns,
Scotland’s favourite son and greatest export,
after – of course – his snack of choice. While
Coleridge had his albatross and Wordsworth
his daffodils, Rabbie preferred his beloved
‘Great Chieftan o’ the Puddin-race’. ‘If ye wish
her gratefu’ pray’r,’ Burns advises, ‘Gie her a
Haggis!’. Learning how to spell might help
with the gratefu’ pray’r’-ing too, I should add.

Thankfully, Burns’ Night - when you’re
supposed to eat your annual haggis - was
only a few weeks ago, so you can justifiably
feed these to your housemates in the name of
tradition rather than masochism.

By now your boiling is probably done –
there’s an awful lot of organic matter in that
saucepan, and any Shelley fan would know
better than to give it too much energy.
Having said that, seeing a live haggis brings
good luck. Earl Nyaff of Uirsgeul reportedly
spotted one of the blighters on his way to
watch horseracing in 1817 and won £50.
Sadly, he was trampled by the winner after-
wards, but £50 is £50.

Mince the mixture, adding the oatmeal,
onions and spices. This all gets spooned into
the stomach that you’ve cleaned and soaked
overnight in salted water, before sewing it up
with some dependable thread.

Note – before you stick it in boiling
water for a good three hours, prick the stom-
ach a few times. You don’t want the bloody
thing exploding all over your kitchen. Even
Ainsley Harriot and his Fairy power spray
can’t deal with half-cooked entrails.

Three hours later, you’d think the ordeal
was over. Oh no. The pièce de la resistance
comes in the shape of a bagpiper, who must
‘pipe’ the meal to the table before Burns’ ode
is read with all the enthusiasm and vigour of
a pre-Bannockburn William Wallace. I’ve
been privy to the ceremony a few times now,
and I must say it’s rather impressive.

And how does it taste? Disturbingly
good, actually, you racist bastards.

THE RECIPE

I normally try my best to avoid
chain restaurants, and Cafe
Rouge did little to sway that
judgment. I was prepared for
disappointment yet the emer-
gence of ‘2 for 1’ vouchers
encouraged me to indulge my
childhood judgment and go for
the most expensive thing on the
menu.

Unfortunately, they didn’t
have my desired dish, or about
five other of the most mouth-
watering options. I was forced
into selecting the Prime Sirloin
steak with a side of peppercorn-
sauce to console me. Whether
the waitress mixed up, or the
chef was on the unusually cau-
tious end of trying to protect his
customers from food-poisoning,
my ‘rare’ request was swapped
for a well done steak with a char-
coal taste. It wasn’t bad, but I
have had better chips at burger
King

The atmosphere was pleas-
ant with whimsical Moulin-
R o u g e - m e e t s - A l i c e - i n -
Wonderland decor. Of the best
options ordered was the succu-

lent ‘confit de canard’, unfortu-
nately five of the guests had
made the mistake of ordering the
sausage. Glaringly red with a
gristly texture it resembled
something best not eaten at the
dinner table. As a last ditch
attempt the brave ordered
dessert and were richly reward-
ed. With satisfaction I cracked
open a delicious crème brulee
with a top like a caramelised ice-
rink.

There is nothing more mind-
numbing for most students than
hearing their gap year friends
bemoan the poor quality of
Britain’s international restau-
rants compared to the real fare
found on their ventures. The vin-
daloo down the local Indian
never seems to shape up to the
home-cooked curry they ate
while doing a handstand on a
yoga course in the Himalayas.

Fortunately for me, I fall
into the category of the travelled
food snob, among those who find
nothing more enjoyable than
reveling in the naivety of the
friend who dips the sushi into the
soy sauce rice-side down, safe in
the knowledge of our own infalli-
bility.

While the myth that it is
impossible to find authentic
international food in Britain is as
wrong as eating sheep’s testicles,
I must warn against going to
Fiesta Mehicana for a taste of
Mexico. However you may find
yourself adorned with a som-
brero humming along to a Latino
remix of the Arctic Monkeys,
having a thoroughly enjoyable
time regardless.

On first entrance, the
oppressively bright colour
scheme (matched by the owner’s
fiery red beard), and the som-

brero-covered roof seem stereo-
typical to the point of being iron-
ic. However, a few tequila-based
cocktails later (£2.95, Sunday to
Friday before 8pm) you realise
that it is all just good fun. Sure
the food may be greasy, and York
may be just as bitterly cold out-
side, but for a few hours it is
great to think of nothing but
Tequila Sunrise.

On a less alcohol-centric
note, it must be said that the food
on offer at Fiesta is far from
excellent. A starter of nachos
(£3.95) came in a miserly por-
tion, with greasy cheese and
uncomfortably hot chillies.
While my main course was more
substantial, after a few bites I
came to wish it was sized similar-
ly to the nachos.

My trio of enchiladas filled
with beef, cheese, and seafood
(£10.95) was a bit of a letdown.
The layout of the dish did not
help, as the three fillings tended
to blend into each other in
mouthfuls, instead of being sam-
pled separately.

The seafood enchilada was
not good at all, while the cheese
one suffered from a return of the
grease, a problem faced as well
by my dining partner, who ate
the chimichangas. Such oily fare
fits rather uncomfortably with a

place that offers a ‘Skinny Menu’
(rest assured, reader, this was
cast aside without a thought).

The desserts proved the
high point of the meal. The
kahlua ice-cream pie (£3.95),
with a lavish serving of cream on
the side is potentially orgasm-
inducing, while the Zapata’s
Treat, an alcohol-soaked fruit

and ice-cream dessert is also
excellent. However the quality of
these non-authentic dishes just
goes to prove where the skills of
this restaurant lie. For a good
dose of Mexicana, book a flight,
but for just a good dose of fun,
book a table. And always keep in
mind the mantra: tequila, tequi-
la, tequila.

Il Bertorelli is actually a restau-
rant chain so I expected a run of
the mill, pizza/pasta type affair
on a par with the heinously over-
priced Pizza Express. What I got
was an authentic and original
menu, excellently priced and
with a good atmosphere to boot.

The only thing that let this
place down was the service:
albeit friendly it was rather slow.
Our simple but indisputably
Italian meal began with deep
fried calamari and whitebait.
The bruschetta was the high
point of the starter course,
emphasising the Italian cooking
philosophy that simple food
cooked well still holds sway.

After such an appetising
start, the seafood linguine and
vegetable pizza had much to live
up to. And despite their unentic-
ing Anglo-Italian names remi-
niscent of Wetherspoon’s gastro-
nomic delights, they delivered
beautifully .

The pasta dish was the best
I have ever had inside England.
The pizza was commendable too,
with just the right balance of

crunchy base and rich, powerful
flavours of tomato, pepper and
artichoke.

The 20 minute wait for our
plates to be cleared was more
motorway service than silver
service but the lemon tart made
up for it.

What this restaurant did so
well was bring a corner of Italy,
albeit in a slightly unoriginal
fashion, to a dark and dingy York
Saturday night.

HAGGIS

1 SHEEP’S STOMACH, HEART AND
LUNGS OF ONE LAMB, 1LB LAMB
TRIMMINGS, 2 ONIONS, 8OZ OAT-
MEAL, 1 TBSP SALT, BLACK PEPPER,
CORIANDER,MACE, NUTMEG

RESTAURANT: FEISTA MEHICANA
ADDRESS: 14 CLIFFORD STREET
AVERAGE MAIN: £10.95
REVIEW: HUGH SALWAY

�����

RESTAURANT: IL BERTORELLI
ADDRESS: CLIFFORD STREET
AVERAGE MEAL: £20-£30 (3 COURSESWITHWINE)
REVIEW: RICHARD SMITH

�����

RESTAURANT: CAFE ROUGE
ADDRESS: 52 LOWER PETERGATE
AVERAGE PLATE: £10
REVIEW: GINA KATE HESLINGTON

�����

Send your own highland delights to:
contact@nouse.co.uk

Henry James Foy

10/02/09 MM2233

FOOD & DRINK.
www.ey.com/uk/careers





The Burning Question
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Will the Courtyard alter
YUSU’s poor reputation?

The Times Higher
Education’s Student
Experience Survey

rates the University of York’s
Student Union as one of the
worst in the country. The
survey looked at 21 attrib-
utes to determine student
satisfaction, one of which
was simply ‘Good Student
Union’. Ours received 4.4
out of 7, considerably lower
than most other universities.

The question is whether
this was deserved or not.
Our university is much
smaller and far more per-
sonal than many of the
other, larger universities in
the UK with equivalently
larger Student Unions. I
have found, if I need to con-
tact them, they are quick to
respond and willing to listen
to suggestions. Their dedica-
tion to the ‘Save B Henry’s’
campaign and willingness to
organise, open and now run
The Courtyard shows that
they sincerely care about
what they do for us. (Clearly,
they think more piss-ups are
in our best interests.)

Although you do hear

people whining about them
occasionally, it’s usually
those who will not then
actually do anything about
it: I don’t see how they can
do something about issues
they don’t know about.

Students who have
complaints need to actually
attend meetings, put for-
ward motions and have
something done about their
complaints. Unfortunately,
these are usually the people
who have no idea that there
are Union General Meetings
every term to air their griev-
ances and terrorise YUSU
officers. As the survey was
supposedly filled out by stu-

dents, those who do have
issues with our student
union should take them up
with them.

Despite their good
points, compared to some
universities that have
Student Unions with
numerous clubs and bars,
such as Leeds University
Union, our little ‘student
centre’ does seem dimin-
ished in comparison.

However, this survey is
unlikely to have taken into
account the differences
there may be now that The
Courtyard is open. Being a
café-bar run by students for
students, it has been a defi-
nite success, despite the
slightly questionable décor.
The Courtyard has been
overflowing since opening
night, and while we may not
have a “proper” student
venue, we do have a union
that seems to continually be
making changes in our best
interests, whether we ask
for them or not.

And let’s face it – how
many Student Unions have
a pirate as their president?

To be a part of the debate and for exclusive web content go to www.nouse.co.uk/comment

We need to take into
account the runaway
succcess of the YUSU
venue in student life

The great housing hunt
has begun for another
year, and Yorkshire

Residential Letting Agents
(YRLA), sat atop Market
Square, are in prime posi-
tion to make a killing. Their
smart choice of location
might imply a level of pro-
fessionalism, but the final
product is unfortunately
rather lacking.

Entering the offices to
make an enquiry was a
largely innocuous experi-
ence beyond perhaps a few
comparisons to Ricky
Gervais’ The Office. The tac-
tics used to sell the proper-
ties certainly leave doubts as
to their good intentions.

Having been promised
plenty of properties for
viewing on request; the
interested groups of stu-
dents are loaded into a
minibus and given a whis-
tle-stop tour of what ulti-
mately and disappointingly
turns out to be only a few
properties wildly fluctuating
in quality. The route goes all
over town, leaving those on
the ride to ask where they’ve
actually ended up and with
very little idea of how close
the properties are to the
university.

This disconcerting
experience is compounded
by the inadequacy of the let-
ting agent’s knowledge of
anything about the property.
“Where’s the bathroom?”
“Er...”

That just sounds some-
what like a bit of mild
incompetence, it does lead
into something a little less
passable. One first year stu-

dent told me: “it felt like a
con-job, we were told all the
houses were being signed
and we had to quickly make
a decision on what we’d just
viewed”. Another added: “we
weren’t really able to get any
information about rent or
bills until we’d shown inter-
est in a place”. With that in
mind, the limited selection
on offer and the confusing
travel arrangements play
into the idea that there may
be more going on than bum-
bling tomfoolery. It’s all a
clever sales arrangement.

If it were just YRLA
who weren’t providing a
service with students’ wel-
fare in mind then it perhaps
wouldn’t be a worry, but the
trend certainly doesn’t stop
there. Rival local agents
Sinclair Properties have
repeatedly come under criti-
cism from York students for
their concerning habit of
“inspecting” residences in
the past, and the presence of
flyers outside Market Square
recently voicing complaints
about them can only suggest
that they’ve probably not
changed their ways.

Far be it for me to sug-
gest that people shouldn’t
use letting agents. They do
provide a useful service of
keeping landlords to a stan-
dard and finding you a place
to live. Sinclair apparently
even throw in free contents
insurance to avoid the annu-
al bill from Endsleigh.

Just don’t trust them
too much. They are definite-
ly businesses looking to
maximise their profits at our
expense.

LLeetttteerrss Nouse, Grimston House, Vanbrugh College

Nouse welcomes your letters. Please indicate if 
they are not intended for publication. 

Email lleetttteerrss@@nnoouussee..ccoo..uukk or write to:

Dreaming of a culturally diverse future at York A vote of no confidence
Dear Nouse, 

The article ‘Votes of confidence’ gave
Halifax college a total discredit. The intro-
duction of a rugby team was implemented
last year when Halifax fielded a 10’s team;
Coming runners up to James college, who
scored the only try against the Halifax team
all competition. Unfortunately as Halifax
had 8 freshers participating in University
Team rugby that year, a 15’s team was not
viable. The article also suggests that Halifax
is struggling to ‘compete with other, more
sporting colleges’. 

This article is poorly researched and
shows a mass discredit to several of the col-
lege chairs. I hope that Nouse can publish a
fairer representation of the colleges and
elect chairs with informed content.

James Parsey, 
First Year Chemistry Student

www.ey.com/uk/careers

This week, Nouse asked:

Do you feel that tech-
nology is ultimately
more productive or
distracting for your
degree?

49 people voted, with the
majority stating
Distracting

“TThhee
CCoouurrttyyaarrdd
hhaass bbeeeenn
oovveerrfflloowwiinngg
ssiinnccee ooppeenn--
iinngg nniigghhtt”

The bottom
line: YRLA
and students

65 people
voted more 
productive 

(45%)

77 people
voted 
distracting 

(55%)

Ben
Gascoyne

Nanki 
Chawla

Nursery negligence
Dear Nouse,

The problem of managing the high
demand for places at the campus nursery is
often oversimplified by creating a division of
interests between staff and students. Rather
the issue is matching part-time places with
children when (both student and staff )
timetables often do not become fixed until
after the beginning of term. 

Jennifer O’Mahony’s article, on the
other hand, hits the nail on the head. That
the campus nursery at a world top-100 uni-
versity should consist of a couple of joined-
up portacabins does not say much for its
commitment to supporting staff and stu-
dents with families. Both East and West
campuses should have decent, permanent
nurseries - there is ample demand.

Dr Niall MacKay, Parents’ representative,
Nursery Management Group

Dear Nouse,

When I first read the article “Induction
lectures brand home students as ‘lazy and
unhelpful’“ in the last edition, I have to say I
felt quite offended. Having followed the dis-
cussion online though, I feel these lectures,
and Nouse’s reporting of them, have had a
positive effect in opening up a crucial debate.

I am one of the more ‘mature’ students
at York (54 next month!) and have come to
understand what it feels like to be part of a
‘minority’. At my daughter’s university in
London the cultural mix was so diverse and
everyone mixed freely. It was a fantastic
example of integration as it should be, but we
would be kidding ourselves to pretend that is
the situation here. There is a predominance
of ‘home students’ and small but significant
groups of foreign students, many of who, on
both ‘sides’, would like to integrate, but who
find themselves drawn into cultural ‘cliques’

where they feel comfortable.
To say that ‘home’ students are ‘only

interested in going to the bar’ is a bit
extreme, but it is not entirely inaccurate. On
the other hand many students from other
countries live a more ‘kitchen based’ lifestyle
which can lead to accusations of ‘monopolis-
ing the kitchen’.

I share a dream with many people that
in the future York will be much more cultur-
ally diverse and we will have found many
more ways to improve integration between
different cultures. This dream will only come
true if we all feel comfortable, not only in
talking about the vast richness of experience
this will bring to our student population, but
also about some of the difficulties we might
encounter along the way, without allegations
of ‘racism’ being thrown about! 

Jon Hughes 
Halifax College

Distracting

Productive



Behind the scenes, York Come
Dancing. Joey Ellis is channeling
Tess Daly. “Everyone ready? Places,
everyone, places... Oh my god,
what’s happened?”

A ripple of consternation runs
through those assembled in the
great hall. The tension has reached
the YSTV control room. The scut-
tling of the sunlight-starved televi-
sion techies has changed in pace.
There is panic in the air.

There is talk of betrayal
in the green room. Who had
endangered the lives of all?
Who stole Dan Taylor’s
shirt?

His dancing partner
was in tears. “We’ve
lost,” she sobbed. “His
nipples... they’ll
scare the audi-
ence.” This was a
real danger.
Eyewitness reports
put Taylors nipples
at erect to a length
of at least twenty-
seven metres,
with tips as sharp
as needles and as
hard as dia-
monds. York

Minster Hospital for Children,
Puppies and IraqWar Veterans was
in danger of losing the money it so
badly needed for a new air-hockey
table. Indeed, from outside the
Courtyard bar three veterans of the
surge, one of them just eight years
old, another a labrador pup, peered
anxiously through the
steamed-up windows.

“Who will save us
from his nipples?”
cried a distraught
Charlie Leyland,
her instinct to
Cha Cha and

her instinct to
protect the wel-
fare of her charges
in desparate con-
flict. “Oh no!” cried
a dancer. “He’s
coming!”

An atonal
bellow echoed
around the
hall. Three
s u s h i -
s h a p e d

lanterns fell from

their mounts, crushing six plates of
tapas and trapping Rory Shanks.

From backstage, the terrible
footfalls of the beast echoed. Then,
with a thunder of tortured mason-
ry, Dan Taylor crashed through the
door, ripping it from its hinges.
Terrified TV techs scuttled to avoid
his gaze, and battlescarred chi-
huahuas fled from his deadly roar.

Rescue came in the unlikely
form of prince Alexander Pushkin
Vladivostok Geraldine Fink. With
no regard for his own safety, Fink

abandoned his waltz mid-
pirouette and, throwing
his partner to the
ground, he bravely
advanced on the charg-

ing, baying, topless Taylor.
What ensued was not

entirely clear. The bards like to
sing that Fink, in one swift
move, transferred his jacket
onto the enraged Taylor, like
the world’s greatest mata-
dor. Whatever transpired,
when the smoke cleared, a

docile Taylor was wearing it.
It didn’t stop three

dancers being tragically
impaled on Dan’s nipples,
though.

Tripping over the shoelaces of
satire while attempting to dance
the foxtrot of current affairs

NickyWoolf
Strictly what now? Moment of Zen
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MoZ’s Economics Correspondent -
yes, we have one - informs us that
a certain informality seems to have
developed between a certain lec-
turer and his students. The lectur-
er in question apparently “is cor-
rected often by his students”, and
on one occasion “gave the lecture

hall the finger” after he was
correctly, uh, corrected.

MoZ’s correspondents have really been
on the case this week, though some
suggestions have been slightly bizarre.
One offered that she had once had her
pet lobster cryogenically frozen.
Another told me enigmatically of her
theory that “all the women in YUSU
have lots of hair.” She paused. “Except
for Charlie Leyland. And that other
one.” Well done, people. Well done.

Ok. This is a personal appeal.
MoZ, along with an accomplice,
recently filled my housemate
(we’ll call him Gerry Francemen)
room with white polystyrene
balls - the filling from a beanbag,
as it happens - and left White
Christmas playing on a loop.
Gerry did not find it so funny.
But that was funny, right?

*in case of confusion, Leyland is
here exhibiting a dance move and
not, in fact, some sort of fascist
salute. As an aside, she also
appears to have quite a lot of hair.

If you have any juicy tidbits or gossip
to share,
send them to:
socs12@york.ac.uk

Revealed! The answers to the Nouse
student survey that the rest of the
paper can’t tell you, those strait-laced
dullards. All of these are true. Who is
Alex Lacy? “Didn’t he play rugby for
Wales?” Who is Charlie Leyland? “he
has condoms.” Well done. “Isn’t she a
kid’s TV presenter?” Sinisterly, one
person was even certain that Matt
Burton was “The Antichrist.”

More survey answers, and this time
the most bizarre set of answers we
found. In order, the questions were:
Who are: Tom Scott, Matt Burton,
Rory Shanks, Alex Lacy, Charlie
Leyland and Jamie Tyler? This par-
ticular set of answers, unnamed, ran:
“Gay, YUSU member, Gay, Gay,
YUSU member, Gay.” We don’t really
know what to make of that.

*

_______mentarianism, longest English

word (12)

Current recession (6,6)

Noble horse (5)

Class A drug (7)

Essential (8)

Fate (homophone) (4)

Newfangled, revolutionary (6,8)

Riff raff (6)

Whore (4)

Loose fitting dress (7)

Giraffe-like mammal (5)

Nouse Crossword

Selecting actors for a role (7)

Create current in the body (11)

Person born in a specific place(8)

Roman Emperor (6)

Antagonist of the ColdWar (4)

Promotion,marketing tactic (4)

Native of largest country in South

Caucasus (11)

Man made tunnels (8)

Language with over 300 million native

speakers (7)

Man of the cloth (6)

Cloth bag (4)

Give reference to (4)

Answers available on
www.nouse.co.uk/crossword
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1.

7.

8.

10.

11.

13, 18.

14.

17.

20.

21.

22.
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2.

3.
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15.

16.

17.

19.
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direct security threat to the United States
although it will be unable to come into con-
tact with the mainland. In the unlikely event
that they succeed, they will have the ability to
expand and test their rocket systems and
produce long-range missiles that can fly even
further.

Although any threat from Kim Jong-il
and his posse must be taken with a grain of
salt, so far, attempts by the international
community to halt nuclear production in the
region has been unsuccessful.

North Korea are already facing massive
sanctions from the US, Japan, and South
Korea. The U.N. restrictions that were put
into place after the 2006 ballistic missile test
still apply. The US is calling for suspension of
aid promised under the six-way nuclear deal.
Japan and South Korea are blocking chan-
nels that allow funds and supplies in an
attempt to squeeze the already destitute
state. While another failed launch would be
embarrassing, Jong-il clearly feels that this is
a good opportunity to make waves interna-
tionally; it's not like they had much to lose in
the way of respect originally.

On the other hand, the international
community is used to Kim Jong-il's demands
for attention. Sixteen years ago, on the eve of

the Clinton administration, North Korea
exploited both America and South Korea's
desires to encourage communication by
declaring a quasi-state of war and launching
a Rodong missile to Japan. Jong-il received
the attention he so badly wanted in the form
of high-level talks with Washington encour-
aging him to come back to the fold. This time
around, the British and the Americans must
remain strong in refusing to converse with
Kim Jong-il until North Korea shows evi-
dence that they are following a course of
denuclearisation.

While the idea of North Korea having
the ability to fire a nuclear weapon is far from
comforting, they are unlikely to be success-
ful. Their last missile launch stayed in the air
for about 6 seconds. It broke apart in less
than a minute. Experts don't believe they
have the biological or chemical capacity to
produce a nuclear weapon any time soon and
there has been no actual evidence that Jong-
il is not just throwing his toys out of the pram
in an attempt to get some attention from big-
brother Obama.

We've seen this before and we shall see it
again. Kim Jong-il is attempting to reinforce
his supposed perception as a powerful auto-
crat after his reported stroke this summer.
While America is and will continue to watch
the situation very carefully, there appears to
be no real reason to be alarmed. Robert
Wood, a US State Department spokesman
described North Korea's actions as "unhelp-
ful and provocative" and he's right. It's
unhelpful, but it's not dangerous or even a
direct threat to us at the moment. Even with
threats of a missile pointed at the US (well,
Alaska), the union will stand.

Failing that, there's always David
Miliband's plan to rid the world of nuclear
weapons in six easy steps.

GlobalFocus
1.TEHRAN, IRAN-------------------------
Envoys from the US, Germany,
China, Britain, Russia and France
have held direct talks with Iran
about its controversial nuclear pro-
gramme. This occured after Tehran
announced it had launched its first
domestically produced satellite
carried on a Safir-2 rocket. The UN
has imposed sanctions on Iran due
to its uranium enrichment pro-
gram and other countries are
threatening to follow.

2. BANGKOK,THAILAND--------------
The Thai government has said they
will not offer asylum to Rohingya
immigrants who fled Myanmar.
They have denied allegations of
racism and abuse after a second
group of nearly 200 migrants were
found off the coast. Last month,
the Thai military admitted aban-
doning hundreds of Rohingya
migrants at sea.

3. COLOMBO, SRI LANKA-------------
President Mahinda Rajapakse has
announced that the separatist
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
(LTTE) are on the verge of defeat.
He claimed that terror had been
eliminated despite UN, US and
British concerns over 250,000
civilians trapped in the conflict
zone. Up to 70,000 people were
killed as a result of the fighting in
the last year.

4.NEW DELHI, INDIA-------------------
India has signed a preliminary deal
with Areva, a French nuclear firm,
to provide them with at least two
new-generation nuclear reactors.
The deal will allow Areva to assist
in building two to six reactors at
the Jaitapur site in the western
state of Maharastra. India has

refused to sign nonproliferation
agreements and have been under a
nuclear trade ban since 1974 when
they did their first atomic test. This
ban was lifted in September.

5.WASHINGTON DC,US--------------
President Obama has been forced
to back down on his $900bn "Buy
American" scheme after accusa-
tions of US protectionism and EU
threats of retaliation. The scheme
mandated that only US iron, steel
and manufactured goods could be
used in the scheme’s projects.

6. PYONGYANG,NORTH KOREA----
North Korea has threatened Seoul
and Washington that they may be
preparing to fire their longest

range missile. Sources say that a
large object suspected to be part of
a long-range Taepodong-2 missile
was being transported to the
launch site. Western experts do not
believe they have the technology to
miniaturize an atomic weapon to
mount on a missile as a warhead.

7.GUANTANAMOBAY,CUBA---------
A military judge dropped the
charges against a detainee suspect-
ed of the 2000 bombing of the USS
Cole. This is the last active war
crimes case that remained in
Guantanamo and reflects
President Obama's executive order
which mandated that all legal cases
be frozen for three months until
reviews could be carried out.

8. STRASBOURG, FRANCE------------
Following on from Obama's deci-
sion to close Guantanamo Bay
within the year, the European
Parliament is encouraging EU
nations to assist the US by accept-
ing detainees from Guantanamo
Bay. In a 542-55 vote, legislators
agreed that once inmates are no
longer considered a security risk,
member nations should do their
best to accommodate them.

9.HARADHERE, SOMALIA------------
A Ukrainian ship carrying
weapons and tanks that has been
held by Somali pirates for almost
five months was released on Friday.
Reports from negotiators said that
the pirates received a ransom pay-

ment of $3.2m. There is some
international concern over the
direction of the military resources;
Ukraine insists that it had been
sold to Kenya but some foreign
diplomats believe the weapons
were bound for Sudan. The
Kenyan government has issued a
statement claiming responsibility
for the weapons.

10.VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA------------
Almost 100 people have been
reported dead after bush fires in
southern Australia ravage the
country. Thousands of firefighters
and members of the army are
attempting to put out the fires
although officials say they will be
unable to defeat the fire complete-
ly until it rains. Police believe at
least one of the fires was started by
arsonists.

11.HARARE, ZIMBABWE--------------
Treason charges against Tendai
Biti, Secretary-General of the
Movement for Democratic Change
have been dropped. While many
other political activists remain in
detention, this is a good sign from
a proposed unity government. Biti
was charged with treason after his
party narrowly won last March's
election.

12. LONDON,UNITED KINGDOM--
Jeremy Clarkson, Top Gear presen-
ter has apologised for calling
Gordon Brown a "one-eyed
Scottish idiot." Clarskon made the
comment in Sydney. The BBC have
noted Clarkson's apology and don't
intend to take further action.
Downing Street said he "is entitled
to his own interpretation of the
economic circumstances".
--------------NOUSE.CO.UK/POLITICS

WESTERN-EASTERN RELATIONS are
under strain as North Korea, once again,
refuses to play nice.

US satellites have picked up images of a
train carrying a Taepodong-2 missile-shaped
object to a launch pad in Dongchangri on the
east coast. If they fire a missile from there, it
would be in the direction of Japan and
Alaska. The base is currently under construc-
tion but said to be 80% completed. Reports
from the Head of the Parliament Defense
Committee, KimHak-Song, insist that North
Korea will fire a missile within the month.

They are claiming this ‘experiment’ is in
aid of technology and communication devel-
opment and completely unrelated to any
nuclear proliferation. The international
community remains sceptical.

If the launch is successful, the country
will be able to send a nuclear warhead to tar-
gets up to 4,200 miles away. For the first
time, they will have the potential to become a

North Korean soldiers at the launch pad
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It’s time to put down the nukes and count to 10, Kim



On the surface of a more
independent Iraq, all is
well; it held its first elec-

tions since 2005, last month
saw the lowest levels of violence
since the 2003 invasion (191
killed and 400 wounded) and
support for sectarian parties
has declined whilst secular par-
ties are on the rise. There is a
growing sense of optimism
within this troubled state.

The current agreement,
reached in October after exten-
sive negotiations, would see a
complete withdrawal of US
troops by 2011. Many who view
the war as illegitimate will see
this as a Western nation listen-
ing to its conscience and mak-
ing up for its past wrongs. In
Iraq, despite a belief that the
security situation has improved,
38% still want to see an imme-

diate withdrawal of troops.
Given the imminent departure
of US troops and the current
climate, many will see the
future as a bright one; after six
long years of violence, Iraq will
be left as a strong, safe and
peaceful nation.

But is this a reality, or just
a hopeful ideal born out of so
much failure in this conflict rid-
den region? The key question is
this: once the surge is finished
and US troops have left, will the
political institutions cope? Will
the new democratic nation cope
with the practical realities of
democracy, particularly the
prospect of peaceful opposition
to political policies and parties?
Will sectarian problems die
down and never re-emerge, or
will they reignite once the coer-
cive force of the US military is
no longer present to aid the
Iraqi government?

In all likeliness, the
chances of Iraq remaining fully
intact as we see it today are
slim. The sectarian divisions
within this nation are too deep
to be ignored. The reason that
they did not overflow profusely
during the Saddam years is that
any rebellion was harshly put
down; the 1991 Shia rebellion is
both a sinister reminder and an
appropriate illustration.

The ‘surge,’ it could be
argued, had a similar effect on
the situation as a highly visible
force and many more US troops
provided increased power of the
Iraqi state over the dissidents.
Once this coercive force is

removed, as in many nations,
civil conflict finds its roots, and
civil war is not far behind.

We need to look at the his-
tory to understand fully. Iraq as
we know it today was created
out of the ruins of the Ottoman
Empire, under the premise that
Syria would be a French sphere
of influence, and that the south-
ern area of Mesopotamia would
be Iraq, a British sphere of
influence.

Here is where the prob-
lems start. The Western powers
hemmed the tribal and ethnic
groups of the region into self-
serving spheres of influence,
forcing groups to interact daily
where they had only encoun-
tered the others previously in
passing. There has never in the
history of Iraq been a period
not marred by rebellion, dicta-
torship or corruption.

Under the British, Kurd
and Shi’ite secession attempts
were put down forcibly.
Numerous separate succession
risings occurred during the
monarchy period, until that was
removed by republican upris-
ings in 1958.

The Kurd region of
Northern Iraq will probably be
the first area to instigate some
degree of desire to secede from
the state of Iraq. Kurdistan is
often referred to as the largest,
stateless nation in the world
and covers the extensive areas
of Northern Iraq, Turkey, Syria,
and Iran. Proudly nationalistic,
the Kurdish regions already
have a loose kind of autonomy
within the Iraqi state. Kurdish
nationalist forces have so far
incited counter-attacks from
Turkish forces within the last
year, as they make efforts to win
greater autonomy in the
Turkish region from across the
Iraqi border.

The only time during
which Iraq had complete con-
trol over this region was when it
was ruled by an iron hand from
Bagdad. With the iron hand
removed, and Kurdistan no
longer having to watch its step
with the USA, it is inevitable
that at least some successive
effort will occur from the Kurd
region as a whole.

The Sunni-Shia dispute,
however, is the real issue.
Dating back from the British
mandate of the 1920’s, where
the British cooperated with and
privileged the Sunni minority,
tension occurred between the
two sects. Currently the decline
of violence has been attributed
to the success of both the surge
and the Iraqi military’s efficien-
cy in stamping out sectarian
Sunni militias. With the Shia
controlled government in effec-
tive control of the state, you
might expect the sectarian issue
to be significantly reduced.

Democracy does, however,
have a habit of producing losers
as well as winners. Currently,

Peter Young
I LOVE a good conspiracy theo-
ry. There is no doubt in my
mind that UFOs visited Britain
in the 1940s, the 1960s moon
landings were a scam, and the
British government is actually
run by a group of Satanists on
the Isle of Man. As for this
Obama character, I think we all
know that his fluffed swearing-
in on inauguration day was a
sign of his tyrannical plan to
corrupt the world via a small
constitutional loop hole.

Twenty years ago Bishop
Richard Williamson, who has a
conspiracy theory of his own,
was excommunicated from the
Catholic Church. According to
Williamson “there was not one
Jew killed by Nazi gas cham-
bers”. In fact, he denies that
such chambers even existed.
Apparently the chimneys
wouldn’t have been tall enough.

The Bishop reckons that
only 400,000 Jews ‘perished’
due to illness in concentration
camps and that the figure of 6

million exterminations that
these silly historians have come
up with is rubbish.

Now 2009 is upon us the
Catholic Church has thought it
appropriate to lift the excom-
munication of Bishop
Williamson (making him now,
presumably, ‘communicated’) to
kick the year off to a good start.
There we were thinking that
other faiths had the monopoly
on lunacy. I thought that 7/7
and 9/11 had sealed the deal.
Maybe the Catholics are jealous
that their religion has failed to
recruit as many maniacs as
other faiths and have decided to
step up their game. Or maybe
there’s another option.

Here’s my conspiracy theo-
ry: Williamson is actually world
renowned atheist Richard
Dawkins in disguise. Think
about it. They have the same
first name, are roughly the same
age, and certainly have the same
Oxbridge accent. Obviously
Dawkins has got bored of docu-
mentary making and campaign-
ing on buses. He’s finally decid-
ed to take it to the next level:
bringing down the Church from
the inside. What better way of
making them look bad than by
posing as a maniac and becom-
ing one of the clergy?

The question on everyone’s
lips is “Has Dawkins gone too
far?” We all know he is an athi-
est, but posing as a holocaust
denier? There is only one sensi-
ble reaction to this news.
Catholics of the world unite!
Let’s campaign to get Dawkins
re-excommunicated!

Iraq: Will they manage without us?

US troops
will leave by
2011, a
move widely
supported
by Iraqis

Political
Edge
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“The chances of Iraq
remaining fully intact
as we see it today are
slim.The sectarian
divisions within this
nation are too deep
to be ignored.”

ARMY

As Iraq prepares for independence,Dan Forshaw considers whether a
Western state model will work in a country riddled with sectarian divisions

the Shia majority are the win-
ners. The fear here should be
what the effect of this Shia vic-
tory will have on the predomi-
nantly Sunni population. There
is a fine line between fair gover-
nance and oppression of a
minority in any democracy, but
most noticeably in one going
through the teething problems
inherent in such a process.

The key factor here will be
Sunni cooperation and good
governance – whether or not
the Shia majority will give in to
some of the Sunni population’s
demands. What might be sig-
nificant, and is certainly of
interest, is that total unity is not
universally sought after in a
new Iraqi democracy.

The latest poll suggests
that only 58% of Iraqis want a
united state, while the remain-
ing 42% either want some
regional devolution or the for-

mation of separate states. The
troubles Iraq will face are based
on one simple but critical issue;
a Western ideology of the mod-
ern state will not work in places
where sectarian beliefs and
issues are more prominent than
an acceptance of democratic
principles.

Will the Shia and Sunni
communities get along once the
western ideas of freedom of
speech are upheld? The exit of
US troops runs the risk of open-
ing the door for the develop-
ment of an Islamist state, with a
single-sect domination. Once
the confining power of the USA
is removed, I would not be sur-
prised to see some kind of civil
war developing out of an
exploitation of the new and
therefore weak democratic
institutions by those who would
see Iraq become another Iran.

Only time will tell.
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Tony Benn breaks the BBC’s Gaza appeal ban
Tom Hobohm

POLITICS EDITOR

Ignoring the trauma of a generation?

Tony Benn caused controversy during his interview with the BBC

South
Africa’s
hopes rest
upon the
shoulders of
Jacob Zuma

TONY BENN, the former Labour
MP and journalist has caused a stir
at the BBC by breaking their policy
of not broadcasting the address of
Gaza aid organisations on air.

In an interview live on air with
the Today programme, and later on
News 24, Benn ignored the ques-
tions of his interviewers and pro-
ceeded to read out the address for
the Disasters Emergency
Committee (the DEC), a humani-
tarian aid organisation, saying “If
the BBC won’t broadcast the
appeal, I’m going to do it myself.”

The interview came in the
middle of Israel’s attacks on Gaza in
early January, an issue which has
split the opinion of many high pro-
file political commentators.

The DEC is an umbrella organ-
isation for 13 humanitarian aid

groups, including British Red
Cross, Oxfam, and Christian Aid.
Despite these credentials, the BBC
has, until recently, refused to
broadcast an appeal on behalf of

the group, arguing it would dam-
age their commitment to impartial-
ity.

After reading out the address
several times, the ex-MP launched

TWO WEEKS ago, The
Economist failed to print even
one story regarding an African
nation in their 'Middle East and
Africa' section, such was the
world's transfixion with the
Gaza conflict. Almost 4,000
miles away, the South African
political scene is arguably the
most fascinating that it has
been since Mandela walked free
from the imprisonment of
Robben Island.

The past twelve months
have been turbulent; President
Thabo Mbeki has been ousted
and replaced by caretaker
Kgalema Motlanthe with his
new cabinet; the ruling African
National Congress (ANC) party
leader Jacob Zuma has been
charged, acquitted and re-
charged with fraud and racket-
eering (for the third time in as
many years). The ANC have
split, leading to the creation of a
new breakaway movement
'Congress of the People'
(COPE); there have been per-
petual talks with neighbouring
Zimbabwe and preparations
made for Africa's first ever FIFA
World Cup next year.

Finally, add to this list the
desperate need to deal with the
myriad of socially entrenched
issues that have come to charac-
terise post-apartheid South
Africa - poverty, high crime,
rampant AIDS, extreme
inequality, soaring immigration
and desperate unemployment.
Elections are only three months
away.

Are these the signs of
another African state abandon-
ing liberal democracy and
descending into the abyss of
factions, greed and lawless-
ness? Arguably one of the great

failures of the young South
African democracy thus far has
been its sheer unrelenting sin-
gle-party dominance (particu-
larly when contrasted with the
highly competitive democracy
of Ghana). The arrival of COPE
on the political scene to chal-
lenge the ANC can certainly be
seen as a positive step forward
and a welcome break with
recent history.

Up till now, the ANC have
enjoyed a comfortable two-
thirds majority across the entire
country with the one exception
of the Western Cape, where
Helen Zille’s Democratic
Alliance have proved strong-
willed aggressors. Judging by

the past month’s bi-elections in
the Northern Province, COPE
has joined the DA in a gradual
eroding of the ruling party’s
supremacy. While the emer-

gence of a rival party may seem
democratically promising, they
raise an altogether more worry-
ing problem - ethnic factional-

ism. If one treats the case of
Zuma (a Zulu) as the exception
that proves the rule (he certain-
ly wasn’t the first choice of
Mbeki), the ANC is arguably
becoming increasingly Xhosa-
led. Zuma’s attempts to dissolve
this portrayal are clearly not
working well enough, consider-
ing the shooting of three ANC
supporters outside a rally in the
Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP)-
affiliated Kwa-zulu Natal
province this week (the IFP has
an infamous history of conflict
with the ANC).

Some alarming parallels
can be drawn with the situation
in Kenya just one year ago,
where ethnic conflict welled up

into an attack on the BBC’s decision
not to broadcast more information
about the group. He added that
“The Israeli foreign minister said
there is no humanitarian crisis.
Now, be clear, the Israelis objected

to the BBC, and that’s the reason
[for the ban]. I’ve never met any-
one who doesn’t think we should
give aid to Gaza.”

An irate Benn dismissed the
criticism that humanitarian aid
may find its way to Hamas, arguing
that “Hamas is the elected govern-
ment! In 2006, Hamas won the
general election in Palestine.” Later
in the interview he told a reporter
that he had been in the BBC all
morning, and nobody agreed with

surrounding accusations of
electoral misconduct to cata-
strophic effect.

The nationwide xenopho-
bic attacks of last May (though
of an entirely different nature to
the inter-tribal tensions), prove
that only a tiny step between
volatile peace and outright vio-
lence exists. Questions are still
being raised over the ongoing
crisis in Zimbabwe. The inter-
national community is desper-
ate to know how much longer it
will be before the policy of play-
ing safe is finally abandoned.

As for Jacob Zuma, the
current Prime Minister, only
time will tell. Former MP
Andrew Feinstein would have
us believe that he is indeed
guilty of corruption in a $3.4bn
arms deal (so certain was he of
the truth of his claims that he
eventually felt forced to resign)
however it seems likely that we
shall only find out once he is
(probably) elected as the next
President.

One promising sign has
been the appointment of
Barbara Hogan as Minister of
Health to replace Manto
Tshabala-Msimang and her
appalling vegetarian 'remedies'
for fighting AIDS. Hogan, as a
white MP in the ANC, also rep-
resents the need to halt the
white exodus draining the
country of skilled professionals
that are so essential for develop-
ment- since 1995 approximately
one million whites have left the
country.

Ultimately, the biggest
concern here must be the peo-
ple of South Africa - only if the
nation's politicians of today can
prioritise this above their own
agendas will decades of travesty
finally be remedied, and
Mandela will be able to die a
happy man knowing that his
legacy has not been squandered.

“People will die
because of the BBC’s
decision.”

“A rival party may
seem promising, but
they raise a more
worrying problem -
ethnic factionalism ”
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their decision.
Claiming the BBC had col-

laspsed to Israeli pressure not to
broadcast the appeal, Benn stated
“People will die because of the
BBC’s decision.”

When the BBC asked Benn
what his thoughts were on other
broadcasters who weren’t broad-
casting the appeal, he simply said,
“Well, they’re wrong as well”

Flustered interviewers were
clearly unsure of how to deal with
Mr Benn’s outburst. Despite Benn
insisting that the Today pro-
gramme presenter Edward
Stourton agreed with him,
Stourton said simply on air “It’s not
why we asked you here” and tried
to change the subject.

Benn, ever a controversial fig-
ure, completely ignored his inter-
viewers’ protests, telling them that
if they wanted him to stop, they
would simply have to remove him
from the the studio.

BBC NEWS 24

Andrew Cope
POLITICS CORRESPONDENT



Barack Obama’s sen-
sational election vic-
tory has trans-

formed world politics and
stimulated interest in
minority representation in
this country. The issue of
whether we could have a
‘British Obama’ has
received significant atten-
tion.

The different political
structure in this country
makes this unlikely in the
short-term, but there is
undoubtedly the potential
for a greater minority
presence in political life at
the highest levels in the
future.

The outlook for eth-
nic minorities in this
country is largely pos-
itive, but more must
be done to ensure
that equal opportu-
nities are available
to all. I have wit-
nessed huge
changes during
my 22 years as
an MP, and
many barriers
have been removed.

However, there are
still instances of dis-
crimination and peo-
ple from minority
backgrounds do not
always have the same
opportunities as other
groups.

Education is an

area where increasing the
representation of minority
groups has been a particu-
lar concern. Major
progress has been made in
terms of expanding access
to further and higher edu-
cation for people from eth-
nic minority backgrounds.

By the summer of
2007, 29.9% of people of
working age from minori-
ty eth-
n i c

groups had a level four
qualification (equivalent
to degree level) or higher.
The equivalent figure in
1997 was just 18.9%.

The numbers of eth-
nic minority students at
York is showing encourag-
ing signs of improvement.
In 2007-08, 7.8% of the
UK domiciled undergrad-
uate student population
were from minority
groups, compared with
just 5.3% in 2004-05.

The existence of the
Equal Opportunities
Committee is important
and means that sufficient
attention is given to the
need to ensure there is a
diverse student popula-
tion.

Despite these
positive signs, across
the country we must
do more to guarantee
that people from all
minority groups are
sufficiently repre-
sented in our high-
er education insti-
tutions across the
country.

It is at these
institutions that the busi-
ness and political leaders
of the future are produced.
Keeping minority repre-
sentation in education
high on the agenda is cru-
cial if we are to have ethnic
minority figures in senior

positions in all fields.
I think it is unaccept-

able that despite the
progress that has been
made in so many areas,

adequate Parliamentary
representation of minority
groups is still woefully
lacking. We have to do

more to address this. We
expect the police, the
armed forces and the sen-
ior civil service to reflect
society, and thus better
serve its needs; it is time
to apply the same ration-
ale to Parliament.

In a Parliament truly
representative of Britain
there would be 54
Members of Parliament
from the ethnic minority
community. Instead, today
we have 15 BME (Black &
Minority Ethnic) MPs, 13
representing Labour, 2 on
the Conservative benches
and no Liberal Democrat
ethnic minority MPs. 15
Members of Parliament
equates to 1.8% of all

MPs; entirely unrepresen-
tative of a modern Britain
where 7% of the popula-
tion are from an ethnic
minority background.

Electing more ethnic
minority MPs is only half
the answer; the other half
is in those Parliamentary
representatives coordinat-
ing and working with one
another in the interest of
all communities to forge a
more integrated Britain
and celebrate our national
diversity as one of our
greatest strengths.

We have made huge
strides forward on race
issues in recent decades.
However, as detailed in
the manifesto of the now
closed Commission for
Racial Equality, a child
from an ethnic minority
background is still more
likely to receive poorer
quality education, sub-
standard housing, earn
less, suffer worse health,
and experience overt or
subtle forms of discrimi-
nation on a daily basis.

Complacency is one
of the greatest dangers we
face when discussing the
opportunities available to
ethnic minorities.

The advances that
have taken place in the
last few years can lead to
the erroneous conclusion
that the move towards
absolute equality for
minority groups is
inevitable.

It is only by contin-
ued effort from society as a
whole and increased polit-
ical minority representa-
tion that we will create a
country in which every-
body has the same oppor-
tunities irrespective of
their ethnic background.

KKeeiitthh VVaazz iiss tthhee LLaabboouurr
MMPP ffoorr LLeeiicceesstteerr EEaasstt
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People from an ethnic minority background have a greater access to Higher Education than at
any other time in history. Keith Vaz considers whether a ‘British Obama’ is a realistic possibility.

Vaz hopes
for a
British
version of
Barack
Obama
(left) in
Parliament

CV
Biography:
1956: Born in Aden, Yemen
1965:Moved to Bradford, England
1979: Graduated with a 2:1 in Law from Gonville and
Caius College, Cambrdige
1987: Elected to Parliament for the Labour party in
Leicester East, which has a significant British Asian pop-
ulation. It remains his constituency.
1989: Led a protest against Salman Rushdie’s The
Satanic Verses. Addressing 3,000 Muslims, he said “there
is no such thing as absolute freedom of speech.”
2002: Suspended from the House of Commons for giv-
ing misleading information about his relationship with
the Hinduja Group, an oil and media finance organisa-
tion.
2007: Appointed Chairman of the Home Affairs Select
Committee.

Areas of interest and concern:
Computer games: A constant voice of concern over vio-
lence in video games, he called for the banning of the
2003 game Manhunt, saying that it influenced the killers
of a schoolboy in his constituency.
Sri Lanka: The ongoing situation in Sri Lanka has been
an area of interest for Vaz. He interjected in a
Parliamentary debate on the subject last week and
wrote to the Prime Minister in January.
Europe: He has been a strong supporter of European
expansion, including tabling an Early Day Motion sup-
porting the inclusion of Bulgaria and Romania, which
received wide support.
TV racism: Vaz defended Indian film star Shilpa Shetty
after an incident of racial bullying during Celebrity Big
Brother 2007. He played a key role in the resulting debate
on TV racism.

Breaking Britain’s glass ceiling

“Complacency is
one of the great-
est dangers faced
when discussing
the opportunities
available to eth-
nic minorities.”

HORUC
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College Rec and the infamous
£10,000 sports cash controversy

THEY WERE supposed to revolu-
tionise college sport but new-fan-
gled College Recreational sessions
have been branded a failure and
“money down the drain” by York
Sport.

The brainchild of former
Vanbrugh College Chair Matt
Oliver, the sessions have cost over
£10,000 of sought-after university
discretionary funds, but have often
been poorly attended or badly
advertised within colleges.

Experienced Halifax Sports
Rep Simon Reed said: “it is a good
idea, but the practicalities have not
been well thought through. It
would be far better to have some
communication with the reps so
that rather than just throw times at
us and tell us to get on with it, we
could decide on when the best slots
would be.”

College Recreational works by
providing regular ‘free’ open ses-
sions for college members once a
week per college, per sport. The
difficulties lie in that these sessions
are scattered sporadically through-
out the week, often falling at incon-
venient times. Criticism has sur-
faced from many college JCRCs

and sports captains as training ses-
sion have been arranged and
rearranged, cancelled and miscom-
municated.

“I can’t even run my own ses-
sion because I have lectures at that
time during the day,” said Alcuin
Basketball captain Ioannis Costas.
“I didn’t even find out about it until
week seven last term. It really has-
n’t worked well for us.”

What has been a source of
greater frustration to those higher
up the heirarchy in the York Sport
office is the financial potential sac-
rificed for a scheme that hasn’t
delivered. York Sport President
Alex Lacy said he was “irate” when
he discovered that such a large sum
of valuable discretionary funds had
been “wasted” on the sessions.

“It only came to my attention
during the hand-over period [from
former AU President Jo Carter]
when I was scheduling sports
training sessions and Matt asked
me to book these other ones. He
didn't go through any consultation
with us at all.”

Lacy believes that the money
could have been better spent in
other areas and expressed his frus-
tration that there is little that York
Sport can do to salvage the sessions
at this late stage.

“I don't think it was the right

GEORGE LOWTHER
way to go out it in the first place
and there are so many more posi-
tive things we could have done
with that kind of money,” he said.

“It was so depressing to watch
£10,000 just go down the sink.
That money would have covered
the cost of five new clubs. That’s
the sort of waste we’re talking
about and that’s why i got so angry
about it.”

Matt Oliver admitted the fail-
ure of the concept when ques-
tioned by Nouse and suggested
that the problems originated the
from severely limited time
avaiblable for the project’s organi-
sation.

“I had a week and a half to
organise everything so that it
would be in place by the time the
freshers turned up last October.
Not all the colleges got back to me
with their preferences, so I had to
go ahead and just schedule things
in.”

Oliver believes that there is
still a serious need for support at
the lower levels of college sport -
something that is yet to be
addressed by York Sport.

“Sport is undervalued at this
university the college system cer-
tainly doesn’t get the backing it
deserves. Although the sessions
haven’t been ideal for everyone, it

1. Halifax
2.Vanbrugh
3. Derwent
4. Goodricke
5. James
6. Langwith
7. Alcuin
8.Wentworth

is a strat and certainly a move in
the right direction.”

Oliver believes that the con-
cept still has a future but would
only work under the individual
direction of the college JCRCs.

“It would be great if York
Sport would run it, but it would be
a lot extra on top of what they
already do. There really has to be a
strong commitment from the
JCRC s. There is a future but I’m
not convinced that there is enough
dedicated support yet.”

Alex Lacy, though, is adament
that this is the incorrect approach
to increasing participation and
allowing more people to enjoy the
various benefits of sport, which
was one of Oliver’s main concerns
back in third term last year.
Instead Lacy feels that fitness
training sessions must come
before “kickabouts”.

Lacy has the full support of
the new Sports Centre manager
Rob Wadsworth in his aerobic
view of the future. Wadsworth has
promised to introduce Yoga classes
and as part of new programs
aimed at increasing interest.
Interestingly, he also plans to intr-
duce “Give it a Go” sessions in
order to provide students with less
experience the chance to try out
new sports.

THE DEBATE: Does college sport get enough support?

However far removed from
the drudgery of a hoofed
football on 22-acres it may

seem, the fantastically monickered
former Real Madrid coach
Wanderly Luxemburgo makes a
point that is apposite to this arti-
cle: “a player who conjugates a
verb in the first person singular
cannot be part of the squad, he has
to conjugate the verb in the first
person plural. We. We want to
conquer. Using the word "I" when
you're in a group makes things
complicated”.

Mr. Luxemburgo is referring
to team spirit. To bring the analo-
gy a little more central, the ‘I’ is
York Sport, the Robinho of
University life; sure that their less
than altruistic approach will bene-
fit all when in fact the effect they
have on campus-wide sport is divi-
sive. The ‘We’ is those of us who
just want to play - to
kick/throw/hit a ball in a competi-
tive but not overbearing manner
whilst having a laugh with our
friends.

York Sport themselves are
unclear on their stance towards

College sport exists to increase
availability of sport to stu-
dents at York, regardless of

skill and ability. It is there for all
those who may not have the time
or inclination to play sport at a
University level, and it is funded by
colleges and York Sport, in order to
keep it open and free to all. Sadly,
the Sports Centre imposed a £5
admin fee at this year to all those
who use the Sports Centre facilities
for college sport, which we fought
hard to put a stop to but in the end
were powerless to prevent.
Although the charge wasn’t well
received at first, the feedback we’ve
had since is that it’s a small price to
pay for a year’s worth of college
sport.

So, whether a complete
novice, out of practise, or fighting
against the calorific Nags Head
Trebles and Efes takeaways, college
sport is there for you on a weekly
basis. Over the last couple of years
sports that many may not have
tried before - such as Futsal and
Lacrosse - have been pioneered at a
college level in tournaments,

Yes, the job of publicising col-

lege sport and mobilising the col-
lege troops does belong to College
Sports Reps; and before being
elected VP I was a Sports Rep for
two years and could not believe, for
example, that football was played
without nets and sometimes refer-
ees. But this year, Lizzie Hollins
has done a great job ensuring that
games have referees and I’m
pleased to announce that there is
both the money and the opportuni-
ty to now buy and use nets for foot-
ball.

Work is also due to commence
over Easter on the condemned ten-
nis/netball courts, meaning college
netball can move back outside in
future and tennis in the summer
term will be unaffected.

With the great enthusiasm for
College Rugby shown this year, in
particular from Alcuin, James and
Derwent, we are looking at the
possibility of providing regular col-
lege rugby fixtures. I hope this
shows that we do listen to sugges-
tions, and aren’t simply a stereo-
typical university committee
“clique”. I am very open to queries
or suggestions, so do get in touch.

JOIN THE DEBATE
ONLINE AT:
>>nouse.co.uk/sport

Dan Hyde
SPORTS EDITOR

NO: “Too many people are
happy for college sport to
keep plodding along
under the radar”
Ex-Alcuin Sports Rep
Matt Bowyer

YES: “We do listen to sug-
gestions and aren’t simply
a stereotypical university
committe clique”
York Sport Vice-President
Adam Clark

college sport, or if not unclear,
their collective opinion is terribly
publicised. Their lovely new web-
site shows outdated results and
sports-rep details (you’ll find my
name although my tenure has
ended) and very little information
on the various sports. It is left sole-
ly to the sports reps to drum up
interest from fellow students,
when perhaps a little more invest-
ment could raise the profile of
what is an extremely important
aspect of university life. I don’t
know if holding the position of
York Sport VP instils a degree of
lethargy, but it seems that too
many people are happy for college
sport to keep plodding along under
the radar. Not me. With the largely
unnecessary cosmetic refurbish-
ment to the sports centre, could a
little money not have been spared
to boost the profile of college
sport? Debates have flared over the
years regarding our collegiate sys-
tem - something I am very fond of
– but if college sport is continually
treated as such a non-entity, will
our sporting rivalries be passed on
to the next generation of freshers?

College Rec has not caught on

COLLEGE STANDINGS
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Archery club on target for Roses

BEFORE STEPPING inside the
vacuous sports hall on Thursday
afternoon, my impressions of
archery were skewed by a few, pret-
ty groundless and rather different,
preconceptions. Firstly, archery as
synonym for hunting – primitive
and pre-civilisation – and, second-
ly, archery as a stiffly toffish, upper-
class ‘pursuit’.

Two minutes in the company
of the University Archery Club
blew these assumptions clean out
the water. All-embracing, friendly
and welcoming; I quickly discover
there’s a great deal more to the
sport than its puny mainstream
media coverage suggests. There
was also a third preconception of
men in tights, but I’m politely
warned not to go there.

Brightly-coloured paper tar-
gets, mounted on foam, stand sen-
tinel, pounded by arrows which fizz
through the twenty metre ‘no man’s
land’ in the blink of an eye.
Equipment Officer Tom Walton
sits in his element surrounded by a
jumble of archery bric-a-brac. His
role is crucial; a broken string can
mean broken dreams.

Few can imagine just how
demanding archery is, both in
terms of physical exertion and
intense mental concentration. This
reporter’s pathetic attempts shoot-
ing at a rather emasculating begin-
ner’s target certainly hammered
home that point. Over the course of
a competition, normally compris-
ing of pre-qualifying followed by

knockout rounds, the strain can be
genuinely debilitating.

Team Captain Ed Russell-
Johnson tells me how the archery
year shapes up: regular meets with
northern-based universities in the
North England University Archery
League (NEUAL) – one weekend
travelling to Bradford, the next
welcoming Leeds and Liverpool,
always holding their own – inter-
spersed with BUCS qualifiers, a
gateway to national recognition.

The club are also rightfully
proud of their Roses record. At a
time of year where the annual
slugfest with Lancaster starts to
lurk on the sporting horizon,
archery surely falls into the ‘nailed-
on three points’ category.

The history books show a 90%
winning record, but they came
unstuck in the Lancashire drizzle
last time out, with various conspir-
acy theories doing the rounds even
now, according to club coach
Charlotte Boatman. A few ill-
advised, erroneous scores and some
rather lewd behaviour from the
opposing captain, apparently.

Thursday’s session is reserved
for non-beginners, preparing for
the business of competition. They
make a fine sight; glistening,
metallic compound bows, adorned
with any number of futuristic
accoutrements, line up alongside
recurves, and the simplistic and
wonderfully archaic longbows.

Compounds make light work
of the twenty-metre distance on
this indoor range, a stop-gap solu-
tion until the weather improves,
but can achieve deadly accuracy at
over one hundred metres. In com-

York’s archers aim to exact revenge on Lancaster for the defeat suffered in Roses 2008, shown here

petition, hitting just one arrow out-
side the centre might as well mean
pack up and head home. The mar-
gin of error is, literally, paper thin.

However, training on Tuesdays
and Saturday mornings are open to
everyone, with plenty of club
equipment to go round and first-
class coaching on offer. The cost of
buying your own equipment, which
is encouraged, can appear prohibi-
tive – an entry-level bow will prob-
ably set you back over £100 – but
remember that archery is a sport

without upper limits.
Russell-Johnson has no

doubts that the only real competi-
tion is with yourself. Such is the
nature of the sport, structured on
ranking ladders into which the
multitude of tournaments feed,
meaning consistency and holding
your nerve in the environment of
competition is everything. And,
yes, there is the occasional needle
between competitors.

Returning to the scene of my
first flirtation with the sport two

days later finds a buzz of activity.
York are welcoming Leeds and
Liverpool universities in a league
fixture. The buffed floor is barely
visible for a sea of equipment -
most miniscule, all critical - as the
competition enters its detente.

Only one task remains; the
laborious calculations - it tran-
spires that York have won the
female novice recurve and female
experienced recurve - which, it
seems, must be done in a public
house.

Max Hardy leads sport motions at UGM

TWO KEY motions designed to
improve York University’s nurtur-
ing of sporting talent were pro-
posed at this week’s UGMmeeting.

The first related to York elite
sportsman Max Hardy and the
amount of financial assistance he
receives from the University. The
skier, who last year received the
University Sportsman of the Year
award, has suffered as a result of
the reduction of York Sport’s elite
performer’s budget from £500 to
£250. The motion, presented by
York Sport Ordinary Member
Emily Scott on Hardy’s behalf,
highlighted that other institutions
such as Durham and Manchester
often give £1000-£3000 to their
elite sportsmen in order to encour-
age them to study as they train.

Hardy’s achievements in the
past few years have been impres-
sive. Since he joined the York snow-
sports team he has helped take
them from being unranked to

Leigh Clarke
SPORTS CORRESPONDENT

BUCS Championships bronze
medallists last year. In the summer,
he won the overall senior title at the
British Indoor Ski Cross
Championships to become British
champion. At this event he was
scouted by GB coaches and subse-
quently given a license to compete
in the second tier of international
competition: the Europa cup. His
overall goal is to compete at the
World Championships and the

2014 Winter Olympics.
On Thursday, Hardy travelled

to Davos, in Switzerland, for the
third leg of the Europa Cup.

Hardy states that the slashing
of the elite performer’s budget and
a recent ruling that it can not given
to an individual has meant that he
receives “no support from the
University of any kind.” He says
that “competing abroad this year
will cost me in excess of £8000”

and he therefore wants the
University to allocate £6000 to an
“elite athlete development fund” so
that he can continue to compete
and study.

At present, Hardy has been
forced to take a leave of absence
from his studies until October and
received no assistance from the
University in balancing skiing and
studying, despite contacting the
Vice-Chancellor at the start of the
academic year.

Alex Lacy, whom Hardy
describes as having been “very sup-
portive”, says “York is a bizarre
institution in that it attracts excel-
lent students but tends to only nur-
ture their minds, neglecting their
physical advancement.” Hardy
echoes this sentiment, adding “the
public relations and marketing
benefit York would receive from
supporting one of its students all
the way to the Olympics could be
massive.”

Alex Lacy also put forward a
motion for a Sports Department on
Heslington East. The York Sport
President stated that this will

improve funding for sport, there-
fore allowing an improvement in
facilities including the “dilapidated
running track.” This in turn,
according to Lacy, would improve
participation and help the sports
performance of York in relation to
other Universities.

Lacy called this second motion
a “slow burner”, saying that he
“strongly doubted” that there
would be one any time soon.
However, if the motion is voted for
then he says it “would give both
YUSU and University staff the best
start in creating a positive change
in sport at York”. Max Hardy said
he was “fully in support” of this
motion.

A third motion, proposing that
term dates be brought forward in
order to benefit sports teams, was
also approved.

Students have the opportunity
next week to vote for or against
these motions at www.yusu.org.
The real question however will be
whether, if they are passed, the
University acts to improve the nur-
turing of talent at York.Hardy is hoping to gain university funding to compete in Europe

MELODY SKY

Determined to preserve their enviable winning record against Lancaster,Nouse investigates
why this team are so certain of victory this May as preparations get underway

GEORGE LOWTHER

Adam Shergold
SPORTS EDITOR
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LIKE A GERMAN vegetarian, last
year Wentworth’s sportsmen and
women must have feared the worst
before their sporting encounters.
Defeated, derided and demor-
alised, Wentworth were con-
demned by Vision’s sports editor’s
declaration that he would eat his
hat if they did not finish bottom of
the sports rankings. But now,
thanks to the Herculean efforts of
the new GSA, ‘Wenty’ presently lie
(alledgedly) fifth in the overall
rankings.

The old regime was torpid and
corrupt, beset by nepotism and
favours for friends.  The head of the
new GSA, the effervescent Samik
Datta, tells me of the time at a
social in Yates’s a girl was flirting
with a former member of the GSA,
culminating in a conjugal collision
that evening.  “Next thing you
know, she walks into the hockey
team.  She was crap at hockey as
well. She spent the first twenty
minutes holding the stick at the
wrong end.” 

On one occasion, they recruit-

ed a footballer for a netball game.
“It was ridiculous. I mean, Nigel
had mutton chops for God’s sake.
None of the other teams said any-
thing. Too much pride.”

It got worse. The nadir of
Wentworth College sport was
reached last year when, for the ulti-
mate Frisbee tournament, they
were forced to field a one-legged
chicken named ‘Sir Clucksalot’.  “Sir
Clucksalot always had the desire,
but had lost his manoeuvrability
since he lost his leg” says one of the
new GSA. “It’s a testament to his
character that after all the stick he
got, he went on to play in the
dodgeball the following week”
added a tearful Datta.  

Embarrassing calamities like
this inspired a new generation of
postgrads to salvage the contorted
wreckage that was Wentworth
sport. This year, Wentworth’s
sports teams have nearly always
been comprised of humans. 

Just like Sir Clucksalot,
Wentworth were often a push-over
when it came to sport.  But things

have changed. Where before they
would concede or field a chicken,
now Wenty enthusiastically send
their troops into battle, occasional-
ly daringly expectant of triumph.
They secured third in the dodgeball
and Frisbee tournaments. The
table tennis team is undefeated this
term.  The darts and squash teams
are thriving. The netball team is
fiercely competitive and devoid of
male infiltration.    

Using flashy marketing cam-
paigns and pro-active recruitment,
the new GSA has fostered a mas-
sive increase in participation.  The
fortnightly and bimonthly newslet-
ter, the Wentworth Horn trumpets
the ever-multiplying glories of
Wentworth sport.    

On the back of a ‘fun not com-
petitive’ ethos, participation and
results have soared, rocketing
Wentworth to a position unthink-
able at the start of the year and
matching some of their more illus-
trious rivals.  Someone should be
asking Vision’s sports editor ‘do you
want fries with your trilby?’ (From left) Jian Gao, Katherine Mildon, Daniel Carr, Daniel Horsfall and

Samik Datta, GSA Sports reps, are masterminding the Wentworth revival

JIAN GAO, GSA

TheMixer
AT YORK we are teetering on an
increasingly wobbly sporting pyra-
mid. Alex Lacy admits it; Matt
Oliver swears by it; TM hates it

The forgotten majority has
been left floundering at the bottom
of the flawed structure, gazing
upwards at a corrupt hierarchy: at
cliquey university sports teams, at
black and gold dictums issued in
classically regal style, and at col-
lege sport catering sporadically for
the tiny minority that can be per-
suaded out into the cold on a
Sunday afternoon. 

At the top level, York Sport is
more concerned with passing a
motion to give elite athletes extra
funding opportunities than it is in
catering for those forgotten souls.
The big bosses in the YUSU office
may wax lyrical about their dedica-
tion to ‘participation’ but in learn-
ing that it took a misguided effort
from a college chair to  make taking
part actually possible for the mass-

es, TM has been left
less than
impressed.

Certainly,
it was inexcus-
able to throw

£10,000 at a rushed and poorly
thought-out scheme, but much
credit must go to Mr. Oliver’s think-
ing. All the current focus is on the

elite. So much so that TM
got to thinking and
phoned BUCS Chief
Executive Karen
Rothery to find out
what she thought...
and this is what she
said: “university sport
is a fantastic breeding
ground for our future
sporting stars. More

and more universities are
seeing the benefits of
combining academic

achievement with sporting prowess
and this has proven itself with the
high numbers of elite competitors
now representing their country
with a degree behind them.” 

Such ambition is commend-
able, but for us at York it is a
totally misguided focus
and one perpetuating the

flakiness of our pyra-
mid. York is “eight
years behind Leeds”
in sporting terms,
according to Sports

Centre manager Rob Wadsworth. 
It will be a long road to finally

establishing a true sporting culture
at this university, but if we’re seri-
ous about getting there, we need to
forget the Max Hardys of this world
for now and instead work from the
bottom up. That playful old adage
‘don’t run before you can walk’
never rang so true.

York Sport’s pyramid scheme
is depressingly self-perpetuating.
Now it is time for a change. It’s
time the little guy got his way. Yes,
we do need College Rec, or at least
something that supports sport
indiscriminately at the base level of
the pyramid. But most of all, we
need York Sport’s dedicated partic-
ipation to make it work. 

With the President elections
fast approaching and the con-
tenders eying up Lacy’s crown of
thorns at sumit, TM profiles the
fun...

Shady York Sport pyramid schemes
NOTHING SUPRISES the insom-
nia-addled mind of TM any more.
But... wait a minute. In an echo of
Thatcherist trade
unionism, the football
team have caved in to
Alex Lacy’s conciliatory
gesture of homogenous
black and gold strips,
giving up their white
and black forever. The
revelation almost
prompted TM to choke
on its champagne-
spiked Powerade.
While the players
spluttered ‘scab’
through their fishhead-adorned
bottles of Stella, the club reluctant-

ly ‘came over to the dark side,’ as
our sooty-faced source put it.
Perhaps the need to completely re-

deck the club with
three new sets of kit
forced ther hand
somewhat? After all,
TM can’t imagine
certain players from
the often indebted
club  wanting to dig
out the referee’s uni-
form again. But,
hark, the club will
retain the traditional
white rose motif and
UYAFC lettering,

which means TM might be able to
sleep a little easier tonight. 

Lacy the chavvy gym bandit
WHILE ATTIRED as one of those
chav urchin types, naturally in the
best journalistic inter-
ests, TM found itself
slurping White
Lightning and perus-
ing the latest copy of
Nuts magazine outside
the Ebor gym, when
who should stumble
by, black and gold
hoodie draped low
over face, but Alex
Lacy. Word on the
street has it that the
York Sport President
has only just realised it
might be a good idea to purchase a

sports centre membership. TM
imagines the scene. Cloaked figure

stealthily enters
sports centre.
Approaches anti-fat
turnstile. Rams uni-
versity card into
sensor. Smacks
crotch into immov-
able metal barrier,
setting off cheap-
skate alarm. Winces
in pain. Attempts to
jump barrier. Fails
miserably. Crumples
on running track
floor. Slinks away

into the night avoiding eye contact.

Football’s winter of discontent

Michael Leahy Gemma JohnsonEmily Scott
Throwing her hat in  to complete
the full list of sport-related posts
at York. Now a television star in her
own right. Next the world?
TM says: Her voice squeaks, the
dogs howl

Ginger, passionate and vocal. Goes
by the title ‘Stash’ because he once
organised a merchandise order.
How interesting is that? 
TM says: Don’t get in his way or
steal his battered Mars bar

Likes: Enthusiasm, Sticky Toffee
Pudding, Tequila, Riding...
Dislikes: Selfishness, Aubergines,
Sambuca
TM says: Her enthusiasm could be
York Sport’s Salvation

www.ey.com/uk/careers

For years the whipping boys of college sport, Wentworth’s ambitious reps have
had enough, as reporter John Halstead discovered...
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THE ANNUAL Varsity competi-
tion against York St. John, sched-
uled for February 25th, has been
thrown into doubt following the
recent freezing weather conditions,
which have necessitated the
rearrangement of BUCS fixtures
for many of York’s sports teams.

Postponed league fixtures or
progress to the later stages of the
BUCS Cup for the rugby, football,
hockey, tennis, volleyball and bad-
minton teams has prompted uncer-
tainty over what form the tourna-
ment will take, with a slimmed
down version likely.

York Sport President Alex
Lacy circulated an e-mail on
February 6th informing clubs
which traditionally participate in
Varsity that BUCS fixtures will take
preference, citing the late start to
term and the recent bad weather,
which forced the cancellation of all
outdoor fixtures last Wednesday.

Many clubs are experiencing a
considerable backlog in fixtures,
with many balancing league and
cup matches, and may be forced to
play both on Wednesday and at
weekends to complete their seasons
before the Easter holiday. Although
many teams remain in the dark
about forthcoming fixtures, there is
a high possibility that February
25th will be used to accommodate
rearrangements.

The men’s firsts football team
have six fixtures to complete in the
BUCS Northern Conference 2B
before term ends onMarch 20th, as
well as matches in the Northern

Universities’ League and the BUCS
Cup, where they travel to Leeds
Met in the quarter-final stage.
Similarly, the women’s first team
must complete six league fixtures,
in addition to their NUL commit-
ments.

Team captain Matt
Witherwick said, “it is a shame if
the match is cancelled, but Varsity
is never really a huge priority for
us.”

“I would much rather my team
concentrate solely on our upcom-
ing fixtures in BUCS that are going
to make or break our season,” he
added.

Having seen their midweek
game against Hull postponed, the
men’s rugby firsts, chasing promo-
tion from league 2B, face a barrage
of fixtures in a tough title run-in,
including successive away trips to

Teesside, Huddersfield and
Sheffield.

Mike Callis, first team captain,
echoed the sentiments of his foot-
ball counterpart, prefering to con-
centrate on more important league
fixtures, with the seconds team
scheduled to play St. John on that
day anyway, counting for points in
both the league and Varsity.

The women’s volleyball side,
who could have a BUCS Cup semi-
final fixture on February 25th,
joined the consensus.

“Although Varsity was good
fun last year and we wouldn’t like
to miss the chance to play an addi-
tional match, personally i would
consider the BUCS Cup game more
important,” said captain Lisa
Breitschuh.

The men’s hockey team have
already seen Wednesday’s fixture at

Leeds University called off because
of a frozen pitch and now face a
tougher relegation battle with the
fixtures mounting up.

Lacy remained confident that
Varsity would go ahead, despite the
problems, “we’ll still have Varsity,
but the hit to fixtures is a real
shame. I think in coming years we
should consider holding it on a
weekend.”

York, undefeated throughout
the competition’s history, were con-
vincing 55-16 victors in 2008.

There is a strong possibility
that further cancellations to sports
fixtures this week, when inclement
weather conditions are again
expected, will exacerbate the situa-
tion. Varsity has always been inferi-
or to the annual Roses competition
in terms of competitors, but often
provides a useful barometer.

Varsity contest threatened by
flurry of BUCS rearrangements

York’s hockey and rugby union teams take on St. John in Varsity 2008, but will they have the chance this year?

TOM HOLE
York Sport Member
WE ALL KNOW that York’s sport-
ing facilities aren’t exactly on a par
with other similar universities.
This year saw York in 9th place in
The Times Good University Guide,
and we should be proud to be there.
But is doing well in league tables
and developing the campus for
future York students more impor-
tant than improving the facilities
that we’ve already got, and helping
York achieve its full potential?

Evidently, our sports facilities
are in dire need of a revamp before
we can begin to reach our sporting
potential. As the university does
not help fund the sports centre, it
will be us, the students and users of
the sports centre, who will foot the
bill for this to happen. As nice as
the new reception and changing
areas are, a lot of people feel angry
that costs have gone up when the
facilities themselves haven’t really
improved.

It goes without saying that
something needs to be done about
the swamp which is somehow
referred to as the athletics track,
but this is not the only thing. The
squash courts need to be re-plas-
tered, and their heaters fixed, the
tennis courts need to be re-sur-
faced and temperatures in the tent
should also be addressed; is it even
safe to exercise in what seems to be
an igloo in the winter and a green
house in the summer?

However, it’s not all doom and
gloom. The Sports Centre’s new
manager, Rob Wadsworth, is keen
to work with York Sport and actu-
ally cares about sport at the univer-
sity (in fact he has already started
plans to re-surface the tennis
courts). There is also the
Heslington East development,
which will undoubtedly improve
the sporting facilities; “proposals
include a 25 metre swimming pool”
according to the university’s web-
site. We must hope these plans
come to fruition.

Durham and Warwick, who
finished 8th and 6th respectively in
the Times ranking, and are not dis-
similar institutions to York, fin-
ished 4th and 19th in last year’s
overall BUCS standings. Where
was York, I hear you ask? In 48th
place. So why is it that we finish
that much lower than the likes of
Durham and Warwick?

One of the key differences,
beside the obvious shortfall of the
standard of our facilities, is the fact
that both Durham and Warwick
have academic sports departments.
This gives them access to more
Higher Education Funding Council
for England (HEFCE) funding and
allows them to develop their facili-
ties further, increasing the gap
between York and such universities
on the sporting field.

This is part of the reason
behind the Union General Meeting
motion to lobby the university to
develop an academic sports depart-
ment on Heslington East. If you
feel this is a good idea, please vote
on-line in favour of the UGM
motion.

Emily
Scott

Karting team success at qualifiers

FOLLOWING A business-like per-
formance in their Regional
Qualifications, the University of
York’s karting team have pro-
gressed to the BUKC National
Championships. With three inex-
perienced karting teams entering
the races, captain James Viskok
reported that he was ecstatic to see
two of them safely through with
perfunctionary drives.

“Essentially, we went there
and did what we needed to do,” said
Viszkok, reflecting on the event. A
total of twenty-nine teams, repre-
senting universities from across the
country, entered the qualifying ses-
sion, with only twenty-three spots
up for grabs, meaning York needed
to perform. “There are four drivers
in each team, and the amount of
first year students that are driving
this season is really promising.”

The injection of new blood
served Karting Team A well, per-
forming ferociously in the morning
test session. The team went on to

perform efficiently in the relays,
driving past several teams with
greater experience. The side then
had to work their way through four
Solo races, achieving a respectable
seventeenth place by the end of the
afternoon.

Team B hoped to perform as
well and, with some smooth over-
taking manoeuvres on the track,
were happy to finish nineteenth.
Team C, comprising several novices
in the sport, came twenty-seventh,
a promising sign for the future.
York karting president Daniel
Maddox was delighted with the
club’s efforts, saying “considering
the team consisted purely of drivers
that had never sat in a kart of that
speed/calibre before that morning,
and many, if not all on that team,
were new to the club this year, it
was an impressive effort.”

The York teams will now go on
to race at Whilton Mill on Tuesday,
February 17 in the first round of the
National Championships, which
will last for four days. Viszkok was
glowing in his enthusiasm for the
advances made this year, adding

modestly, “to be honest, we’re look-
ing for a mid table result.”

Maddox however believes the
team should become more aggres-
sive and improve their racing skills
early on, so as not to get compla-
cent. “As it’s the first year the rego-
nal qualification has happened, it’s

not as cut-throat as it could
become in future years.”

With such ambition and
reserves of drivers to draw upon,
the team will aim to build upon
these achievements and assert
themselves among the elite of
British university karting.

Natasha Tranter
DEPUTY SPORTS EDITOR

Two of York karting teams have qualified for the national championships
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TOM HOLE
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BY FLINGING himself off a Cretan
mountain all those years ago,
Icarus tried to escape exile from
Greece; to strive beyond medioc-
rity, to achieve what men thought
impossible. York’s Futsal team did a
similar thing last Sunday.

With their qualification to the
BUCS Championships in Sheffield
next month, they are soaring
towards a goal many would have
written off as a demented fantasy at
the start of the year. Say it quietly:
York are the best Futsal team in the
north of England. At this universi-
ty we are used only to occasional
beacons of success.

Even then, no Everests are

BUCS backlog casts
doubt on Varsity

Hitting the target:
Archery at York

Weather induced fixtures
rearrangements for a num-
ber of York’s sports teams
have threatened the annual
Varsity contest against St.
John on February 25.

Arguably the safest bet for
victory at Roses,York’s
archery club are working
hard to give a sometimes
misunderstood sport a
higher profile.

VARSITY>> P23

Last Thursday’s UGM fea-
tured a motions for elite
sports funding initiated by
skier Max Hardy, a sports
science department and
earlier term dates.

John Halstead
SPORTS CORRESPONDENT

Futsal to fly the flag for York at
national BUCS Championships

College Sport
Our exclusive investigation into
inter-college sport at York
delves into its political and
economic particulars

Sports theme at
UGMmeeting

DAN HYDE
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This was their biggest chance to put
right past wrongs.

The operation started as
planned with a 6-3 dissection of
Durham. Bling-coated gangsta rap-
per-cum-goalgetter, AntonMurphy,
was sensational in a kind of pivot
role, masterfully holding up play
with his back to goal. Murphy is the
leading goalscorer in the north of
England, bagging a perfect ten
goals. He was ebullient about his
achievement, saying: “it makes me
believe what people don’t believe”
and “I feel like throwing a cham-
pagne glass in the air.”

Whilst Murphy stood out, the
rest of the York team did well to
stand up to the opposition’s physi-
cality, evidenced in the mangled
knees of Dan Hyde and the contort-
ed wreck that is Jack Crane’s shin.

Latest news and
views in TheMixer
A downright twisted
insight into sport at York.
This week,York Sport’s
shady pyramid scheme,
football’s volte face and an
irreverent election special.

THE MIXER >> P22TEAM PROFILE >> P21 MAX HARDY >> P21

conquered, only Ben Nevises; there
are no Usain Bolts, only Frankie
Frederickses; no Raymond van
Barnevelds, only Vincent van der
Voorts. The success of the Futsal
team suggests that where there
once was no hope, there is now.

From their four games this
Sunday, the futsallers needed six
points. Sounds easy on paper, but
the nature of the competition
meant that this was to be a formi-
dable undertaking. Arch-rivals
Teeside, a team they have never
defeated, and serial table-toppers
Stirling stood in the way.

The ghosts of failed cam-
paigns in previous years weighed
heavily on the players’ shoulders,
and when it comes to qualification,
the Futsal team has hadmore near-
misses than a cross-eyed pilot.

York’s victorious Futsal team celebrate qualification to the BUCS Championships next month, following wins against Durham and Teesside in a difficult tournament in Middlesbrough

Despite his roughhousing, Crane
went on to grab a brace in this
game, providing momentum for
the rest of the tournament.

Stirling, living up to their
name, marched into a 3-1 lead with
two lucky goals. But York showed
incredible character mounting a
sensational comeback, led by cap-
tain James Grey’s two goals, to pull
things back to 3-3.

Then, with a few minutes
remaining, Dan Hyde slipped by
two Stirling defenders before ele-
gantly pirouetting and smashing a
stonker into the roof of the net. If
York could hold on, they would
qualify. But then: disaster. A
calamity at the back allowed a
Stirling equaliser. York would have
to beat Teeside in the next round.

And cometh the hour, cometh

the men. It was crunch time. A
time for boys to become men. A
time for those men to then stand up
and be counted. And that they did,
in what some have described as the
team’s greatest ever performance.
Utterly decimating Teeside spiritu-
ally and in a football sense, York
walked away 8-2 victors, with a
stunning goal from Henney putting
delicious icing on the victory cake.

All that remained was the for-
mality of a dead rubber (loss) to
Leeds Met in the final game. But
York didn’t care. They achieved a
feat approaching the magnitude of
North Korea’s victory over Italy in
1966. Unlike the Korean players,
who were shot on return to their
native land for failing to defeat
Portugal, the futsallers will be laud-
ed on campus for months to come.
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